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Picturing Royal Charisma:
The Image of Kings in the Eastern Mediterranean from the Late Fourth Millennium to the Islamic Period (c. 3250 BCE to 1600 CE)

Arlette David, Rachel Milstein, Tallay Ornan

From the earliest Near Eastern urban civilizations to modern times, rulers and their retinues have disseminated ideological information with regard to the legitimacy of their status, their obligations, and their rights. The visual expressions of these royal statements were the subject of our research group, under the auspices of the Mandel Scholion Interdisciplinary Research Center in the Humanities of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, and of its international workshop, ‘Picturing Royal Charisma in the Near East (Third Millennium BCE to 1700 CE)’ that took place at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, January 12–14, 2015. We thank Scholion Interdisciplinary Research Center for supporting our project and providing us with a pleasant and welcoming home for developing our ideas concerning the various aspects of Middle Eastern sovereigns and their manifestation in the visual arts. Special thanks to Prof. Dani Schwartz, former Academic Head of Scholion, and Prof. Elisheva Baumgarten, its current Head, for their continuous support.

This volume comprises some of the papers delivered at our workshop that dealt with the visual presentation of rulers around the ancient and medieval Eastern Mediterranean region. These contributions reflect the endurance of some royal themes and pictorial formulae that were used over a period of more than 4000 years. Considering the Eastern Mediterranean basin, Mesopotamia, and Iran as a geographically connected unit, we aimed to explore their interrelations synchronically and diachronically, through the imagery of rulers and power, from the late fourth millennium BCE to the later Islamic period c. 1600 CE.

Two essential considerations served as a point of departure for our project:

1. Despite the enormous changes in the demographic, social, political, and religious entities of the area, concepts and imagery demonstrate remarkable continuity.
2. As main communication channels between rulers and subjects in the pre-modern world, visual and textual representations of power are central political and cultural issues.

In the long history of this region, waves of invasions, migrations, trade in merchandise and techniques, wars, and diplomatic exchanges generated a colorful range of socio-economic organizations and groups that included nomads, peasants, city dwellers—each with their own religious beliefs, from animism, polytheism, henotheism to monotheism, and political systems from absolute monarchy to tribal confederation. This central area of settlement and migration bears the endless marks of international clashes and exchanges. Against this background of contradictory interests and aspirations, what does the continuity of royal pictorial motifs and concepts teach us about Rulership in the longue durée?

In recent decades, Kingship as a central sociological and anthropological phenomenon in the history of mankind has been a recurrent topic of research and academic analysis. Following Max Weber’s theories about the nature of charisma and its routinization (Weber 2013), Elias Norbert’s influential study of Louis XIV’s court society (Elias 1983), Clifford Geertz’ challenging conclusions on the royal courts of Indonesia (Geertz 1980; Geertz 1983: 121–146), among many other studies, various conferences have covered a wide scope of sociological, cultural, and historical issues, often in a comparative approach. To mention only a few examples, Concepts of Kingship in Antiquity (Lanfranchi and Rollinger 2007) covers the Eastern Mediterranean and Near Eastern courts, with the comparative case of India (Lanfranchi and Rollinger 2010). In Royal Courts and Dynastic States and Empires (Duindam, Tülay, and Kunt 2005), the focus lies on the human structure of the court—household, ceremonies, and government (Duindam, Artan, and Kunt 2011). The geographical and historical scope of this volume goes from France to China, from Assyria to Early Modern Europe. In Every Inch a King (Mitchell and Melville 2008), on the other hand, the papers mainly deal with the manifestations of kingship in ancient and medieval Iran, although...
some papers cover European courts all the way to Spain and the Safavid rule in Iran around the turn of the 17th century (Mitchell and Melville 2013). More limited in its geographic boundaries, our addition to this list stretches from Rome to Iran, its content mainly focused on the visual expressions of royal ideology.

First and foremost among the cornerstones of royal ideology is the source of the king’s legitimacy. This issue is so crucial for justifying the hegemony of an individual or a dynasty that almost any regime refers directly or indirectly to the sources of its legitimacy, divine, inherited, personal or rather a combination of these sources, as demonstrated by Michael Sommer in Chapter 7 in the present volume. Building on Weber’s insights, Sommer analyzes the Palmyrene crisis of the 3rd century, which eventually led Queen Zenobia to abandon her city in 272 CE, leaving it to the Roman emperor Aurelian. Asking, ‘What was the rationale of authority in Rome? And how did Odaenathus and Zenobia substantiate their leadership in Palmyra and the Near East?’ Sommer examines the patterns of authority in Palmyra and in imperial Rome and concludes that the conflict between Rome and Palmyra was rooted in antagonistic conceptions of authority and its legitimacy. Personal legitimacy, according to Weber’s theory, is the individual charismatic personality of a leader (mostly a brave and successful military commander) generally characterizing the founders of dynasties. Their weaker descendants, lacking personal charisma, resort to their hereditary position, leaning on their forefathers’ images, which over time become sanctified (Weber 2013: 1111–1157).

Second to the divine source of legitimacy the hereditary rights stand. Royal inscriptions and epithets of various kingdoms mention the name of the father and the grandfather of the ruling monarch, sometimes with reference to the eponymous founder of the dynasty. The ancient Egyptian royal lists, a phenomenon traceable to the first Dynasty, were inscribed on Ramesside monuments to insert visually and historically the kings of Dynasties 19–20 in a broad tradition of rulership through the cult of royal ancestors (Redford 1986). In order to build their own image on accepted norms, the Achaemenid rulers established visual contacts with the kings of lands conquered by them (de Jong 2015: 90–92). Inscriptions of the early Sasanid kings, for example, occasionally established their legitimacy by mentioning preceding rulers. Certain Islamic regimes connected themselves to much earlier historical or even mythological dynasties, hence the importance and the revival of the ancient Iranian epic, the Shāhnāma from the 10th century CE on.

The rulers’ legitimacy relies mainly on their relationships with the gods, relationships of different types in the various political and cultural entities. In ancient Egypt, the first kings on the Turin King List (a Ramesside papyrus listing the kings of Egypt) are gods, the compilers asserting the divine origin of the institution. Following heated debates on the ontology of the Egyptian king, most modern scholars today agree that he was viewed as a man in a divine office, his divine or human characteristics highlighted depending on the period and the religious or more secular context of presentation (Silverman 1995). Examining Akhenaten’s revolutionary visual presentation, Arlette David (Chapter 3) shows that during the Amarna Period (Dynasty 18, c. 1350 BCE), the royal image and its staging reflected the politico-religious reform brought about by Akhenaten, at the heart of which stood his belief in a solar creator god (‘Aten’) and the eviction of the traditional pantheon. The evolution of the visual animal-man hybridism of the king, a feature of the divine expressed through animalistic appendages and monstrous fusions, evinces that Akhenaten finally chose to express his own solar divinity in human form as the ‘beautiful child of Aten,’ personification of the divine light of the Creator.

In ancient Mesopotamia, according to Claudia E. Suter (Chapter 1), the Sumerian King List proclaimed that kingship descended from heaven, god-given; the early Mesopotamian kings cast themselves as representatives of the gods on earth. Suter’s paper sums up the various images of the Mesopotamian kings as they appear in their sculpted portraits and in narrative scenes of metaphoric nature.

The most common royal depictions from Egypt, Mesopotamia, and all the way to post-Mongol Iran were scenes of investiture, apotheosis, enthronement, audience, cult, battle, hunt, banquet, and foundation of public monuments. Usually, the kings were accompanied by gods or their heavenly emissaries, family members, and the close court circle—body guards, personal servants, boon companions, advisers, ministers, clerics, army commanders, and entertainers. Among the members of the royal entourage male figures who fulfilled various functions appeared. Irit Ziffer’s discussion (Chapter 5) focuses on the visual and textual evidence of beardless eunuchs in Assyria, their visual or written traces in ancient Mesopotamia, down to the Achaemenid, Sasanian, Byzantine, and Mamluk courts. She argues that the eunuch, a term that describes the physically different official, was already identifiable in the third millennium BCE Mesopotamian visual repertoires, the closest parallels appearing in the Islamic Mamluk blazons. Mediating between their subjects and gods, the status of Mesopotamian kings reached its apogee during the reign of Naram-Sin, king of Akkad (2220–2184 BCE), who
As in Mesopotamia, Achaemenid rulership was gifted to the kings by the god, and both god and king complemented each other to maintain cosmic order for the benefit of each and every individual (Kuhrt 2007: 92). The link between god-given rulership and cosmic order was enacted in connection with yearly festivals. The Sasanid kings in Iran were also believed to derive their legitimacy through the so-called ‘divine grace’ or god-granted royal charisma. Under Christian and Islamic monotheistic regimes, this relationship was further nuanced, but never given up. In the nascent Islamic society, which at first negated the very idea of monarchy, less than one century after the birth of the new religion, the Umayyad caliphs styled themselves as God’s deputies, and the oft repeated maxim: ‘the ruler is the shade of Allah upon the earth,’ probably emerged at the end of their rule (Crone 2004: 162–163).  

In all the periods discussed here, the charismatic founders of dynasties, whose descendants appropriated their fame and authority by routinizing their legitimacy, were usually pictured as valiant fighters and hunters, unifiers of dismembered territories, protectors of their kingdom and just rulers, revealers of an essential doctrine or faith, or a special grace bestowed upon them from heaven. In Weber’s words:

The charismatic hero derives his authority not from an established order and enactments, as if it were an official competence, and not from custom or feudal fealty, as under patrimonialism. He gains and retains it solely by proving his powers in practice. He must work miracles, if he wants to be a prophet. He must perform heroic deeds, if he wants to be a warlord. Most of all, his divine mission must prove itself by bringing well being to his faithful followers; if they do not fare well, he obviously is not the god-sent master” (Weber 2013, 1114).

The king’s mission of bringing well being was ideally achieved through his role as mediator between man and the gods, as provider and protector. As mediator with the divine, he was expected to see to the building of temples and prayer houses, and to perform the rituals of the cult. As provider, his administration had to develop the economy (agriculture, industry, and trade), build towns, gardens, roads, granaries, and water supplies. As protector, he had to lead his armies to war or maintain peace through diplomacy, secure safety, and justice. To turn the desert into an earthly paradise, he exerted all three aspects of the king’s mission, which were turned into literary and visual motifs in the Near East and beyond, with variants due to geo-political, economic, and cultural differences.

Maintaining power and securing the elite’s loyalty to the crown require a support system, as the legitimacy of the individual kings or dynasties depends on the effective or imaginary fulfillment of their mission. Therefore, many royal actions, practical and symbolic alike, were taken to convince the king’s subjects as well as his foes of his exceptional powers, good will, and rightful behavior. The ruler’s might as a warrior was commemorated by triumphal gates and monumental depictions of battles, defeated enemies, and spoils. His glory was publicly celebrated in colorful and sonorous parades and well-orchestrated receptions of envoys and guests. His mediation with the divine was embodied in religious centers and performing or providing for rituals, the paraphernalia, gestures, and attitudes associating him with his god(s).

The king’s justice was often witnessed by his appearance at a window or a balcony in the upper wall of the palace, and no less often by corpses of criminals and rebels exposed in public, and motifs showing him offering tokens of his equity and legitimate violence to the gods and the world. In series of communal activities, such as coronations, political marriages, audiences, receptions, hunting parties, banquets, and cultural pastimes, kings solidified their bonds with the elite of their kingdoms. Lower classes were in certain civilizations allowed to visit the king’s palace, but in others caught a glimpse of the monarch himself at public festivals and processions, or contented themselves with the sight of his effigy on rock reliefs, steles, and coins. They could also be impressed by the size and the beauty of their kings’ palaces and mausolea, many of which they took an active role in constructing.

Indirect images of the kings and their missions were carefully designed, orchestrated, and disseminated by the court circles through verbal and visual manifestations. The largest public portrayals of royal presence and power were functional and symbolic architectural achievements—city walls and gates, columned boulevards and theaters, water installations, temples, palaces, mausolea, pyramids, large wall-paintings, rock reliefs, steles, and rural monuments. In palaces, or the parts of them that could be visited, the movement of the selected visitors was carefully arranged...
designed so as to create awe, to impart a sense of decorum, and to constantly remind the visitor of the legitimacy of his royal patron or host. Using architecture and reliefs, David Kertai’s paper (Chapter 4) highlights the importance of the royal image that seems to govern the structure of Neo-Assyrian palaces as the dwelling of the persona at the head of the social order, the mediator between gods and human beings. Kertai shows how the king’s image, set between niches in the throne room in the Northwest Palace of Kalhu, guided the visitors’ movements into and through the room.

Throne rooms, and often the thrones themselves, constituted focal points in the mise-en-scène of the ruler’s legitimacy. As such, their components, forms, and metaphoric value in the long Islamic period are the subject of Rachel Milstein’s paper (Chapter 9). Her discussion follows the development and evolution of the sense of royalty in a civilization that was initially opposed to kingship, hostile to figurative images, but which could not stay blind to the rich ceremonial art of former and contemporary civilizations.

Since visits to the palaces were often limited to selected minorities, larger crowds were offered a glimpse of the monarch’s presence or image through public religious and military ceremonies and, most importantly, in royal burial architecture. Visits paid to the dead are still highly popular and meaningful in the Near East and the entire Islamic world, and are strongly encouraged by certain governments even today. At the beginning of the 16th century CE, the Safavid Shah Isma’il built his own burial tower next to that of the dynasty’s eponymous founder in Ardabil, and at the end of this century, as shown by Milstein, Shah ‘Abbas I connected the two towers by a new unit, which was inaugurated as his own seat or throne. In Istanbul, visits to the graves of the Ottoman sultans, which were declined throughout the 20th century, have been recently organized by the Ottoman sultans, which were declined throughout his own seat or throne. In Istanbul, visits to the graves of the two towers by a new unit, which was inaugurated as the 20th century, have been recently organized by the Ottoman sultans, which were declined throughout his own seat or throne. In Istanbul, visits to the graves of the two towers by a new unit, which was inaugurated as the entire Islamic world, and are strongly encouraged by certain governments even today.

As such, their components, forms, and metaphoric value in the long Islamic period are the subject of Rachel Milstein’s paper (Chapter 9). Her discussion follows the development and evolution of the sense of royalty in a civilization that was initially opposed to kingship, hostile to figurative images, but which could not stay blind to the rich ceremonial art of former and contemporary civilizations.

Since visits to the palaces were often limited to selected minorities, larger crowds were offered a glimpse of the monarch’s presence or image through public religious and military ceremonies and, most importantly, in royal burial architecture. Visits paid to the dead are still highly popular and meaningful in the Near East and the entire Islamic world, and are strongly encouraged by certain governments even today. At the beginning of the 16th century CE, the Safavid Shah Isma’il built his own burial tower next to that of the dynasty’s eponymous founder in Ardabil, and at the end of this century, as shown by Milstein, Shah ‘Abbas I connected the two towers by a new unit, which was inaugurated as his own seat or throne. In Istanbul, visits to the graves of the Ottoman sultans, which were declined throughout the 20th century, have been recently organized by the current regime. The unique importance of mausolea is expressed by their longevity, often due to the stone material used for their construction. Not only have these architectural constructions often survived where palaces have disappeared, but their very raison d’être is to give the dead eternal presence, if not to diffuse a message of his eternal existence. In general, architecture becomes a scene and backdrop for ceremonial presentations of the kings, as expressed by Canepa:

Sovereigns created architectural and visual environment with the knowledge that they would provide focus for ritual activities. These ritual activities, in turn, commented on and shaped further additions. As the ritual and artistic elements of imperial ceremony were interwoven, it is not surprising that an alteration in the fabric of one had implications for that of the other. A change in ritual practice could imply a new meaning for the structure, and new structures or images within a ritual environment could modify the performance and significance of the ritual (Canepa 2009: 8).

A case-study illustrating this point is the analysis discussed by Galit Noga-Banai (Chapter 6) of Titus’ triumphal arch in Rome and its later reflection in the installment of holy Christian relics in the Church of the Holy Apostles in Constantinople. The author concludes that the transition from Judean ritual implements to Christian holy relics, from Jerusalem to Rome, and eventually to Constantinople, enabled the construction of the New Jerusalem, thus conferring legitimacy upon Constantin and his new capital.

As sites of the royal presence, many capital cities can be seen as maps of kingly ceremonial and power; but the city map may also be a testimony of political and economic tensions between the king and his family, or the court, the aristocracy, and the bourgeoisie. In her study, Anna Gutgarts (Chapter 8) reveals the tension between the monarch and the aristocracy in Frankish Jerusalem and its manifestation in the transfer of the royal palace from its initial location in the Al-Aqsa Mosque to the Tower of David. By moving the royal residency to the Tower of David, the ties of Frankish ideology with the biblical past were certainly strengthened. The involvement of the rulers in complex politico-religious circumstances shaped the city’s development in the 12th century and its transformation into a Latin Christian capital.

Every type of material support seems to have been used for picturing and propagating rulership and its doctrine. Since the topic of this volume is the depiction of royal charisma, a few words about the nature and the constraints of our field are in order. A study of the way in which a material object transmits a message necessarily involves two main aspects: the ideological message embedded in the visual form; and the media and the means of expression, i.e., the formal language and the artistic or ‘poetic’ devices used to express the ideological content. Taking for granted that the visual forms and compositions vary to a considerable degree from one civilization to another, one should ponder how much a variation in a visual motif reflects a change in meaning. Written evidence, of course, is our best guide to understanding ideological, socio-political, and religious phenomena, but visual testimonies may fill gaps in case of meager textual sources. Moreover, certain unique characteristics of the material and visual language, such as the use of surface and space, the choice of medium, and even the nature of design, besides the evident power of depiction, often disclose neglected or intentionally concealed realities. These
veiled aspects of the concepts and practice of kingship in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Persian world are briefly explored in the articles of this volume.

The power of the picture derives from its need to enunciate abstract concepts by means of visual forms, which necessarily relate to identifiable fragments of material (or historical) reality. Without this visual identification a totally abstract form cannot make sense. Since semiotics can help to unravel hidden layers in linguistic materials, the same approach is no less efficient in the case of the pictorial language (see David in Chapter 3 on Akhenaten’s presentation). However, in many cases the visuals are fully descriptive, and their symbolism is so clear that the explicit message and additional layers of content are easily revealed through comparison with relevant texts and other works of art, even from remote periods.

The repertoire of Near Eastern motifs is vast and nuanced yet often repetitive. Texts and visuals build the royal image metaphorically in the likeness of the gods, and kingship in the likeness of the cosmos.

Arlette David, Rachel Milstein, Tallay Ornan
Jerusalem, 2022
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Chapter 1

In the Beginning: The First 1200 Years in Mesopotamia

Claudia E. Suter
University of Bern

Abstract

The incipit of the Sumerian King List proclaims that kingship descended from heaven. Monarchic rule was presented as god-given: kings claim to have been installed in office by deities. Early Mesopotamian kings were perhaps the first to cast themselves as representatives of the gods on earth and thus as intermediaries between the mundane and the transcendent spheres, a dogma that became, in differing degrees, almost universal in monarchic societies. Regardless of whether the monument focused on the king as procreator, commemorated his temple building, celebrated his military victory or his promulgation of laws, its imagery recapitulated his close relationship with the gods, on which the people’s security and prosperity depended. As a consequence, kings purported to be supra-human and godlike, constituting a class between mortals and immortals. How was this charismatic status conveyed in images over the first 1200 years of Mesopotamian history? To what degree did the king stand out among mortals and to what degree was he likened to immortals?

Introduction

In terms of space and time, we are looking at Sumer and Akkad, the southern part of Mesopotamia roughly between Baghdad and the Gulf, from the late fourth to the end of the third millennium BCE (c. 3200–2000). These c. 1200 years make up what is generally called early Mesopotamia. They can be divided into several periods (Table 1.1).

Whereas the Early Dynastic period encompasses more than half a millennium, of which the last 200 years are the best documented, the Late Uruk period covers c. 300 years and the dynasties of Akkad, Lagaš II and Ur III altogether comprise c. 350 years. Mesopotamia was ruled by competing city-states for most of the time under consideration here. The hegemony established by the kings of Akkad, and later revived by the Third Dynasty of Ur, lasted for only short periods of time (Michalowski 1987: 46–48). Although it is possible that Uruk controlled all of Mesopotamia in the Late Uruk period, the evidence is inconclusive (Algaze 2008: 109–117).

Royal charisma is devised in different media geared to different audiences and addresses different needs at different times. In the remote early Mesopotamian era the evidence is too scarce for a comprehensive picture. The best-documented period is the Ur III period—its last. Delineating Šulgi’s organization of royal charisma, Michalowski (1987: 64–68) enlisted public festivals and travels of the king through his realm, targeting the populace at large; temples built to the new ‘god’ in the major cities to keep local elites at bay; the amplification of the scribal curriculum with royal praise songs and epic tales, which provided a projection surface for the king’s divinity, toward the indoctrination of functionaries; and the inclusion of the king’s name as a divine element in personal names of middle-to-lower-echelon bureaucrats. Michalowski sees these measures focusing on the king’s deification, created by Naram-Sîn of Akkad and refined by Šulgi of Ur, as an effort to propagate the king as the center of social values, which responded to the need for legitimizing central power over a unified Mesopotamia. In his words:

By displacing the ideational core through a variety of symbols centered around the figure of the divine king, the larger states gained access to allegiance and domination which could not have been theirs through force and economic power alone (Michalowski 1987: 68).

Different documentation from the ensuing Old Babylonian period provides an intimate impression of what created the charisma of the royal persona. Jack Sasson (2011) has perceptively distilled the Mari royal correspondence for intimations of the king’s sacrality. Although these kings did not deify themselves, many features evoked their supernatural status in parallel to gods. While the features Sasson discusses under the heading ‘bounty’ are also attested for third millennium BCE kings, those concerning the sensory spectrum of the king’s body are more difficult to find in the third millennium documentation on royal ideology, which consists mainly of royal inscriptions, praise songs, and

---

1 On the historical determinacy of divine kingship, see also Michalowski 2008.
2 I am grateful to Jack Sasson for a stimulating exchange on royal charisma and for pointing me to this contribution.
laconic administrative texts pertaining to cult festivals. They reveal that Mari kings were thought to have radiance; that their gaze and fragrance were thought to be beneficial; that kissing their feet, like those of divine statues, was thought to be not only a sign of reverence, but also attained their good will; and it was deemed advantageous to evoke their names.

When looking at the complex messages of early Mesopotamian royal images that have survived to our time, it is helpful to keep in mind the larger picture of how royal charisma was designed not only in extant texts, but also how it might have been designed in live media and ritual in its day, including sensuous aspects of the royal body. In order to provide an adequate context for the discussion, I shall address image carriers and narrative contexts before moving to the royal figure.

The Image Carriers and Their Communicative Context

For understanding the message of any communication, knowledge of its source, channel of transmission, and receiver are vital. The source of royal images was the crown. Extant channels of transmission include statues, foundation figurines, stelae, door plaques, cult vessels and implements, rock reliefs, and cylinder seals. Starting in the later Early Dynastic period (2600–2350 BCE), these image carriers can bear inscriptions, which give us clues regarding their function and purpose. Most were dedicated to a deity and set up in a temple (Braun-Holzinger 1991). Dedicatory objects were ritually consecrated and could receive regular offerings beyond the dedicant’s death (Winter 1992; Selz 1997). While some remained in place for centuries (Braun-Holzinger 2004), others were mutilated, destroyed, or carried off by conquering enemies (May 2012). Such treatment underscores their symbolic value as embodiments of power.

Michalowski (2013: 174–175) points out the difficulties in establishing a target audience for royal images set up in temples. Not only have they hardly ever been found in their original setting, but we also lack first-hand sources on who had access to temples: was it the population at large, the elite, or, aside from temple personnel, only a small circle of the elite who profited from temple prebends? Dedicatory inscriptions address only the gods and future generations, kings in particular. Can we trust Hammurabi’s invitation to his subjects to come before his stelae to claim their right (Codex Hammurabi xlviii 3–17; see Roth 1995:134), or is this mere rhetoric? Whereas foundation figurines obviously targeted future generations, small dedicatory objects must have been set up in indoor spaces, I tend to assume that large royal statues and stelae that stood in outdoor spaces of temple compounds also targeted a contemporary audience. The monumental character, combined with symbolic imagery and writing at a time of restricted literacy, all imparted royal authority. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to presume with Michalowski that the surviving images would have had less impact in the ancient propagation of power than other media, such as monumental architecture and performance arts. It should, however, be recalled that statues of deified kings were carried in

Table 1.1. Early Mesopotamian Periodization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period and Kings</th>
<th>Time BCE*</th>
<th>Some Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Late Uruk (and Jamdat Nasr)</td>
<td>3200–2900</td>
<td>First full-blown urban society with a hierarchic structure, in which writing was invented, yet used almost exclusively for administrative purposes; an elaborate, fully developed visual imagery of power appears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Dynastic</td>
<td>2900–2350</td>
<td>Competing city-states and first historical period in the sense that we start to know kings by name; texts are now also used for transmitting royal ideology in addition to images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynasty of Akkad</td>
<td>2350–2193</td>
<td>First hegemony over Mesopotamia and first self-deified kings, under whom court art reached a peak in naturalistic rendering, and an unparalleled mythological repertoire was created in glyptic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Dynasty of Lagaš</td>
<td>2175–2075</td>
<td>Traditionalist city-state with covert hegemonic claims in the interim between the two hegemonies; largest sample of royal stone monuments for early Mesopotamia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Dynasty of Ur</td>
<td>2112–2004</td>
<td>Second hegemony over Mesopotamia and second phase of self-deified kings, under whom bureaucracy became excessive and many domains, including anthropomorphic figures in visual imagery, were standardized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The dates, all approximate, follow the conventional Middle Chronology; for the new Low Middle Chronology, which applies only to historical periods, see Sallaberger and Schrakamp 2015: 135–136.

7 In contrast to dedicatory objects, metal figurines with building inscriptions representing the royal builder as construction worker were buried in temples’ foundations, together with stone tablets repeating the royal inscription (Rashid 1983). They would be found by future kings who restored or re-built the temple in question.

reliefs were intended to intimidate the local population. Because they are carved in remote locations, they instead see the purpose of rock reliefs as being the king’s intent to immortalize himself as heroic victor. While this was certainly an important incentive, it does not necessarily exclude the local population as a target. The carved rocks are situated at strategic passageways through the Zagros Mountains, and while the one that is attributable to a Mesopotamian king is facing the mountainous enemy land, local rulers’ emulations of this image are directed toward the lowlands. Ironically, the Mesopotamian prototype, the relief at Darband-i-Gawr, lacks an inscription. Since it also lacks the typical frame of such reliefs, it may have never been completed (Strommenger 1963: 84).

Cylinder seals bear inscriptions from the Early Dynastic period on that identify the seal owner by name, often combined with filiation and/or profession and, sometimes, also specify his or her relation to the reigning king (Pittman 2012). They guaranteed identification and authentication in transactions of the state administration and expressed legitimacy and authority in social hierarchy. Cylinder seals were thus ideal vehicles for fostering loyalty to the crown. Conversely, they could—if only on a symbolic level—challenge the regime’s claim to absolute power in times of weak rule (e.g., Waetzold 2008; Suter 2013).

How exclusive were these image carriers? While foundation figurines, stelae, and rock reliefs were reserved for royal deeds, statues and other dedicatory objects could also be donated by royal women and other members of the elite, and cylinder seals were available to a wider circle of people within the urban administration. Since inscriptions on dedicatory objects and seals become more frequent and detailed over time, only in the last quarter of the third millennium we are on more certain ground for identifying donors and owners. Although I cannot prove this, it is likely that the circle of patrons fluctuated over time. In view of their small number, high quality, and stylistic homogeneity, the anepigraphic Late Uruk dedicatory objects and seals that include the royal figure may all have been made under royal patronage. For the subsequent periods, inscribed dedicatory objects suggest that the circle of donors included a wider segment of the elite during the long Early Dynastic period of competing city-states than under the ensuing hegemonies, when it appears to have been confined to the king and his immediate entourage (Braun-Holzinger 1991: 18–21). Also seal images that include a royal figure seem to have belonged to a wider circle of people during the Early Dynastic period than in later times, although this ratio also depended on changing seal imagery.

Royal monuments could stand out in size and material. Only statues of kings reached life-size and larger formats. The earliest example dates to the Late Uruk period (Braun-Holzinger 2007, Plate 4). A fragmentary statue from Qadisiyah, perhaps the capital of Akkad, must have been about 3m tall, surpassing even statues of late Assyrian emperors (Reade 2002: 262–269, no. 5). Over life-sized statues are also attested for Gudea of Lagāš (Suter 2012b: Table 3.2).1 The stone par excellence for prestigious royal monuments from the late Early Dynastic period on was a hard black stone imported from either side of the Persian Gulf (Reade 2002). Gulf stone was used for statues of kings and a few royal women as well as for stelae and other dedicatory objects of the royal family. Royal inscriptions specifically mention its import, which was equivalent to saying that the king in question controlled important trade routes. The Sumerian poem Lugale, an account of the god Ninurta’s ‘domestication’ of stones, characterizes Gulf stone in terms of strength, heroism, and its suitability for royal images that immortalize the king’s name (Selz 2001).

Moreover, royal monuments could be made in series. Although our record is extremely spotty, there is evidence for sculptural programs that conveyed messages beyond single images. Mannistušu of Akkad, for example, set up nearly identical images of himself in all major cities of the relatively newly united Mesopotamia as symbols of his authority (Epplheimer 2010). Also stelae were made in series and set up in different locations (Börker-Klähn 1982: 108–110), and the famous Uruk Vase illustrating the authority of a Late Uruk king already existed in several copies (Lindemeyer and Martin 1993: no. 227, Plate 22).

In sum, royal images, especially monumental ones, were symbols of power, yet probably less effective in ancient propaganda than monumental architecture or performance arts. A main incentive behind their creation, much as it also applied to that of monumental architecture, was the king’s endeavor to escape oblivion. Upon returning from his journey to the end

1 Differences in size, however, may also depend on other factors: for Gudea, for whom more statues have survived than for any other early Mesopotamian king, there are two distinct groups: those which he dedicated to major deities of the pantheon in the capital’s temple district are life-sized or over life-sized, while those which he dedicated to his personal god in what seems to have been a palace chapel are much smaller (Suter 2012b; Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7).
of the world in search of eternal life, which he did not attain, Gilgameš invites his audience to admire the monumental architecture of his city Uruk. ‘To establish his name in remote days,’ as the above-mentioned poem Lugale puts it, gave the king an avenue for outliving the inevitable termination of a common human life (Radner 2005). Thus, to some degree, we are included among the intended audience of ancient Mesopotamian royal images.

Narrative Contexts of Royal Images

Mesopotamian narrative images tend to be emblematic and often include several layers of meaning. Ann Perkins (1957) distinguished two types of scenes: more allusive ‘culminating’ scenes that depict the climax of a series of events, and more explicit ‘episodic’ scenes that juxtapose a selection of successive events of a story. Episodic scenes occur only in more extensive narratives, usually combined with a culminating scene. From the point of view of composition, culminating scenes then consist of a core that could be extended to include additional details, figures, or episodic scenes, as Hansen (1963: 161–162) showed for banquets. Episodic scenes lend more credibility to the emblematic, ideological message of the culminating scene. Even if the inscription on a carved monument refers to a specific battle, temple construction, or law promulgation, the imagery seems to go beyond historicity, signifying generic royal ideals.

The contexts in which kings are depicted can be subsumed under three basic themes: the protector, the provider, and the patron. The protector theme comprises hunting and military expeditions, both of which offered an ideal arena for demonstrating masculine strength and power. One of the most frequent royal epithets designated the king as ‘strong man’ (Suter 2012a: 437). The royal hunt is attested in the Late Uruk period, both on a stela (Figure 1.1) and on cylinder seals (Braun-Holzinger 2007: nos. FS 4, 20–21?, 33). It evoked the king’s role as protector of the civilized world as later exemplified, for example, in Šulgi Hymn B (ll. 71–76) where the king prides himself on putting the shepherds at ease by subduing lions (ETCSL 2.4.2.02). In contrast to the poetic tradition, the royal hunt disappeared from visual arts until Assyrian kings revived it in the first millennium BCE (Otto 2013). From the Early Dynastic period on, the combat against wild animals was relegated to the mythic sphere of supernatural heroes. Regardless of whether the protagonists were kings or heroes, the combat against wild animals represented the dichotomy between culture and nature, between the order of civilization and the forces of chaos. The heroic combat was one of the most popular subjects on seals throughout the third millennium, predominating Early Dynastic and Akkad glyptic. It was apt for royal seals and royal gift seals, since it encapsulated a royal ideal (Zettler 2007: 11).

Triumph over the defeated enemy can be considered the culmination of a successful military expedition. In line with the preference for culminating scenes, the early Mesopotamian king is more often shown triumphant after the battle than in the act of slaying his enemy. In the Late Uruk period, the royal warrior is extant only on cylinder seals (Braun-Holzinger 2007: nos. FS 17–18, 25). They depict the king confronting war captives kept at bay by armed men, thus evoking his control over life or death. 7 The war theme does not resurface until the last phase of the Early Dynastic period. From then on it becomes a preferred subject on monumental stelae and statue pedestals. Just prior to the first victory stela dates the luxuriously inlaid Standard of Ur, which, like Late Uruk seals, depicts the king confronting war captives, yet expands the scene to include the king’s charioteers and infantrymen leaving the battlefield before the long

---

6 See also Suter 2000: 211–225.

7 While his domination is underlined by the spear that he holds in upright position, the fact that this spear is seen pointing to the ground may have implied that the captives were not condemned to death, as was suggested to me at the Jerusalem conference. Only one seal from Susa depicts him shooting at enemies in front of a structure that probably represented a temple as pars pro toto for the enemy city.
parade of captives, and the royal chariot, together with a group of generals and attendants, behind the king (Figure 1: 2) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. FD 30).

By the late Early Dynastic period, deities begin to be represented in anthropomorphic form in imagery. On Eanatum’s victory stelae, the king is seen leading his men into battle, while the divine patron of Lagaš, Ningirsu, triumphs over the defeated enemies, holding them in a net, like captured animals, and hitting their leader on the head (Figure 1.3) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. FD 9). Sargon of Akkad (or his personal god) offers such a net of captives to his patron goddess Ištar (Braun-Holzinger 2007: nos. AKK 1–2). The inclusion of deities legitimized the king’s war: it attributed his victory to his good standing with the state’s divine patron and underscored his role as his/her representative.

Naram-Sin of Akkad introduced the powerful image of the king treading on his enemies (Figure 1.4) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. AKK 8). Victory monuments of Ur III kings are known only through copies of texts that were inscribed on them (Suter 2010: 330). An exception is the anonymous rock relief at Darband-i-Gawr (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. AB 14), which emulates the image of Naram-Sin’s Susa Stela and probably represented Šulgi of Ur. It is hardly a coincidence that the first self-deified king and the one who revived self-deification a century later are shown victorious in the absence of anthropomorphic deities. There must, however, also have existed Ur III victory monuments that included a divine figure, since rock reliefs of Iranian kings, such as Anubanini and Iddi-Sîn, obviously emulated them (Figure 1.5) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: nos. AB 15–18).

* On this motif, see Bahrami 2008: 101–135.
These rock reliefs depict the king treading on his defeated enemy in front of a goddess who offers insignia of kingship to him.

The provider theme revolved around the king’s responsibility for economic wealth and justice in his realm. This, in turn, depended on his relationship with the gods, for whose care and feeding he also was responsible. The figure carrying a kid to a deity is the most concise embodiment of the king as provider: it evoked his role as shepherd of his people, feeder of the gods, and mediator between human and divine spheres, since sacrificial kids were used for divination (Suter 1991–93). The kid-carrier is attested in statuary, stone reliefs, and glyptic since the earlier Early Dynastic period and may go back to the Late Uruk period. Descriptions of royal images suggest that this icon persisted into Old Babylonian times (Braun-Holzinger 2007: 117–119).

In other images focusing on the provider theme, the first urban societies foregrounded agricultural productivity, while from the later Early Dynastic period on, the emphasis shifted to temple building and law promulgation. A fragmentary Late Uruk stela represented production activities, much like contemporary cylinder seals (Becker 1993: Plate 39, no. 785). The Uruk Vase depicts the culmination of agricultural production (Figure 1.6) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. FS 1). The king leads a procession of subordinates who bring the fruits of the harvest to the goddess Inana’s temple/storehouse, where her female representative receives them; her emblem at the entrance of the structure signals the immanence of the goddess. The Uruk Vase is a good example for the allusive nature and multi-layered meaning of Mesopotamian imagery. The composition, to be read from bottom to top, evoked the social hierarchy of the first urban society. The repetition of crops, livestock, and carriers of produce evoked abundance, the production of surplus, which was a trigger of the urban revolution. The cylindrical shape of the vase, around which the figures endlessly continue, evoked the cyclical recurrence of surplus production and its harvest. The encounter of the king with the goddess’ representative evoked both their role as mediator between people and gods, the king’s authority, perhaps for a detailed discussion, see Suter 2014.

9 The Late Uruk king is seen holding a horned quadruped on the Blau Obelisk and on a seal depicting him in Inana’s temple/storehouse (Braun-Holzinger 2007: nos. FS 7, 29). On the seal, however, the horned quadruped represents a theriomorphic vessel rather than a live animal. 

10 Although we cannot prove that all anonymous kid-carriers represented rulers, this seems likely to me (contra Braun-Holzinger 2007: 119). A comprehensive study of this figure remains a desideratum.
also a wedding procession and procreation. Size and spatial prominence of the royal figure evoked the king’s superiority which, in turn, evoked his being in charge of the production and redistribution of surplus, and thus in control of the economy. In a nutshell, a superior man is depicted bringing about prosperity due to his relationship with the goddess and providing for his people, who depend on him. The procession probably had a counterpart in harvest celebrations that transmitted the new ideology to the populace at large.

The provider theme may also be reflected in some earlier Early Dynastic banquet scenes that I discuss under patronage below; they may represent a festival celebrating the renewal of the agricultural cycle.

From the Early Dynastic period on, kings pride themselves on building temples. Royal inscriptions and poems, such as Gudea’s Cylinder Inscriptions (Edzard 1997), present temple building as a royal prerogative that required divine sanction and was rewarded with divine blessing, namely the bestowal of a long life on the king and prosperity on his people. Ideologically, temples were the gods’ abodes; without them they would leave the city and withdraw their patronage. Economically, they constituted an important factor of revenue, since they owned land and manpower, running estates and manufactures. Visually, ziggurats signified the power of the establishment. Moreover, through the inscription of their name on foundation deposits, elements of the structure (bricks, clay nails, door sockets, etc.), and dedicatory objects set up in the temple, Mesopotamian kings hoped to escape oblivion. A door plaque of Ur-Nanše encapsulates temple construction and inauguration in two superimposed images of the king: the basket carrier stands for construction work, the seated cup-holder for banquet (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. FD 1). Each time the king is followed by his cupbearer and faces a group of people composed of his children and functionaries; ‘there is thus every reason to assume that a majority of the most important functions of state were filled by members of the royal family and their relatives’ (Kuhrt 1995: 36). As in the case of the door plaque, also the inscription on Ur-Nanše’s stela from al-Hiba apparently commemorated temple building, together with the import of building materials, implying control over trade routes (Figure 1.7) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. FD 5). The main image depicts the king approaching, together with a male entourage, an enthroned goddess. This presentation scene can be understood as the climax of the narrative, namely the king receiving divine blessings for his temple building. At the same time, it recapitulated the ideological message that temple building was a royal prerogative that required divine sanction. Stelae of Gudea and Ur-Namma, all
fragmentary, depicted extended versions of the subject with presentation scenes at the top and selective episodes of the construction and inauguration in lower registers (Suter 2000; Canby 2001). Some presentation scenes include a vessel overflowing with liquid to symbolize the prosperity that the gods bestowed on the king (Figure 1.8).

Although Early Dynastic kings began to set legal standards, the earliest law codes date to the Ur III Dynasty (Yang 1991). Textual sources inform us that they were inscribed on stelae set up in the major cities of the realm, like the Codex Hammurabi (Michalowski and Walker 1989). The top of an anonymous stela from Susa (Figure 1.9) (Börker-Klähn 1982: no. 100), which depicts a scene similar to the Hammurabi Stela, probably belonged to a law stela of the late Ur III or ensuing Isin-Larsa period with the law code inscribed below the image. It shows an enthroned god bestowing royal insignia upon a king who pours a libation before him. This image conveyed at the same time that the king cared for the gods, that he was installed in office by them, and that his authority to dispense justice was, therefore, divinely sanctioned. Law stelae are good examples of the combined effect of writing, symbolic imagery, and the very medium itself that worked together to express royal power (Michalowski 1990: 64).

Maintaining power requires a support system. Patronage was a means of fostering the elite’s loyalty to
the crown. This concept found expression in two motifs: the banquet and the audience. While the banquet was prevalent on Early Dynastic door plaques and cylinder seals and lived on in Akkad glyptic, the audience scene arose in Akkad glyptic and became standard on seals of Ur III functionaries. Since the message of these motifs was primarily aimed at the royal entourage and state functionaries, it is not surprising that they predominate in glyptic.

Communal drinking formed part of a symbolic system of ceremonies that cemented the recognition of authority and hierarchy (Michalowski 1994). Early Dynastic door plaques depict banquets that were apparently held on regular cult festivals, more specifically the New Year festival, celebrating the renewal of the agricultural cycle (Figure 1.10). If so, they reflected not only royal patronage, but also the king’s role as provider. The protagonists are the king and his wife, often holding vegetal elements that symbolized procreation, hence the presence of the queen. The royal couple can be accompanied by additional banqueters, entertained by music and wrestling matches, and served drinks and food by attendants. Additional episodes include servants bringing beer, food, and animals for slaughter, or depict boat or chariot scenes that may allude to processions preceding the banquet. The chariot may alternatively have evoked a preceding military victory.

Banquets were also celebrated on special occasions, such as a temple inauguration or military victory. The former applies, for example, to the banqueting king on the above-mentioned door plaque of Ur-Nanshe. The banquet of Ur-Nanshe’s wife and daughter on the al-Hiba stela (Figure 1.7) may also have evoked a temple inauguration, since the stela apparently also recorded temple construction. In addition, this subsidiary scene must also have evoked procreation signaled by the same vegetal attribute as depicted in the just discussed royal banquets. Ur-Nanshe’s wife and daughter share both the symbol of procreation and the drinking cup with the enthroned goddess whom the king and his men approach.

One of the most extended banquet scenes is depicted on the Standard’s reverse side (Figure 1.2). Whereas the parade of foreigners bearing tribute on the bottom register links this banquet to the military victory depicted on the obverse, the middle register depicts a procession of men taking livestock to the banquet, 
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In the Beginning: The First 1200 Years in Mesopotamia

The composition of this banquet scene manifests the king’s authority and superiority: he stands out not only by confronting a long row of male banqueters, but also by being depicted larger and more elaborately dressed than his subordinates, by having his personal attendant, and by being accompanied by another important, now fragmentary, person, who also had a personal attendant and may have represented either his wife or his eldest son. In its entirety, the Standard thus conveyed the king’s claims of command over military, economic, and ideological power networks (Michalowski 2013: 176). In view of this complex message, Michalowski wonders about the image carrier. Although we ignore its function, there can be no doubt about its luxurious nature, being inlaid in precious, imported materials. Before it was deposited in the royal tomb, this object may well have been on display in the palace, where it would have been seen precisely by the king’s entourage.

For obvious reasons there is hardly any information on what happened to food and drink offered to the gods; one exception is a ritual text from 13th century BCE Emar; see Sallaberger 2012: 168–169.
Royal audience scenes depict the seal owner standing before a usually enthroned royal (Figure 1.11). The cup or small vessel that Ur III kings extend to their subordinates symbolized patronage (Michalowski 1994: 36–37). Seals depicting royal audience scenes belonged to the upper echelons of the establishment; many of them were royal gifts, i.e. gifted to the seal owner by the king or a close member of the royal family. In the latter case, their inscription mentions the royal superior before the seal owner and qualifies the latter as his servant or as recipient of the seal. Such seals expressed the recognition of authority and hierarchy both in text and image, as well as in the medium itself. The gradual replacement of the banquet by the audience scene, the transformation of which Zajdowski (2013) delineates, may have been related to increasing bureaucracy and hierarchy in centralized states and to the king’s self-deification.

The Royal Figure

Eva Braun-Holzinger (2007: 195–199) concludes her survey of the early Mesopotamian royal image by suggesting that there was neither a clear royal iconography nor royal insignia. In her view there existed only very few features that distinguished the king from other mortals. Did the early Mesopotamian king lack charisma in visual images? Despite her command of the material and many fine observations, I find her approach too rigid. She focuses on garments and hairstyles with little consideration to scale and composition, and she dismisses features that are not absolutely exclusive to the royal figure. It is true that there were no unchanging regalia that distinguished the king from his subordinates as, for example, the crowns of Egyptian pharaohs. But then Mesopotamia was never as static as Egypt.

In my view the elevation of the royal figure above other mortals was expressed by means of spatial exposure, scale, regalia, and label inscriptions that identified the king by name. When regalia and labels were occasionally extended to other members of the royal family, it was because the royal family was an extension of the king. In literary texts, regalia were a fluid group of items, including headgears, thrones, scepters, and sometimes also weapons and garments (Sallaberger 2002: 87–88). Since kingship originated in heaven, these regalia were associated with both divine royalties and their earthly representatives. In images, their shapes varied with the identity of the holder and were subject to changes over time (Suter 2015: 513–514).
Allusions to the king’s godlikeness could develop only once divine figures were represented in anthropomorphic form, a process that began in late Early Dynastic times and flourished in the large mythological repertoire created in glyptic under the kings of Akkad. Godlikeness was evoked by an exposed, hero-like body, and by emulating typically divine hairstyle, beard style, regalia, stance, and/or place in the composition. Such features were always combined with features typical of the mortal king so that god and king were always distinguishable. More subtle ways of evoking godlikeness assimilated a divine figure to the royal figure or divine regalia to royal regalia. Not all above-listed features were present at all times. Rather, the degree of explicitness of the king’s supra-human and godlike status visualized in images varied over the first 1200 years of Mesopotamian history, just as did the exclusivity of his nexus to heaven or the circle of patrons of the arts. In order to delineate the fluctuations, I will review idiosyncrasies and godlikeness of the royal figure in chronological order. In addition to scale and prominent place in the composition, several exclusive features make the Late Uruk king visibly stand out from his subordinates: he is the only figure in Late Uruk visual arts—both in sculpture and glyptic—who wears a headband or circlet, long hair tugged up in a bulky bun, and an impressive beard (Figures 1.1, 1.6) (Braun-Holzinger 2007: Plates 1–15). Moreover, he wears a kilt that is either the longest or the only patterned one in the respective image. At this time, only members of the elite are seen wearing garments. If the gift that the king takes to the goddess on the Uruk Vase was a gigantic sash, then the sharing of a patterned garment of king and goddess could have alluded to the king’s godlikeness even before gods were represented in anthropomorphic form (Suter 2014: 559–560).

During the long, yet little-known earlier phase of the Early Dynastic period, kings were hardly distinguished from their entourage. In banquet scenes on door plaques and seals, they are seen wearing the same attire and hairstyle as other elite men, and sit on a par with their wives, with whom they share the vegetal attribute (Figure 1.10). Similarly, scale differences among Early Dynastic statues, which never reach life-size, do not seem to depend much on gender or social rank at this time. Gudrun Selz (1983: 436–487, esp. 456–457) argued that the banqueting royal couple substituted for the gods, for whom they consumed drink and food at cult festivals. When gods began to be depicted in anthropomorphic form, they are usually seen enthroned, like banqueters, and occasionally hold a drinking cup and/or the vegetal attribute evoking procreation (Figure 1.7). A two-registered, Akkad-period seal illustrates the mirroring of the earthly banquet in the divine sphere (Buchanan 1981: no. 463).

On godlike features of ancient Near Eastern rulers in the visual record, see also Winter 2008.
Thus, even if the royal couple on Early Dynastic door plaques stands out only by its place in the top register, it represented the gods on earth.

In the last phase of the Early Dynastic period, kings begin once more to stand out more clearly from other mortals. The king on the Standard (Figure 1.2) and Ur-Nanshe on the above-mentioned door plaque are not only larger in size, but also wear tufted kilts in contrast to the plain ones of other men in the respective images, and the king of Ur’s military attire, unfortunately damaged, reaches the floor unlike any other garment. Moreover, these kings dominate the scene by confronting rows of subordinates, and a circle of servants further emphasizes their superiority.

By the end of this period, the king’s charisma becomes more pronounced and he emulates divine features. Braun-Holzinger (2007: 64) observes that in the transition from the Early Dynastic to the Akkad period, the kings’ attire and hairstyle coincided with those of the gods.18 Eannatum is distinguished from his men not only by spatial exposure and over-towering size, but also by the double chignon and a large, tufted scarf (Figure 1.3). The chignon occurs combined with an elaborately braided hairstyle on the gold helmet from the Royal Cemetery at Ur and the statue of Eissi-Mari of Mari (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. FD 18). Eissi-Mari combines this hairstyle with a long beard and a tufted garment covering one shoulder. His hairstyle, beard, and attire thus coincided with those of gods so that only the absence of the horned crown distinguished him from them.19 Although Sargon of Akkad looks similar on his victory stela (Braun-Holzinger 2007: no. AKK 1), he seems to wear a kilt combined with a light scarf of the same material over his chest, and a double chignon tightened by a headband. Attire, hairstyle, and beard were exclusive to him, and the latter two assimilated him to gods.

The extant images of Naram-Sin of Akkad show him in diverse attires and hairstyles, all of which are exclusive to him and assimilate him to both gods and heroes (Figure 1.4; Braun-Holzinger 2007: nos. AKK 8, 14, 15; Hansen 2002). While the flounced robe on the Pir Hüseyn Stela was a divine garment, the light dress on the Susa Stela, exposing his well-formed, masculine body recalls nude heroes in contemporary glyptic (Winter 1996). His attire on the Rosen Mould, the authenticity of which is controversial, also exposes his muscular chest, seat of physical strength and signifier of masculinity (Suter 2012a). He invariably wears a long, elaborate beard, like heroes and gods, while his men on the Susa Stela sport short beards or are smooth faced. On the copper head from Nineveh, which can tentatively be attributed to him, and on the Pir Hüseyn Stela, his hair is tied up into the traditional double chignon, combined either with a headband, like Sargon, or with a beehive-shaped cap.20 By contrast, the Susa Stela and the Rosen Mould show him wearing long hair down the shoulder, like Eannatum, under a helmet with a pair of horns that is reminiscent of, although not identical to, the horned crown of deities, principal marker of divinity.

To our knowledge, the first Mesopotamian king who deified himself is the only one who had himself depicted with divine horns. The Susa Stela, which an Elamite king carried off from Mesopotamia, presents the most charismatic image that has survived of an early Mesopotamian king. Naram-Sin is a lone figure above, rather than in front of his soldiers, and distinctly larger. His superior position is further emphasized by both his men’s upward movement and their looking up at him, while defeated enemies fall down to their death on the other side. The empty space surrounding him emphasizes his spatial isolation: his victory ‘was a solitary achievement’ (Groenewegen-Frankfort 1987: 164). The king not only wears horns, but also rises like the sun-god and flaunts his body like a nude hero while triumphing over defeated foes. The closest parallel for such charismatic representation is the once orally performed story of Gilgameš and Aka, known to us only in a compressed written version. As Miquel Civil (1999–2000: 187) observed,

The whole point of the tale is to show the supernatural powers of G(ilgameš). He alone, by its sole presence, appearing with his radiating aura at the top of the city wall, overwhelms the Kish army. All the previous episodes are there to make clear how no one can truly help him, he acts all alone, self-sufficient, like a true epic hero.

It is no coincidence then that Naram-Sin’s apology for self-defilement is inscribed on the statue of a hero. This six-locked nude hero appears in Akkad-period glyptic both as protector and provider: he fights wild animals that attack domesticated ones and guards Enki’s sweet water, symbol of prosperity.21

After the fall of Akkad, Lagāš—although not in a vacuum as the inscriptions of its Second Dynasty make us believe—played an important role in the

---

18 While I subscribe to her conclusion, I do not agree with all her arguments. See Suter 2012a: 440.

19 Two more statues wear the same attire, hairstyle, and beard: an anonymous kid-carrier (Marchetti and Marchesi 2011a: Plate 41) and a statue dedicated for the life of Meskigala of Adab (Marchetti and Marchesi 2011a:Plate 53: 6–7). In contrast to Braun-Holzinger (2007: 59) and Marchetti and Marchesi (2011: 143), I would not exclude the possibility that this latter statue represented the king rather than the dedicant.

20 This cap or helmet has been analogized to a number of imprecise comparisons; the closest parallels are, in fact, heroes in contest scenes on cylinder seals; see Braun-Holzinger 2007: 92–93.

21 On this hero, see Wiggermann 1992: 164–66, and now also Costello 2010, although not all of her conclusions are convincing.
intermezzo between the two hegemonies over a united Mesopotamia. Its kings, of whom Gudea is best-known, never outwardly claimed hegemony or divine status. While wearing a traditional garment of elite men, the fringed robe, Gudea introduced several new regalia: the brimmed cap, a new type of throne, and what may have been a scepter in the shape of a palm branch (Figure 1.8). In addition, he created new royal figures in statuary, namely the temple builder with plan and stylus and the king in possession of god-given prosperity symbolized by the overflowing vase. Gudea eschewed the godlike beard, as well as exposing his body in the manner of a hero, and made a point of having his statues carved in stone rather than made of composite materials, like divine images. Instead, he devised implicit ways of evoking his godliness. A door plaque dedicated to his personal god Ningišzida assimilates a minor god to his own image by stripping him off his divine headgear and beard, and a stela fragment depicts temple furniture for Ningirsu in the shape of his own throne rather than a divine throne, thus likening Lagaš’s divine patron to Lagaš’s king, in parallel to his poetic inscriptions.

The kings of the Third Dynasty of Ur combined the Lagašite ceremonial gear—fringed robe and brimmed cap, although worn on short hair rather than a bald head—with the Akkadian beard, and introduced a new type of throne. Cap, throne, and beard distinguished them from other men. Their subordinates employed in state administration are shown bald-headed and beardless on their seals, while musicians, wrestlers, and possibly also construction workers on Ur-Namma’s stelae wear short beards. Šulgi introduced a new version of the fringed robe that exposed part of his chest, and from then on, Ur III kings occasionally wear the flounced robe of deities or expose their body in a similar way as Naram-Sin. Although no victory monuments have survived, except for the above-mentioned rock relief at Darband-i-Gawr, there are abundant indications to suggest that with Šulgi’s self-deification the visual representation of Ur III kings became similarly charismatic as that of Naram-Sin of Akkad.

That the exposed body evoked heroes and the beard godliness is evident not only by comparison with visual representations of heroes and gods, especially in glyptic images, but also in songs praising Ur III kings and other literary compositions that associate a shining chest and lapis lazuli beard with virility and sexual allure of both kings and gods (Suter 2012a). The delivery of lapis lazuli for a statue of Ibbi-Sin indicates that lapis lazuli beards were not mere figurative language, but physically incorporated in now lost, composite statues of Ur III kings. Ibbi-Sin’s occasional beardlessness in glyptic images may be a case of symbolical challenge to the regime’s claim of absolute power (Suter 2013: 322–323). Further features that evoked the Ur III king’s divinity, all attested in glyptic, include their adoption of the deity’s place in the composition (compare Figure 1.11 with Figures 1.7–9), and occasionally also that of a divine weapon and/or the ascending stance of the sun-god, who is particularly linked to the lapis lazuli beard. The association with the sun-god, apparently going back to Naram-Sin, aimed at casting the king as conduit of the course of destiny for his people (Polonsky 2000).

Conclusions

Physical images of kings were only one element in a bigger picture of royal charisma as outlined at the outset. Except perhaps for the first urban society, which did not yet use written texts in the service of royal ideology, these images may have been more a reflection of charisma than intended to create it, since their main function was to keep alive the memory of individual kings in future generations. Nevertheless, royal images pictured royal charisma, and different carriers reached different segments of society. Composite statues of hegemonic kings that have not survived, and probably to some extent also monumental stone statues and stelae, reached the populace at home, rock reliefs neighboring foreigners at the fringes of the realm, smaller stone sculpture set up inside temples and luxury goods on display in palaces elite circles, and cylinder seals functionaries and bureaucrats of the government.

Early Mesopotamian royal images conveyed for the first time the ideology that the sovereign’s authority was rooted in his role as mediator between heaven and earth. A repertoire of motifs that represented him as divinely sanctioned provider and protector materialized in the first urban society and was further developed in succeeding periods. The degree of explicitness of his supra-human and godlike status and the exclusivity of his nexus to heaven fluctuated over the first 1200 years of Mesopotamian history. They were most pronounced in images of the first urban society and again under the two hegemonies over Mesopotamia toward the end of the discussed era, while earlier Early Dynastic city-state rulers contented themselves in serving as proxies for deities before these were visualized in images, and Lagaš II kings alluded in a more subtle way to their extraordinary status. Godlike features were not restricted to deified kings, since kingship was always sacred. An obvious reason for the explicit charisma of...
Two archetypical royal figures lived on for several centuries beyond the third millennium: the worshipper carrying a sacrificial animal and the heroic warrior.25 They correspond to the two main themes of royal images: the provider and the protector. Although the kid-carrier goes back to Early Dynastic or even Late Uruk times, and the heroic warrior to Naram-Sin, both figures appear in Ur III manifestations on Old Babylonian terracottas and cylinder seals. Terracottas were votives of common people, while seals had by then taken on an amuletic quality. Thus, in the aftermath of hegemonic kings who had cast themselves in the role of protective spirits of their subordinates, two archetypical early Mesopotamian royal figures assumed a new life as impersonal protective spirits of later generations. They bespeak the charisma that Old Babylonian people attributed to bygone early Mesopotamian kings.
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Chapter 2

The Defeat of the Lion: A Visual Trope Promoting Ancient Near Eastern Kings
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Abstract

This paper explores the defeat of the lion by the individual standing at the head of the social order in the art of the ancient Near East, from the late fifth to the middle of the first millennium BCE. Depictions of the sovereign subjugating the Big Cat present the former performing a cultic act for the sake of the goddess Ishtar, whose primeval adversary was probably the lion. On the one hand, combat with the lion presents the king as commonly accepted, defeating his human rivals signified by the beast. On the other hand, this combat presents the king fighting the goddess’s primeval foe. The king in these visuals is, thus, elevated to a lesser divine-like member of her entourage. Since most of the visuals and relevant records showing the trope of the ruler subjugating the lion are from Upper Mesopotamia and Syria, the first-millennium Neo-Assyrian intensive and detailed compositions of the theme are considered elaborations of local North Mesopotamian and Syrian traditions.

Introduction

The artifact that first aroused my interest in the ancient Near Eastern images that associate kings with lions was a statue commonly attributed to the Umayyad Caliph al-Walid II (born 709, in office 743–744 CE), which was found in his palace at Khirbat al-Mafjar, situated north of Jericho, in the Jordan Valley (Hamilton 1959: 99, Figures 52, 120: 228–231, Plates LV: 1, 5). Since 1946 the statue has been kept at the Palestine Archaeological Museum (the so-called Rockefeller Museum) in East Jerusalem. This statue, the largest three-dimensional art object retrieved at the site, represents Walid II standing on a podium whose façade is sculpted with a pair of seated lions (Figure 2.1). As a student of pre-classical art of the ancient Near East, I was fascinated by the lion-podium of the Caliph, since it reminded me of some monumental sculptures of kings of Luwian and Aramean polities in southeastern Turkey and northwestern Syria, dated from the 12th to 7th centuries BCE (e.g., Orthmann 1971: Plate 62: c–e from Zinjirli-Sam'al). The use over a span of almost 2000 years of similar representations of lions associated with sovereigns, sheds light on the continuity, often for several millennia, of visual themes, tropes, and metaphors in the Near East.

In ancient Near Eastern art and written sources, the metaphors employed for conveying the correspondence between kings and lions give the two protagonists a near-equal status, even though the human holds the higher rank (Matthiae 1989: 372; Winter 2000: 59; McMahan 2009: 118). This hierarchy contrasts with the direct and stronger relationship reflected by the common modern phrase, ‘king of men and king of beasts’ (e.g., Collon 2003: 11), which is not recorded in ancient Near Eastern sources where it was the king who, at times, was described as a lion (Watanabe 2000: 400–404). This expression, equating the Big Cat with the human king, appears, in Hindu Sanskrit writings such as the Panchatantra (assigned to c. 300), the interrelated treaties that aim to instruct future young sovereigns by narrating the activities of the two jackal advisers in the royal court of a lion king. The 6th-century CE Middle Persian translation of the Panchatantra entitled Kalilag-0 Demmag, its later Arabic version known as the tale(s) of Kalila wa Dimna, and the various medieval and later Hebrew, Greek, and European derivatives are regarded as sources of the common modern trope paralleling the king of men with the ‘king of beasts’ (Oliveille 1997, x–xiv, xviii, xxiv; Nadwi 2013; Aktaş and Beldağ 2017: 46–47).

1 The biblical translations of the Aramaic Targum, LXX and the Vulgate, followed by later translations as English KJV, NIV; French Louis Segond, Strawn 2005: 329, 359, Cogan 2018, skip the Hebrew mapelet haaryeh in Judges 14:8. At times the phrase is modified to ‘the remains of the lion’ (e.g., Berlin and Brettler 2004). However, biblical mentions of mapelet (such as Isa 17:1; 23:13; 25:2; Ezek 26:15, 18; 27:27; 31:13, 16; 32:10; Proverbs 29:16) relate this phrase to the defeat of humans, peoples, or human-related phenomena as towns, cities, ruins. mapelet haaryeh is, hence, a unique biblical attestation referring to an animal and is better translated as fall/collapse/overthrow/downfall/loss of the lion. The ancient Near Eastern metaphor of the subjugation of lion pertaining to a defeat of human foes discussed in this essay proposes that mapelet haaryeh in Judges 14:8 uses the same metaphor, hinting, in this case, to the Philistine enemies of Samson. See, however, יישב לימים,לקחתה, יהש לאראות, את מפלת תוארה in HALOT https://dictionaries-brillonline-com.eui_proxy.openathens.net/search#dictionary=halothebrew&kid=MEM.756.

1 Hereafter, all dates are BCE unless otherwise noted.

1 For the modern application of the trope, see for example Watanabe 2002: 42; Chapter 21 of L.F. Baum, The Wizard of Oz (http://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/155/the-wonderful-wizard-of-oz/2770/chapter-21-the-lion-becomes-the-king-of-beasts); or the 1928 American movie Simba: The King of the Beasts (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simba:_King_of_the_Beasts).
Among the immense representational variety and multivalent meanings of the depictions of lions (Buchholz 2005; Strawn 2005), I will focus here on Mesopotamian and north Syrian visual renderings of lions as rivals of a heroic figure, a king or social leader of some other kind. It is argued here that representations of the sovereign fighting or subjugating a lion served, *inter alia*, as a means of upgrading the former to a god-like status. The interpretation of the lion’s defeat as a metaphor linking kings and gods can be inferred from the beast’s double role in pictorial representations: on the one hand, it is a rival of the king, and on the other hand, a defeated adversary of major deities, represented as their mounts. A very common version of the lion as divine mount is its representation as a podium on which the goddess Inanna/Ishtar is standing or enthroned, attested visually on glyptic finds from the Old Akkadian period (Böhmer 1965: Plate 32, 382, 384, 387). Its earliest three-dimensional representation—assigned to c. 2000—is the alabaster statue of the goddess from Susa (Figures 2.2a–c; Spycket 1968; Pittman 2002, 222; Desset et al. 2016: 80–81, n. 21; compare Weissert 1997: 349; for the lion as standing for Ningirsu, see Marchesi 2016: 88–89). Compare the above-mentioned podium of El-Walid.

The double role of the lion can be explained by a reconstructed process put forward by Wiggermann (1994: 226–227), who proposed that mounting major deities on fantastic hybrids represents a primordial triumph of a given deity over his/her mythical rival that transformed the latter into a ‘servant’ of the former. Such a conventionalized representation may be seen, indeed, as a selective paradigmatic feature of a now lost (unwritten or written) narrative, at times termed a ‘culmination scene’ (Perkins 1957: 55, 59, 61–62; compare Sonik 2014: 282). By implication, we may regard a lion serving as the podium of a major deity as standing for a former rival of a mounted god or a goddess. That mythical hybrids and animals of the real world such as the lion could have shared the same metaphysical meaning and protective role in ancient Near Eastern iconography is apparent, for example, from the repetitive depictions of a hybrid *mušḫuššu* (dragon of Marduk) alongside real-world bulls of the storm god Adad on Babylon’s ‘Ishtar Gate,’ built by Nebuchadnezzar II at the very end of the 7th or beginning of the 6th century (Aruz, Graff, and Rakic 2014: 330–331; 344–345; Watanabe 2015; Pongratz-Leisten 2019).

This process is also manifested by the very common habit of placing hybrids or menacing beasts as warding-off figures at gates of temples or palaces (Battini 2009). Among the most frequent representations of such beasts, reflecting their physical strength and fearsome looks, is the display of a pair of lions as protective images flanking enthroned major deities or earthly rulers. The very
depiction of lions as protecting both gods and kings, an extremely common pictorial convention that extended to Solomon’s throne (I Kings 10:19–20), the murals of the mid-2nd century CE Dura Europos Synagogue and beyond (Iafrate 2015, passim)—not dealt with here—highlights the role of the ancient Near Eastern individual standing at the top of the social order as a link between the divine and human spheres that may have colored the earthly sovereign with a divine hue.

I propose here that the visual trope of a contest scene in which the king overcomes the lion served, inter alia, as a visual device for upgrading the ancient Near Eastern sovereign to an as-if-a quasi-divine status. Unambiguous representations of kings as gods are very rare in ancient Near Eastern art, and possible cases of royal divinization are generally expressed by inexplicit pictorial means (Ornan 2012: 14–15; 2014; see, however, Cornelius and Niehr 2004: 44; Morandi Bonacossi 2006: 57; Matthiae 2009: 299, 301–302, 304, 309, 311; 2015; 2019: 590). The various compositions of the defeat of the lion by the sovereign should be included among these indirect and inexplicit ways of visually manifesting the divine-like affinities of kings. In the following, I will present a succinct chronological survey of selected ancient Near Eastern visuals that exemplify violent struggles of social leaders with lions.

Classifying the royal subjugation of the lion as a contest scene may shed light on the narrative background (Sonik 2014: 282–283) of this pictorial representation.

Shooting, stabbing, and caging: the lion’s hunt in the Chalcolithic to Uruk periods (c. Late fifth to late fourth millennium)

The earliest representation of a confrontation between a man and a lion is found on the interior of a painted bowl of the Halaf Culture found in a grave at Arpachiyah on the outskirts of Mosul in northern Iraq (Figure 2.3). The bowl, assigned to the early Chalcolithic period in the fifth millennium, bears what is probably the earliest pictorial trope connecting the lion hunt with a prominent individual, who may have stood at the head of his agricultural community (Collon 2008: 94, Figure 1; see, however, McMahon 2009: 21, n. 10). Alongside two women flanking a loom and a bull, the painting shows a man in motion drawing a large bow aimed at a lion. The human male figure has been interpreted as a shepherd defending his herd from the wild beast, symbolizing the response to the threats of the uncivilized world surrounding the sedentary humans of the late fifth millennium Halaf Culture (Garfinkel 2018: 12–14, 22; compare Matthiae 2019: 583). This early visual trope of pastoral leadership that perceived the leader as a shepherd protecting his human ‘flock’ against the threatening beast continued later on in Mesopotamian history as reflected in the royal title of kings as shepherds manifested, in particular, in late Middle and Neo-Assyrian inscriptions reporting on the hunt of lion(s) accomplished by the king (Weissert 1997: 342–343 and n. 16; Anthonioz 2020: 18–19).

Later representations of lions relevant to our discussion appear on clay sealings dated to the fourth millennium, Late Chalcolithic III period (c. 3800–3600) found at Tell Majnuna, a small tell included in the ring of sub-mounds surrounding Tell Brak-Nagar, a major site in the upper Khabur region in northeastern Syria (McMahon 2009).
Among the seal impressions from the site, all impressed by stamp seals, are images depicting a solitary lion (or lioness) at times with a man (convincingly identified as a social leader) spearing or stabbing the beast. Particularly intriguing are sealings showing the beast within a grid pattern, compellingly interpreted by McMahon as a cage (Figures 2.4–5). The implication of this representation is that the beast was kept alive for a public display or for a cultic(?) event of some kind; such events, as we shall see in the following, are indeed recorded in later times.

The Majnuna sealings that show a man in combat with a lion may assist in understanding the archer on the earlier bowl from Arpachiyah. Although the two fighting men from Majnuna and Arpachiyah use different weapons (a bow for the man on the Arpachiyah bowl, a spear for the one from Majnuna), both are shown in motion while attacking the lion. This correspondence between the two men implies a continuous pictorial tradition, which may support the assumption that the Arpachiyah archer too represented a leader. The large bow held by the Arpachiyah shepherd-archer may further substantiate this proposal since, as discussed below, in later periods, when the chase of the lion was considered a leisure and/or cultic activity fit for kings, the bow itself served, *inter alia*, as a symbol of a high social status and was often used by kings in rituals (Westenholz 2000: 101–102, 104). Further support for interpreting the Arpachiyah archer as representing an early leader may be found in the huge bow revealed, alongside other high-quality personal belongings, with the skeleton of a male individual in a grave of the Late Chalcolithic–Early Bronze Age (first half of the fourth millennium) at Wadi el-Makkuh in the Judean Desert. This individual, whose bow had undergone a process of preservation, may provide further evidence for the role of bows in royal rituals.

---

5 My thanks to zoologist Yoram Yom-Tov of Tel Aviv University, who thinks the beast is more likely a lioness.
ritual breakage, has been interpreted as a man of very high social status (Schick 1998: 126–130).

The Chalcolithic depictions from Arpachiyah and Majnuna–Tell Brak, assigned to the late fifth and first half of the fourth millennium respectively, represent social leaders shooting or stabbing lions can be supported by south Mesopotamian Late Uruk renderings of the ruler, termed in modern literature a king-priest. In particular, I will point to the figure sculpted on a Jemdet Nasr basalt stela from Uruk III (c. 3000), on which the king-priest draws his large bow and aims at lions depicted on the (surviving) part of the monument, and spears another one on the upper part of the stele, which manifests an early royal ideology tied to the defeat of the lion. This figure can be identified by his headband and dress as a social leader, the early Mesopotamian En (Lord) (Moortgat 1969: 14, Plate 14; Suter 2014: 547. See Suter in this volume, Figure 1.1).

Although the south Mesopotamian Uruk Stele is considered the earliest depiction on which the human vanquisher is securely identified, renderings of the king’s struggle with the lion have been revealed up to now mostly in northern Mesopotamia and Syria. Hence, we may cautiously propose that the south Mesopotamian renderings of the theme, including the one depicted on the Uruk Stele, were inspired by a north Mesopotamian tradition possibly stemming from the thriving center of Tell Brak and its surroundings (Butterlin 2015), as can be deduced from the Majnuna sealings. If so, local features—such as the rounded headband of the En—were added in Uruk, as is the case in other cultural borrowings and receptions (Eco 1976: 71–72).

The theme is usually interpreted in modern scholarship as demonstrating the power of the ruler, glorifying the sovereign through his triumph over the wild uncivilized world. However, such interpretations neglect the role and presentation of the lion as a divine mount and as a stand-in for major ancient Near Eastern deities. Whereas in textual metaphors the lion may stand for the king (Watanabe 2000: 404–406; Anthonioz 2020: 16–18; Nadali 2020) in visuals, the lion does not symbolize the ruler: texts and images did not always concur in the ancient cultures of the Middle East. Moreover, reading an image of a lion as a stand-in or as a symbol of the king raises difficulties, in particular, since in the art of the ancient Near East, in contrast to Egypt, royal figures referring to a living king are not depicted through theriomorphic pictorial representations. Rather, in the ancient imagery of the Middle East the use of animals as pictorial metaphors seems to be restricted to supernatural entities such as gods and goddesses. This is not to say, however, that lion imagery was a most prominent visual tool for advancing, upgrading, and protecting ancient Near Eastern social leaders or kings, but in order to be able to fully comprehend the role of the beast in relation to the royal figure we should at the same time explore its role as a visual metaphor of

---

Figure 2.6. En priest-king presenting a lion to a temple. Drawing of a non-provenanced cylinder seal. Late Uruk-Jemdet Nasr period, c. 3000. Schroer 2005, No. 193.

---

See, among others, Cassin (1981: 381–382), who acknowledges the first-millennium religious meaning of the lion hunt in royal rhetoric, which emphasizes that the king’s hunting exploits were a royal fulfilment of the will of the gods, ‘who love his priesthood.’ Cassin does not, however, deal with the king’s status in relation to the divine realm (Magen 1986: 34; Buchanan and Moorey 1988: 40; Matthiae 1989: 372–373; Seidl 1989: 139; Finkel and Read 1996: 249; Keel and Uehlinger 1998: 269; Watanabe 2002: 70: 71–71, 76–82 [with previous bibliography]; Collon 2003, 11; Routledge 2004, 182; Strawn 2005: 104, 125, 152–155; Dick 2006: 244 [suggesting the Neo-Assyrian king symbolically identified himself with the lion, his victim]. Niederreiter (2008: 51–59) regards the lion motif in Neo-Assyrian palatial imagery, in particular under Sargon II at Khorsabad, as standing for the royal power alongside its comprehension as a divine emblem; McMahon 2009: 121; Battini 2009: 204; Sass and Marzahn 2010: 179–180; Collins 2016: 50. Watanabe 2000: 406–407 interprets the standing lion shown horizontally on Neo-Assyrian sealings as a (pictorial) metaphorical substitute of the king, Nadali (2020: 72–75), as part of a thorough discussion on metaphors and similes considers the beast defeated by the king on Neo-Assyrian Office Sealings as presenting the king: suggesting the former is the latter’s ‘double’—the king’s alter ego.
The Defeat of the Lion: A Visual Trope Promoting Ancient Near Eastern Kings

The exposure of the aforementioned basalt stele in the sacred precinct of Uruk-Warka (Becker 1993: 57–58, No. 783, Plates 36–39), together with an exceptional contemporary cylinder seal featuring a lion offered by the En to a temple (Figure 2.6; Frankfort 1939: 19, Figure 2), suggests that, at least from the third quarter of the fourth millennium, the subjugation of the lion by the ruler also signaled the status of the lion-vanquishing king in relation to the divine sphere.

A Royal Metaphor: The Lion-vanquishing laḫmu in Late Early-Dynastic and Old Akkadian imagery

Although similar compositions of a heroic social leader defeating a lion seem to be absent from Mesopotamian Early Dynastic and Akkadian imagery (Matthiae 1989: 373; Wagner-Durand 2019: 241), some insights into the symbolic role of a lion defeated in a struggle led by a king can be gleaned from clay sealings found at Mari, located on the Middle Euphrates in eastern Syria. These seal impressions were reconstructed from two similar impressions made by two now-missing cylinder seals, whose inscriptions identify them as the seals of Ishqi-Mari, king of Mari at the end of the Early Dynastic and the beginning of the Akkadian periods (Margueron 2004: 311, Figure 300; Beyer 2016 with previous bibliography). The composition of Ishqi-Mari’s seals (e.g., Figure 2.7) presents two scenes arranged in two superimposed registers: the lower depicts a battle scene and the upper shows an enthroned king holding a mace, which is considered to be a ceremonial royal weapon (Sebbane 2016). Next to him is a figure holding a pitcher and a drinking bowl that identify the upper register as depicting a royal banquet ceremony.

Our interest here lies in the frontally shown naked hero holding two upside-down lions depicted behind the enthroned king, marked in gray in Figure 2.7. In this case, however, the subjugation of the lions differs in two aspects from the defeat of the lions discussed so far. First, the triumphant protagonist is not a human being but a supernatural figure identified as a laḫmu, a former (defeated) member of the entourage of Tiamat, who since the Early Dynastic period had become a benevolent, protective being termed in modern scholarship ‘the six-curled hero’ (Wiggermann 1983; Black and Green 1992: 65, 115, 177). Second, on the sealings of Ishqi-Mari the defeat of the lions is only one motif within a larger narrative-like sequence depicting a battle in the lower register, and its victory feast—alongside the subjugation of the lions—in the upper one. This two-registered layout is a typical Mesopotamian mode of pictorial representation that habitually presents an action in the lower part of a given composition and its outcome in the upper part.8

1 Compare an Early Dynastic I south Mesopotamian version of the same type of figure holding two lions on a stone vessel from the Shara Temple at Tell Agrab (Evans, Green, and Teeter 2019: 28–29). Similar compositions with the lion vanquisher laḫmu are found in Early Dynastic II–III glyptics from south Mesopotamia: e.g., a shell cylinder seal from Ur royal tomb PG 1236 showing a battle scene on its lower register and a laḫmu subduing a pair of lions on its upper register but with no royal figure (Amiet 1961: Plate 92, 1216, BM 122538; Collins 2015: 22, Figure 12, https://research.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details/collection_image_gallery.aspx?assetId=1532058001&objectId=1447142&partId=1). For other third millennium representations of laḫmu-like lion vanquishers, see Amiet 1961: Plate 40, 615; Plate 67: 891; Plate 58: 903; Plate 104: 1370, 1374; Frankfort 1939: Plate 11m. It must be stressed, however, that a reversed composition, i.e., a laḫmu attacked by lions is also found on clay sealings; see a specimen from Early Dynastic III Ur Cemetery, Grave 2610 (Orthmann 1975: 232–233, Figure 43f).

8 During the first millennium, however, the order of events was sometimes modified, as in the reliefs of Ashurnasirpal II and Ashurbanipal (see below). For whether or not the martial composition on the sealings related to a real historical event, see Nadali 2019 with earlier bibliography.
The representation of the subdued lions beside the royal victory banquet in the upper register and the martial scene in the lower one suggests that the lions’ defeat refers to the human victory, implying the beasts may have been viewed as stand-ins for the defeated human rivals. The depiction of the upside-down lions here seems, then, to befit a royal seal displaying a belligerent event and the triumphant ceremony in its aftermath. Yet, it is still puzzling that the image of the ‘master of the lions’ here is not the royal protagonist (Ishqi-Mari), in contrast to the above-mentioned Late Uruk period stele or the triumphant En on an ivory handle from Gebel Al-‘Arak in Egypt (Pittman 1996). I cannot provide an exact solution to this puzzle. However, considering the pictorial context of the Ishqi-Mari sealings that include the enthroned king and...
subjugation of lions, it can be proposed that the lāḫmu triumphantly holding two defeated lions is part and parcel of the royal propaganda, the imaginary image of the lāḫmu conveying an indirect allusion to the celebrating victorious king.

That the king may have been alluded to, or represented by the lāḫmu, gains some support from later Old Akkadian glyptic renderings assigned to Narām-Sîn, king of Akkad (2254–2218), which depict two lāḫmus flanking a defeated lion. These items sometimes bear legends in which the dingir (godly) classifier precedes the name of Narām-Sîn (e.g., Figure 2.8 a–b; Rohan 2011: 38–39, Nos. 356, 358, 373–378), thus associating the lion’s defeat with the royal message and permitting the combating lāḫmus, like those on the sealings of Ishqi-Mari, to be understood as hinting at the king.

These representations belong to a larger glyptic subset showing a three-figure contest of two heroes and a subdued rival in between that is often related to mythical or epic narratives, sometimes associated with (later) written accounts. The most notable narrative referred to by these glyptic compositions concerns the killing of Ḫumbaba and the Bull of Heaven by Gilgameš and Enkidu, a narrative that may have glorified the Akkadian king through these allusions to Gilgameš (Ornan 2010: 232, 237, 240–246, 252; Ornan 2014: 574–575). The defeat of the lion in a three-figure contest in which the central figure is the subdued lion may have been conceived as one of the deeds of Gilgameš, the archetypal king whose legendary image served as a model for Mesopotamian rulers throughout the ages, and hence may have stood, inter alia, for the royal image in Akkadian iconography. The colossal Neo-Assyrian lāḫmus placed in Dūr Šarrukin/Khorsabad by Sargon II, discussed below (Figures 2.18–19), may support this suggestion.

A possible link between the naked Old Akkadian lāḫmus and the royal image can be found in the Old Syrian tradition in the form of a wooden openwork carving from Royal Palace G at Ebla assigned to c. 2300, which depicts a naked figure piercing a lion with a sword in hand-to-hand combat. That the piece was part of a frieze that also included a warrior king wearing a royal headdress (Matthiae 1989: 373) suggests the naked combatant, indeed, represented the king. The representation of a human-like hero subduing a standing lion could have been a forerunner of the Middle Assyrian glyptics similarly representing the king, a pictorial trope that continued into Neo-Assyrian iconography, where this theme was, inter alia, rendered on the Office Seals of the Neo-Assyrian administration (Matthiae 1989: 373–74; see below).

Special associations between the king and the lion are apparent in Ur III texts like Šulgi Hymn B, in which the king boasts of his excellence and bravery in hunting, fighting the lion as ‘man to man.’ In Šulgi Hymn C, the

---

4 Compare Klein and Brenner 2013: 613, 619 (Figure 3), 624–626, and a non-provenanced Old Akkadian bronze figurine (height 5.2cm; width 3.8cm) showing a lāḫmu combatting a lion standing on its hind legs (Klengel-Brandt 1997: x, No. 11).
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king reports that he has speared a lion that terrorized the land and carried its carcass to his city, to the admiration of the ‘black-headed’ people (Klein 1981: 16; Watanabe 2000: 404–406). These textual references do not match contemporary Ur III pictorial renderings, which do not seem to present visuals of the king as the lion-vanquisher. This notwithstanding, a noteworthy unprovenanced early Ur III lapis lazuli cylinder seal combines a lion, a laḫmu, and the goddess Ishtar in an exceptional layout (Figure 2.9; Moortgat 1940: 26, 105, Plate 33: 243; Böhmer 1965: 69, No. 274; Blocher 2013: 88, Figure 11.10). The beast—standing on its hind legs—is clearly the goddess’s opponent here since she grabs its tail, while the laḫmu treats the beast as an enemy as he is about to hit it with his upraised axe. Uniquely, hence, the lion is portrayed in this composition as an ‘active’ rival of both Ishtar and the menacing laḫmu, who is about to defeat the beast for her sake. The seal’s theme recalls the above-noted Old Akkadian royal sealing showing the lion’s defeat by the laḫmu (Figure 2.8) and reinforces the interchangeable role of the laḫmu and the king in the subjugation of the lion, the enemy of Ishtar.

The Royal subjugation of the lion: Mari and Ebla in the first half of the second millennium

The practice of keeping the lion alive in a cage after it was captured, as seen on the Majnuna sealings, resurfaces in northern Mesopotamia/eastern Syria in the form of implied references in two letters from Old Babylonian Mari (Watanabe 2002: 83–86), which shed light on the continuity of this practice from the Late Chalcolithic period in northern Mesopotamia. Alongside the caging of the lion, the Mari letters hint that the lion hunt was considered a royal prerogative, mainly of the king but possibly also of the crown prince (Guichard 1997; Watanabe 2002: 83–86). This prerogative, indeed, fits into the scholarly consensus that as early as the Late Uruk period lion hunting was considered an exclusively royal practice, an assumption that can be confirmed by first-millennium Neo-Assyrian visuals and texts (Moortgat 1969: 9, 14, Plate 14; Cassin 1981: 374–375; Weissert 1997; Watanabe 2002: 83–86; Braun-Holzinger 2007: 11–12). The allusions in the Mari texts to the role of the lion hunt and the caging of the beasts in rituals connected to royal ideology may have been reflected in a mural from Mari, originally part of the décor of the upper floor, assigned to the reign of Yahdun-Lim/Yasmat-Addu that served as the private royal dwelling in the Old Babylonian palace (Margeron 2004: 511, Plates 61–63). Although the highly fragmentary state of the pieces of the mural that endured raises uncertainties, the careful reconstruction offered by Pierre-Muller (Figure 2.10; Pierre-Muller 1990: 526–527, Plate XXV) is most probable and may match the thematic correspondence between the king subjugating his human rivals and the human hero defeating the lion. On the left side is a right-facing figure holding a lion reconstructed as standing on its hind legs. On the far right, a royal figure and two defeated human rivals face left towards the lion subjugator. The juxtaposition of the two scenes fits, on the one hand, the correspondence between the human enemies of the king and the lion discussed here, and lends support to the meticulous reconstruction presented by Pierre-Muller, on the other hand.
Whereas in the previous cases (let alone the above mentioned south Mesopotamian Uruk Stele) the royal combat was confined to miniature, mainly glyptic items, in Old Babylonian Mari the murals in question are part of a large-scale presentation integrated into the architectural program of the private royal apartment on the upper floor. Both the Mari scene and its architectural setting are to be taken as a harbinger display (Margueron 2004: 511) prefiguring a re-emergence more than a millennium later in the North Palace of Ashurbanipal.

A related north Syrian depiction contemporary with the Mari wall painting is the figure of a man piercing a lion shown twice on separate registers on a tall basalt stele from Ebla (reconstructed height 2m), dated to around 1800–1775 and considered a monument dedicated to Ishtar (Matthiae 1989). The stele was positioned at the entrance of Shrine G3, located near the large acropolis Temple D of Ishtar. Although the combating figures here are not clad in royal garments but only a short kilt, their very depiction on a royal stele portraying Ishtar, erected at the façade of her temple, can identify the two combatants as royal images, as proposed by Matthiae (1989: 373; 2013: 517–520, 537–538, 552–554).

The connection between a defeated lion, Ishtar, and the king conveyed by the Ishtar Stele finds further support in Middle Bronze Age Ebla. Matthiae (1994) has identified Monument P3, located in the lower north town of Ebla, as a structure for confining captured lions. The nexus of Monument P3 to Building P2, another temple of Ishtar located in the lower town at Ebla, demonstrates that this structure, which we may call a lion’s ‘den,’ was included in the sacred area of Ishtar, implying that the confined beast(s) had some role in a pre-arranged cultic ceremony of the goddess and hence reinforcing the strong connection of the Big Cat to the goddess. Old Syrian cylinder seals of the Middle Bronze Age (18th to early 17th century) depicting grid-like patterns identified as enclosures or pens for confining live lions, and often accompanied by lions (Matthiae 1994; Collon 2007: 578–579), further support the notion that caging lions for cultic performances was a rather common custom in northern Syria—a custom that, as suggested by the Majmuna-Tell Brak sealings, can be traced back to the Late Chalcolithic period.

A severely damaged basalt podium, probably of a statue that has not survived, from the western Palace Q in Ebla’s lower town, is another artifact displaying a combination of a king and lions that in this case also includes a fallen human rival (Figures 2.11 a–b; Matthiae 2000). The fragmentary sculpted carvings on the podium show an enthroned figure, identified by Matthiae as a king, flanked by a pair of lions whose heads pop out in the round. Below the seated figure is a fallen human image wrapped in a net, who represents a dead rival. Mounts for royal statues depicting a figure standing on a pair of lions, like those mentioned in the introductory remarks, are well known in the Luwian-Aramean sphere of northwestern Syria and southeastern Anatolia at sites such as Carchemish, Zinjirli, and Karatepe. They reflect the continuation into first-millennium royal iconography of Middle Bronze Age Syrian royal imagery combining lions and kings (Matthiae 2000: 394).

Assuming that the king’s subjugation of the lion stands for his triumph over a human foe, the lions flanking a seated king above a dead enemy on the Ebla mount associate the defeated human rival with the king’s protective lions. Following Wiggermann (1994: 226–227) in his view that opponent hybrids were transformed into protective creatures through their subjugation
The royal subjugation of the lion in Middle Assyrian glyptics

Although the king's combat with the lion is not a common motif in Middle Assyrian iconography, a combatant who can possibly be identified as a king subduing a lion with his bare hands is uniquely depicted on seal impressions on three tablets from the city of Ashur. These tablets are included among 1200 Middle Assyrian private and palace-related documents from Ashur and Kar Tukulti-Ninurta that cover some 350 years, spanning the reigns of Assur-nirari II (1424–1418) to Assur-bel-kala (l073–1056) (Feller 2010: 724). The first seal impression is dated to the 14th or 13th century (Figure 2.12). It shows a bearded man who, according to Beran, may represent a king holding the hind legs of an upside-down lion (Beran 1957: 166–167; Matthews 1990: 23, 93, 102, 104–105, No. 384, cf. No. 383; compare also Moortgat 1944: 25–26, Figure 4). The second impression is found on a tablet mentioning the eponym Marduk-aha-eril dated to c. 1180, the 11th/12th regnal years of Ninurta-apil-Ekur (Figure 2.13; Magen 1986: Plate 19:10; Freydank and Feller 2006: 12, No. 71, 82, Plate 4:5; Bloch 2012: 381, 410). This seal impression depicts a man holding a lion standing on its hind legs, with its body turned away from the human vanquisher. It is the hem of the combatants' garments that can identify the two figures in question as royal images, since its design recalls ‘tongues,’ typical on Old Babylonian royal outfits on the 18th century wall paintings from Mari (Margueron 2004: 510, Figure 500), particularly clear on the second impression, shown in Figure 2.13. This correspondence supports Beran’s proposal that the combatant here is a king subduing a lion. Moreover, the way in which the king holds the lion’s tail in his left hand and the top of its mane in his right hand on the sealing found on the Marduk-aḫa-erš tablet, recalls the reconstructed mural from the Mari palace discussed above. The similarity between this seal impression and the Mari wall painting discussed above (Figure 2.10) is reflected by the suggested similar distinctive body posture of the lion, whose body turns away from its subjugator, reflecting an iconographic continuity typical of the cultural spheres of northern Syria and Assyria (compare Matthiae 1989). Since on the impression shown in Figure 2.13 the combat with

by a deity, the Ebla stone podium may provide some background for the dynamics of how a pair of lions became a common protective motif for guarding gates and royal thrones. Moreover, the enthroned king flanked by lions resembles images of enthroned deities who at times are similarly guarded by a pair of lions (e.g., Figure 3.2; Spycket 1968; Suter 2000: 168, 184, 196–197, Figures 17, 21; Strawn 2005: Figures 4.265–4.270). The similar compositions of lions protecting both kings and gods are to be seen as indirect visual tools for promoting royal personages as divine-like beings.
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The lion, and in particular the compositional relations between the king and the standing beast, do not match other Middle Assyrian glyptic items, we may conjecture that the cylinder seal rolled on the Marduk-aha-eriš tablet may have been a remnant of Old Babylonian Mari. A possible re-use of such an old artifact in Middle Assyrian times may exemplify the manner in which north Mesopotamian and north Syrian motifs were kept alive for several centuries to reach first-millennium Neo-Assyrian royal imagery.

The heyday of the royal subjugation of the lion: Neo-Assyrian imagery

The age-old theme of the king’s triumph over the lion seen on Middle Assyrian glyptic items can be considered a direct forerunner of this subject matter in Neo-Assyrian times, when it reached its peak. Undeniably, the heyday of the theme in Neo-Assyrian art is demonstrated by its widespread variety of compositions and diversity of layouts. The theme is found in several Neo-Assyrian visual media that can be divided into two main groups: the lion chased and hunted by the king, habitually riding in a chariot, and the subjugation of the beast by the monarch in hand-to-hand combat.

The central role of the subjugation of the lion by the king in Neo-Assyrian iconography is further demonstrated by its presentation in both miniature and monumental art: on the large sealings termed in modern scholarship Office, Bureau, or State Sealings, whose actual seals have not reached us (e.g., Figure 2.14; Winter 2000; Watanabe 2000: 406; Radner 2008; Nadali 2009–2010), and in large compositions sculpted on complex palatial wall reliefs, positioned at focal points throughout Assyrian palaces, sometimes covering the walls of entire architectural units and sometimes including many participants. To these two major groups we should add wall paintings depicting a royal lion hunt from a chariot, best preserved in Til-Barsip/Tall-Âmar, the Assyrian stronghold Kar Shalmaneser on the Middle Euphrates in Syria (Thureau-Dangin and Dunand 1936: 60, Plate LIII; Parrot 1961: 345–346), and miniature renderings incised on the king’s garments on wall reliefs of Aššūr-nāṣir-apli II (hereafter Ashurnasirpal) in Nimrud’s Northwest Palace, showing him defeating the beast with his bare hands—the same theme as that on the Office Sealings.

The Subjugation of the Lion in the Northwest Palace: hand-to-hand Encounters and Chariot Hunts of Lions and Bulls

The hunt of a lion by a figure drawing a bow is recorded on a few clay sealings possibly dated to the reign of Ashurnasirpal II (884–859), created by now-missing large stamp seals, their imagery inspired by western, north Syrian pictorial traditions (Herbordt 1996). The form of these sealings, and their very presentation showing an encounter between a human image and a lion, suggest they may have been close forerunners of the Neo-Assyrian Office Sealings. However, they differ from the latter in depicting a kneeling human archer rather than a standing figure stabbing the beast, and in the non-royal dress of the shooting figure (see also Radner 2008: 487 and n. 12; Nadali 2009–2010: 217). However, the earliest representation of a standing Neo-Assyrian monarch defeating a lion in a hand-to-hand combat can be assigned to Ashurnasirpal II, evident from a few incised linear renderings of embroidered patterns on the king’s garments on wall reliefs in the Northwest Palace at Nimrud (Figure 2.15; Canby 1971: 34, Plates XIV: a, XVII: a; Magen 1986: 35–36, Plates 1: 1, 2). In these miniature representations, the lion is shown standing erect on its hind legs, its forelegs raised and extended to the sides. This is typical of how the beast is depicted on the Office Sealings that served the Empire’s administration for some two centuries, from the reign of Shalmaneser III (858–824) to that of Aššūr-eṭil-ilāni (631–627; Radner 2008; Nadali 2009–2010). Thus, the imagery of the Office Sealings was first introduced into the Empire’s pictorial imagery during Ashurnasirpal’s reign and was most probably the direct inspiration for the large Neo-Assyrian Office Seals.

That the erect, standing, threatened lion was a rather common motif during Ashurnasirpal’s II time is also apparent from the patterns incised on the bronze bands fixed to the door-leaves of the gate of Ashurnasirpal’s

Figure 2.14. Neo-Assyrian Office Sealing, clay, Nineveh, 715. The British Museum, SM.2276. Taylor 2018, 88, Figure 98*. © Courtesy The Trustees of the British Museum.
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palace, built near the village of Balawat, southeast of Nineveh/Mosul, identified as Imgur-Enlil (Davies et al. 2008: 33–34). On these bronze bands the erect lion is not engaged in face-to-face combat with the king but is part of larger hunt scenes that involve more than two figures (Davies et al. 2008: Figures 5, 6, 16, 32). However, the similar portrayal of the erect lion on the Neo-Assyrian Office Sealings and on the chariot hunt of the bronze bands demonstrates a compositional association that hints at a similar role and meaning. The representation of the lion hunt on the bronze bands as part of triumphant battles waged against the rivals of Assyria corroborates the notion that the lions on both the Office Sealings and the bronze bands, indeed, stand for the human enemies of the Neo-Assyrian Empire.

This brings us to the Lion Hunt relief of Ashurnasirpal II in the Northwest Palace at Nimrud, sculpted around 860. The Lion Hunt is depicted on Slab 19 on the southern east end wall of Throne Room B (Figure 2.16; compare alabaster fragments from the surroundings of Ishtar Temple at Nineveh: Reade 2005: 378–379: Figure 19). It is the second wall panel to the left of the king’s throne, or the second on the right from the viewpoint of the beholder, facing the king. Closer to the king is Slab 20 presenting the Bull Hunt, located first on the same wall (Figure 2.17; Meuszynski 1981: Plate 1: 3; Magen 1986: 32, Plates 3: 1, 2, 12: 6; Reade 2018: 56, Figures 63, 64). These are undoubtedly prime locations, since they are very close to the flesh-and-blood protagonist of the visual display, the king himself, symbolized by his throne when not present. The panels of the Bull and Lion Hunts share their subject matter, representing on the upper registers heroic royal feats against wild beasts (for the allusions of the royal ride to the Ninurta myth, see Watanabe 2002: 76–82; Dick 2006: 253–254), while their cultic aftermath is expressed on the lower registers by royal libation over the carcasses of the beasts. They also share their iconic non-narrative layout, which differs from the succeeding reliefs along

11 As opposed to Ishtar, however, Ninurta is not depicted mounting the lion in a victorious posture, and his non-anthropomorphic stand-in is a hybrid comprised of eagle and leonine features, while Ishtar’s is a lion of the real world.
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The eastern wall that narrate continuous specific ('historical') martial episodes performed by the Assyrian army, headed by the king (Winter 1981: 11). The hunt of the lions here can be compared to the 50 strong lion cubs killed by Ashurnasirpal II mentioned in one of his inscriptions in the Northwest Palace in Nimrud (Grayson 1991: 223–228: A.O.101.2). Of interest to us here is that Ashurnasirpal specifies in this inscription that he took the hunted lions to Nimrud where he kept them in cages and thus manifests the continuous feature of the Syrian–North Mesopotamian royal hunt of lions (Grayson 1991: 226, line 35) already recorded, as discussed above, in the first half of the fourth millennium.

The order of presentation of the Bull and Lion Hunts may signal an implied difference in their hierarchy. The Bull Hunt refers to the slaying of the Bull of Heaven by Gilgameš, as hinted at by the manner in which the king stabs the bull between its horns, a posture echoing the encounter described in the Epic (Watanabe 2002: 75). This interpretation may imply that the Bull Hunt has a higher status than the Lion Hunt, corresponding to the central role of the Slaying of the Bull of Heaven in Tablet VI of the Standard Babylonian Epic of Gilgameš (George 2003: 470–478, 616–631). However, in the recurrent refrain that runs through the Epic, which serves Gilgameš as a self-introductory speech when he meets various figures during his journey after the death of Enkidu, the two feats are represented as equal (Ornan 2010: 237–239, 253). The order in which the Bull and the Lion Hunts were sculpted on the first two wall slabs on the southern east wall of Throne Room B echoes, then, the heroic exploits of Gilgameš much like the literary account in the Standard Babylonian Version. By selecting these two episodes
as the launching introductory display of the long southeastern wall of the throne room with its narrated martial events of the real world, Ashurnasirpal II aimed to match his achievements with the heroic legendary feats of Gilgameš (Ataç 2010: 273–274), the archetypal legendary ruler of Uruk to whom Mesopotamian monarchs had been related or equated with since the Old Akkadian and Ur III periods (Winter 1996: 16–19; Michalovski 2008: 36–37).

However, the hunt and killing of the lions were more than heroic depictions aiming to boost the king for purposes of propaganda through the allusion to Gilgameš. This is evident from the lower scene on Slab 19, which shows a cultic ritual in which the king makes a libation over the carcass of a hunted lion (Figure 2.16 bottom). The libation, recalling in its cultic message the temple offering of a dead lion on the Uruk period cylinder seal noted above (Figure 2.6) marks the killed beast as fit to be offered to a divine entity and loads this action with a religious and cultic meaning (Magen 1986: 36; compare Dick 2006: 251). Since on the lower register of Slab 19 the king holds a bowl and a large bow as do Neo-Assyrian kings performing weapon purification ceremonies after the conclusion of earthly martial victories (Magen 1986: 81–84, Plate 16: 2, 3), we can identify the dead lion (obviously representing the losing side of the encounter with the king) as a fallen enemy of the king. This is corroborated by the combined non-narrative compositions of Slabs 19 and 20, which both close with libations over the dead enemy beasts: the slain Bull of Heaven is vanquished by the king alluding to Gilgameš² and the lion by the earthly king, who dwells in the Northwest Palace. In that, the hunted lion (and its deadly result) is likened to the king’s human rivals, whose downfalls comprise the majority of the following narrative scenes on the eastern wall of the Northwest Palace. However, as we have seen above in connection with the common contemporary visuals presenting major deities standing on lions (their former, now subdued rivals), we can also regard the beast as the rival of a divine image. A later, wine libation scene on a wall relief of Aššur-bāni-apli (hereafter Ashurbanipal) accompanied by an epigraph in the North Palace supports the above interpretation (see below).

**A Royal Metaphor: The laḫmu Lion-Vanquisher in Sargon II’s Palace**

Before we move to the lion imagery in Ashurbanipal’s North Palace at Nineveh, however, it is in order to discuss a theme relating to the lion’s defeat that is almost unique in first-millennium art. It appears on a few Sargon II monuments (721/722–705) and on a rock relief of his son and heir, Sennacherib. The motif in question does not portray the king in hand-to-hand combat with the beast or chasing it while riding in a chariot. Rather, it represents huge images that can be identified as laḫmus, each holding a small but aggressive lion with their left hand in a display we may term an ‘after-the-battle’ motif.¹³ These images were sculpted on three reliefs in the palace of Sargon II at Dūr Šarrukīn, located in the modern village of Khorsabad, 15 km northeast of Nineveh/Mosul. Considering the throne name Šarrukīn adopted by the king, meaning the ‘true king’ that harked back to an Old Assyrian king and possibly to Sargon the Great (Finkel and Reade 1996: 262–263, Matthiae 2015a: 1051–1052), the unique choice of the lion-holding laḫmus does not seem a coincidence in Sargon II’s search for legitimacy, as the motif had much earlier third-millennium precedents discussed above.¹⁴

¹³ For a rare similar theme on an 8th century cylinder seal, although rendered in a different bodily posture of the heroic laḫmu, see Collon 1987: No. 966, BM 89140.

¹⁴ In this regard, see Nadali 2019: 200, who considers Old Akkadian inspiration on Ishqi-Mari’s sealings from Mari (above, Figure 3.7), and compare the two laḫmus on a sealing of Narām-Sîn, Figure 2.8, discussed above.

² Compare the lion-maned Achilles as a reference to Alexander the Great in Hellenistic art (Hanfmann 1957: 77).
The locations and immense measurements of the short-dressed colossus on façade M at the gate of the outer wall of the palace terrace (Louvre AO 19861, height 4.52m) and the two reliefs depicting long-dressed laḫmu (e.g., Figure 2.18; AO 19862, height 5.50m) on façade N leading to the Throne Room from court VIII, emphasize their centrality and special symbolism within the royal imagery of the palace (Albenda 1986: 43, 45, 52–53, Plates 16–17). Earlier Mesopotamian textual and iconographical allusions to the giant body of laḫmu (May 2019) fit their huge dimensions here, and shed light on the dependence of Sargon II on earlier Mesopotamian traditions, also manifested by the frontal heads and upper torsos of these immense gatekeepers (see Porada 1987). Their exceptional features and the double set of winged human-headed bulls positioned at the sides of each laḫmu presented on façade N, indeed, seem to justify Albenda’s designation of them as ‘the Grand Royal Emblem’ (1986: 101–102).

The unique visual features of the laḫmu fit the innovative artistic program of the palace of Dūr Šarrukīn, as pointed out by Matthiae (2018). However, the very selection of the age-old fantastic figure of the laḫmu as the main emblem associated with the king (Albenda 1986: 102) contrasts with the deliberate ideological policy of eliminating mythical and symbolic representations from Sargon II’s palace at Khorsabad, as suggested by Matthiae (Ibid. Albenda 1986: 102). The choice of the ‘master of animals’ scheme for the display of a fantastic lion-vanquisher stemmed from ancient Mesopotamian visuals, as already implied by Albenda (1986: 102 and n. 1). Based on the proposal raised above that the ‘master of lions’ laḫmu on the sealings of Ishqi-Mari and Narâm-Sîn stood in for a triumphant king, a notion corroborated by the Ur III cylinder seal (Figures 2.7–9), we may comprehend the colossal laḫmus of Sargon II in a similar fashion (compare Ulanowski 2015). The continuation of the visual trope and probably its meaning sheds light on the longue durée of the motif revived by Sargon II for his new and short-lived (716–705) palace at Dūr Šarrukīn. The symbolic theme of the superiority of the king is represented by the laḫmus’ triumph over the lion and their function as protective doorkeepers is evident from their location (Wiggermann 1983). Their enormous dimensions highlight their outstanding presentation and can support their association with Gilgameš, as first raised by George Smith (Ornan 2014: 82; Battini 2019; compare Finkel and Reade 1996: 263–264, n. 44) and their concurrent allusion to the king—the supreme figure who owned and dwelled in the building. Moreover, this twofold meaning of the laḫmus as presented in the palace décor at Dūr Šarrukīn recalls the combined message conveyed by

The giant nature of the six-curled laḫmu was already acknowledged by Porada in her publication of the Pierpont Morgan Library collection of cylinder seals: ‘… a stock figure of Mesopotamian repertory … The cyclopic version of this figure … (1948: 3–4, No. 4) regarding a late Uruk period cylinder seal (Amiet 1961: Plate 40: 615) mentioned above in n. 6.'
the Bull and Lion Hunts in the Northwest Palace of Assurnasirpal II, suggesting a thematic continuation, though differently visualized.

It must be borne in mind that by the end of the 8th century the image of the lion physically subdued by the king’s hands had become a well-known motif through the continuous use of the Office Seals. Thus, the figures of the human-form laḫmu holding a lion close to their bodies would have been recognized and associated with the king by (at least) the educated members of the Assyrian elite who entered the palace. In addition, as can be gleaned from an Assyrian Office Sealing found at Samaria, former capital of the Kingdom of Israel (Reisner, Fisher, and Gordon 1924: 378, Plate 56a), we may hypothesize that Office Sealings were disseminated in other parts of the Empire. Hence, we may propose that the Assyrian king’s association with the lion-holding laḫmu would have been similarly understood by elite visitors to the palace from the Empire’s provinces and vassal kingdoms (compare Reade 2018: 77).

A Royal Metaphor: The laḫmu Lion-Vanquisher on Sennacherib’s Rock Relief at Khinis-Bavian

A similar laḫmu figure holding a small lion appears on one of the rock reliefs of Sennacherib (705/4–681) at Khinis/Bavian, located northeast of Nineveh/Mosul in the foothills of the Zagros. These rock reliefs were carved in 789 at the headwaters of the Khinis Canal overlooking the Gimil River (Su). The canal at Khinis was one of four major hydraulic networks that formed the ‘Northern System’ constructed northeast of Assyria by Sennacherib, which supplied water to the great city of Nineveh and its agricultural hinterland (Ur 2005).

The relief in question was originally carved high on the cliff above the river. It formed part of a monolith stone projection with three free-standing sculpted walls that served as a ‘gate’ carved out of the rock, through which one would enter a large garden stretching on the cliff’s slope toward the river. At some point in its long history this carved projection was detached from the cliff and fell into the Gimil River; its sculpted walls are still half-covered by the water. In the middle of the lower register of one of the projection’s walls a large laḫmu-like figure holding a small lion can be seen (Figure 2.19). In the center of the upper register of this wall the figure of Sennacherib is depicted, flanked by AŠšur and Ninlil/Mulissu, the supreme divine couple of the Assyrian pantheon. The location of the lion-holding laḫmu-like figure in the center of the lower register below the royal figure seems intentional: it associates the king with the lion-holder and hints at their shared identity, as in the presentation of the laḫmu doorkeepers of Sargon II’s palace at Khorsabad (Ornan 2007a: 167; 2014: 586–587).

A Fascination with the Lion’s Subjugation: Wall Reliefs in the North Palace of Ashurbanipal

This brings us to the final Neo-Assyrian palatial presentations of the subjugation of the lion. The series of five wall reliefs relating to the theme are sculpted on wall panels of Ashurbanipal (669–631) in the North Palace at Nineveh that, alongside relevant detailed royal inscriptions, manifest a peak (Weissert 1997: 339; Collins 2016: 50), almost an obsession with, the theme. Ashurbanipal’s fascination with his subduing of the lion is demonstrated through its manifold and detailed variations, which show the king chasing, shooting, stabbing, clubbing, spearing, or killing the beast with a sword while standing, riding a chariot or a horse, or sailing in a boat (Reade 2018: 68). Moreover, the complex representations in question are shown within large and small compositions that cover major architectural units of the North Palace. While on the wall panels of Ashurnasirpal II’s Northwest Palace in Nimrud the royal triumph over the lion is represented only once, in the North Palace the intricate and exhaustive renderings of the theme and its related depictions of lions are exhibited on many wall panels in five different architectural spaces that are interrelated both physically and thematically. They are displayed: 1) in the northeast private royal Room S, including the slabs that most probably had fallen from its upper floor S'; 2) along Passage R leading to and from Room S-S'; 3) in Passage A, which continued westward at a right angle to the former; 4) in ‘Passage’ E, leading southeast; and 5) in Room C, which continued straight on from Passage A and where the largest display of the royal
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hunt is represented on three walls (Figure 2.20). In sum, then, the pictorial décor of the entire (surviving) southeastern part of the North Palace deals with, or is related to, Ashurbanipal’s various violent royal encounters with lions and their outcome.

At the two extremities of this vast palatial area are two multifaceted panels dedicated to this subject matter: in Room C the Large Royal Lion Hunt, and in Room S and its upper floor S' the Small Royal Lion Hunt. These versatile narratives are located at two focal points of the North Palace: Room C, close to Rooms L and M, the palace’s Throne Suite (although not directly connected to it) and the upper floor S', where the royal bedchamber was probably located (Figure 2.20). These locations, again, emphasize the extremely important role of the heroic royal subjugation of the lion in the North Palace.

The reliefs sculpted on the long northeastern and the short southeastern walls of Room C display a lion being released from its cage, followed by lions being attacked and killed by the king riding in a chariot, assisted only by a selected cohort and demonstrating an age-old Mesopotamian royal prerogative (Figure 2.21). Based on an analysis of the reliefs combined with a thorough reading of Ashurbanipal’s written accounts, Weissert (1997: 351; compare Reade 1979: 30; Magen 1986: 35) has convincingly argued that the defeated lions symbolized the rivals of Assyria. The proposal is particularly compelling as Weissert (1997: 355) matches the 18 lions depicted on these two walls of Room C with Nineveh’s 18 gates, through which enemies could have entered the Assyrian capital. The somewhat less well-preserved scenes on the southwestern long wall of Room C, facing the northeastern wall described above (Figure 2.21), depict two confronting chariots driven by the king, each facing a central large dead lion whose head is uniquely rendered from above (Nadali 2018: 216), and two groups of falling or dead lions at the sides of the chariots, probably originally comprising 18 lions altogether (Reade 2018;...
64). The matching numbers of lions depicted on the two long walls of Room C, each corresponding to the 18 gates of Nineveh, unified the message of the two large scenes of Room C and corroborate the proposal that the lions here, following older north Mesopotamian and north Syrian imagery, represent the enemies of Assyria (see, however, Nadali 2018: 213, n. 14). This interpretation inevitably implies a similar role for the chased and killed lions in the other compositions in the North Palace, particularly the three-register composition of the Small Royal Lion Hunt in Room S–S1.

The sequence of Slab BM 124886, exposed on the floor of Room S which originally belonged to upper floor S1, was concluded in its lower register by a libation scene performed by the king over four lions’ carcasses (Figure 2.22; Weissert 1997: 350), recalling the terminating libation scene of Ashurnasirpal II’s Lion Hunt in the Northwest Palace (Figure 2.16, discussed above). Here too the scene is part of martial narratives depicting the contemporary Assyrian victory over Elam (Weissert 1997: 349–350; Dick 2006: 247), a fact that re-establishes the role of the lion as representing the rivals of Assyria. The Louvre Slab AO 19914 showing a libation over the head of Teuman, the Elamite king (Reade 2018: 62–64, Figure 67), certainly adds weight to this proposal.

The libation scene of upper floor S1 (Figure 2.22) is accompanied by an epigraph that, while not mentioning the divine addressee of the depicted cultic ceremony (Watanabe 1992), specifies that the king on this relief kills the lions with the bow of Ishtar (Gerardi 1988: 27–28; Reade 2018: 62). In this way, the special connections between Ishtar and the king’s victory over the rivals of Assyria are underpinned, matching Ashurbanipal’s written accounts (Weissert 1997: 346–48) and reinforcing the notion of the primeval triumph of the goddess over the lion. Ashurbanipal’s close and intimate relationship with the goddess, Lady of Nineveh, whom we are told suckled the king with her four breasts (Livingstone 1989: 33–35), coupled with a dedication of a bow to Ishtar of Arbail and her offer to conduct the actual battle (of Till-Tuba) for the sake of the king (Goldstein and Weissert 2018: 246–247), augment that the king’s subjugation of the lions, representing enemies of Assyria, concurrently conveys his triumph over the rivals of Ishtar. The king subdues the lion(s) for the sake of his goddess and as such is seemingly elevated to the status of a lesser member of her entourage (Maul 2000: 37; Ornan 2014: 589).

Conclusion

The hunt of a lion by an individual standing at the head of the social order is recorded in the art of the ancient Near East from the Early and Late Chalcolithic periods (late fifth to the first half of the fourth millennium respectively), as revealed by the early attestations of
Since almost all the earliest images depicting the ruler fighting the lion derive from Upper Mesopotamia, followed by finds dated to the Akkadian and Old Syrian/Old Babylonian periods from Ebla and Mari, we may regard this subject matter as essentially typical of northern Mesopotamia and northern Syria. The first-millennium Assyrian intensive and detailed compositions of the theme are, hence, to be considered elaborations of local north Mesopotamian/Syrian traditions—a proposal supported by the rare representations of the theme from south Mesopotamia.
In the late Early Dynastic-early Akkadian period the heroic image of a lion-vanquishing king was probably represented metaphorically by a laḫmu-like figure that may also have alluded to Gilgamesh, the archetypal Mesopotamian king. This motif resurfaced in first-millennium Assyrian imagery during the reigns of Sargon II and Sennacherib, demonstrating the revival of a continuous iconographic tradition.

As well as obviously being a leisure and a sporting activity (Weissert 1997: 342; Strawn 2005: 39; Dick 2006: 248), the royal lion hunt was part of a choreographed cultic performance that at times included the keeping of live captured lions in cages, a practice reflecting the king’s prerogative in defeating the beast. These staged events demonstrated royal power in connection with the worship of Ishtar, as suggested by Old Syrian archaeological remains from Ebla, clearly reflected in Ashurbanipal’s textual and visual records. The Neo-Assyrian written sources, the choice in representing royal combat with the lion on the Office Seals, and the monumental pictorial renderings of the theme, especially the series of wall reliefs in the North Palace of Ashurbanipal at Nineveh, manifest the endurance of local north Syrian/north Mesopotamian traditions, which reached first millennium Assyria (compare Matthiae 2015a, 2015b).

The various depictions of the king struggling with the lion elevated the royal image to a status of as-if a lesser divinity, who vanquishes the Big Cat for the sake of Ishtar. This is transmitted by the common twofold representations of the lion in ancient Near Eastern art. On the one hand, major deities, particularly Ishtar, are represented astride a lion, signifying that the beast is her/their defeated primordial adversary. On the other hand, the king subduing the lion(s), symbolizes his human rivals. The images of the king hunting, spearing, or stabbing the Big Cat in hand-to-hand combat imply that such visuals were comprehended as stand-ins not only for victory over his human rival(s) but also for his triumph over the foes of his goddess: thus, the king, in these cases, could have been considered in the eyes of the ancient beholders as a lesser divinity in the service of Ishtar. The combat with the lion, then, combined the earthly role of the king in defeating his enemies with his position as a mediating figure between the divine and the worldly spheres.

The longue durée of the trope of the lion as a rival of human beings symbolizing the enemies of Assyria defeated by the king continued in both literary and pictorial imagery after the fall of Assyria, when the metaphorical use of the lion reached its apogee. Even though the Defeat of the Lion visual theme was not at home in Babylonia, there are a few rare cases that exhibit a Babylonian use of such tropes. The first is a cylinder seal of Marduk-apla-iddina II king of Babylonia in the last quarter of the 8th century, identified with Merodach-Baladan (2 Kings 20:12 and Isa 39). The seal shows an erect lion standing on its hind legs attacked by a divine figure in a composition which, no doubt, reflects the Neo-Assyrian Office Seal impressions. However, the Babylonian borrowing of the theme was modified here by replacing the (Assyrian) royal figure with an apotropaic supernatural figure (Collon 2003). The two additional cases are assigned to the period after the fall of Assyria: one is found in Babylonian iconography, the other in a Babylonian-related text. The former is a depiction of a royal figure combatting an erect lion carved on two Babylonian rock reliefs attributed to Nebuchadnezzar II, found outside of Babylonia in Wadi Brisa and in Wadi es-Saba‘ in northern Lebanon (Da Riva 2010: 168, 178–179). The latter case echoes Babylonian-related vestiges of the Assyrian Lion’s Defeat trope that found their way into the Book of Ezekiel, the 6th-century Judean prophet who lived in Babylonia. Four terms selected by Ezekiel 19:3–9th are well associated with north Mesopotamian and Assyrian tropes of the lion’s hunt: the catching of the beast in a pit (bšḥtm ṭpš) or, in a net (wyprsw ïyw ṭšm), keeping it alive in a cage swgr or holding it with a lead-rope terminated with a nose-ring ḫḥ as was done with the rivals of Assyria (compare, for example, the Esarhaddon stele from Zinjirli, Ornan 2007b: 61–62, Figure 2). Moreover, since the prerogative of the king for killing the lion most probably continued in the Achaemenid court (Curtis 2017: 164, citing Ctesias, the 5th century Greek physician and historian) we may consider other features of the lion hunt as the caging alive of lions that survived in later phases of the Achaemenid period, as reflected in the account on the Lions’ Den in Daniel 6 (8–29), whose origin stemmed from Mesopotamian traditions (Van der Torn 1998: 637–639), in particular Neo-Assyrian records. In effect, the adaptation of the Assyrian trope of the lion’s den was preceded in the Book of Nahum (2:12–14)], dated in the 7th century, from post 663 to before the final collapse of the Assyrian Empire in 612 (Snyman 2020: 385).

As often revealed in processes of cultural borrowing and reception, however, these biblical accounts of Nahum 2, Ezekiel 19 and Daniel 6, transformed the message(s) of the earlier visual and written presentations of the Defeat of the Lion, discussed here, into another ideological framework that befitted their own specific aims. Indeed, the royal subjugation of the lion continued and was applied in later times in the art of the ancient Near East and beyond, as in the Sassanian period (e.g., Comparet 2019: 27–28, 31–32). Considering the ancient Near Eastern long-enduring tradition in which the lion, inter alia, stood
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For the common metaphorical interpretation of Ezekiel 19:3–9, see Strawn 2005: 40, 55–57 with earlier bibliography.
for a defeated rival, it is conceivable, for example—as was initially suggested by Bivar—that the two attacked lions facing Bahram II (276–293 CE) on the Sar-Mashhad rock relief in Fars, represented his rivals: The Roman Emperor Carus and another rebellious figure, perhaps Hormizd (Bivar 1978: 280–281; see, however, Curtis 2017: 166). The image of another ancient Near Eastern king—David, king of Israel/Judah—as a lion vanquisher, resurfaced in 12th century CE Frankish Jerusalem, on the ivory cover of Queen Melisande’s Psalter, alluding to the age-old Near Eastern trope mentioned above of the shepherd-king who kills the lion (1 Sam 34–35), which was woven into the visualized biblical biography of David. In continuation of the ancient imagery of the Middle East, the lion retains its role here as an imagined rival—the Antichrist (Kühnel 1991: 341, 344, 355, 356–357), recalling its role as a rival of the goddess Ishtar discussed here (see Gutgarts, Chapter 8 in this volume). Similar representations of a ruler defeating a lion were revived in the early 19th century by Fath ‘Ali Shah of Iran (1797–1834 CE), in an effort to identify himself with the splendor of the pre-Islamic past. Demonstrating the age-old prerogative of the king in the hunting and killing of the beast discussed here, Fath ‘Ali Shah, identified by his long black beard, is presented as the only figure among the courtiers and horsemen who surround him who spears a lion (Figure 2.23; Canby 2007: 118–119).
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Hybridism as a Visual Mark of Divinity: The Case of Akhenaten
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Abstract

At the heart of the image reflected by the politico-religious reform brought about by Pharaoh Akhenaten (Amarna period, 18th Dynasty, c. 1350 BCE) was his belief in Aten and his repudiation of the traditional pantheon. The evolution of the visual therianthropic (animal-man) hybridism of the king, a feature of the divine, can be traced through the course of Akhenaten’s reign, with compelling implications for our comprehension of his views on the nature of divinity and kingship.
During the reign of Akhenaten (18th Dynasty, c. 1350 BCE), the royal image and its staging reflected the politico-religious reform he brought about. At the heart of this reform stood his belief in a solar creator god ('Aten') and his repudiation of the traditional Egyptian pantheon—what we refer to today as Atenism. The ubiquitous icon of the king in the new capital he built, the domain of Aten named Akhetaten (today Tell el-Amarna), followed the particular visual code he implemented to suit his reformative program. The striking royal image initiated by Akhenaten and the stylistic innovations it entailed were meant to revisit the traditional and depleted formula of royal presentation, using a 'semiotic shock tactic' to reactivate the royal icon and to imbue it with fresh conceptual avenues. The innovative presentation appeared early in his reign (Arnold 1996: 17–22), probably by regnal year 4, before he transferred his capital to Akhetaten, as demonstrated by the Theban material. Representations of the royal body became typically pear-shaped, hypomuscular, with elongated neck, marked forward slope of the nape, clavicles, and muscles of the neck, gynaecomastia and prominent nipples, elongated high waist, low-placed crescent-shaped navel, and backward knees. Much has been said about this peculiar body-image, the gender and, the conceptual issues it involves. My interest, however, is in a less investigated traditional mark of the royal icon: its visual animal-man hybridism. The evolution of this feature can be traced through the course of Akhenaten’s reign, with, I believe, interesting implications for our comprehension of the development of Akhenaten’s Atenism. (Figure 3.1 a b c)

The Beast Within

Iconic animal-man hybridism in ancient Egypt is a feature of the divine, ‘that which transcended traditional categories and human limitations.’ I treat the divine-supernatural category as a broad spectrum of liminal beings and phenomena, including what we envision as ‘gods,’ objects of a cult, at the heart of the category (of which they are the prototypical members) and an extended gamut of supernatural entities of obscure status ranging from the category’s core to its blurred edges. The Egyptian concept of ntr that we translate as ‘god, divine,’ never defined by the Egyptians, indeed covers a wide range of entities, corresponding ‘to more than just gods, and may include personifications in some contexts’ (Baines 1985: 30). Visual, formal therianthropic and animal-composites are complex, supernatural agents with a very long iconographic history: (Table 3.1.)

Hybrids were apparently not considered real creatures in the Egyptian culture; their categorization in the script implies some hesitation as to their nature and they are often ‘categorized’ by their own image because they clearly belong to a category of their own as separate ontologies. Thus, the word sfr, ‘griffin,’ is not categorized in the script with the pelt 
 or bird 
 classifiers, as mammals or birds would be, but with its own image. Ancient Egyptian hybridism is fundamentally an expression of what Siegfried Morenz called ‘the concept of ‘Both… And’ (...), an intellectual harmony between apparent incompatibilities’ (Morenz 1992: 20). Supernatural powers emerge from the fusion of animal and human polarities, resulting in new forms of unlimited abilities, not necessarily demonic. Since in the Egyptian mind formal features imply behavioral traits and attributes, hybrids represent typical animal behavioral profiles that blend with human purposes, translated as distinct aspects of the divine. Hybrid forms offer a visual metaphor of the divine essence (divine is part human part animal), to be read as signs, not as literal figurations of a divine concept, whose form and nature remain concealed to human psyche, all representations being ultimately signs in a pictorial system. Of course, representations of divinities entirely anthropomorphic or theriomorphic exist; hybridism is one of the possible choices at the artist’s disposal to express divinity, and some divinities possess several distinct forms exploiting various animal-human combinations. Hybridism as a divine marker represents the clearest option: since divinity transcends human and animal categories alike, it can be apprehended as a fusion of naturally incompatible life forms, abnormality signaling supernatural status while reducing an elusive abstract concept to existing life categories.

The divine hybrid metaphor has an important corollary: royalty is part human part animal, in the sense that the king’s body politic, actor in a divine office and represented as a composite creature, also reflects the close bond between the fundamental species, the divine unity of differences, and the ultimate parallel nature of Divinity and Kingship. Similarly, literary animal metaphors are well known to express the powerful skills of the king.

---

1 Wood (2000: 27) on visual representations of slavery; Stafford (2007: 30 and 45) on brain activity.
2 On semiotic depletion and shift, see Even-Zohar 1990.
3 Gilhus 2006: 95; for Meeks (1986: 180–183), the animal part reveals a divine aspect in the composites.
4 For descriptions of composite entities, see, e.g., PT 1118, 1564–1566, and 1749; Merz 1978: 66–67.
5 See, e.g., the Oxford palette E 3924 in Davis 1992: Figure 26; Merz 1978: 26–28.
8 See, e.g., Karnak stela Cairo CG 34010 of Thutmose III (Ur IV: 615–617).
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Metaphor and Simile, Essence and Performance

A taxonomy of royal hybridism in Egyptian plastic arts offers two major visual forms. I propose calling the first an organic form of hybridism (though fictional, it is apparently organic), exemplified by the sphinx, the falcon-king, the cobra-king, or the royal griffin, in which human elements may be canceled in favor of a wholly animal composite. Frankfort (2011: 12) and Fischer considered this form of hybridism 'hieroglyphic composites,' the head being the essential element that defines the ontology of the whole (Fischer 1977: 157–158; 1986: 848–849; 1987: 13–14, 26; Baines 1985: 66). Fischer even added that the sphinx offers an image of the king as a 'link between mankind and the gods' (Fischer 1986: 849). As we shall see, divine and royal bodies may also be subtly altered to allude to such a composite nature. Organic hybridism signals an inherent quality of the king that reflects his divine essence, whether dead or alive. Sphinaxes, falcon-kings, cobra-kings, and griffin-kings are true pictorial metaphors since their body merges species in a unique gestalt, the human morphing into the animal seamlessly and without explicit linkage. They are conceptual images offering a glimpse into the

Table 3.1. Supernatural Beings in Iconography and Script.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iconography/Script</th>
<th>Categorization in Script</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Great gods'</td>
<td>Divine anthropomorphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Own image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelt-animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Semi-gods, minor deities, genii, manifestations of 'great gods,' monsters, demons'</td>
<td>Divine anthropomorphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Own image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelt-animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>As sphinx (statue mH 'lion', ssp 'image'), hybrid falcon, cobra, or griffin (rare in the script)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelt-animal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Signs (classifiers) appended to a lexeme and classifying it into one or more semantic category.
3 Limited sphere of action, subordinated to gods (but sometimes termed npr), lack of a cult (but sometimes worshipped, see Lucarelli 2010), embodiments of powers/functions, emissaries/mediators. Certain borderline cases of hybridism have been interpreted as emblematic personifications of hieroglyphs, such as sHr 'subjects' when in anthropomorphic form but with wings and the lapwing's plume on the head, their divine status being demonstrated by the bull tail and the divine wig, beard, and kilt in spite of the intrinsic low status of the designated crowd; see MH 8, Plate 599 in Baines (1985: 48, Figure 21) who explains the divine attributes as a rule of decorum.
4 Meeks 1992: 423. The name Bs is known since the Third Intermediate Period, but only clearly attached to the icon by Ptolemaic times.
5 PT 522 (1229a, Mrnp); BD 30 in pBM EA 10470.3 of Iey, 19th Dynasty, see the British Museum collection, accessed August 6, 2021, https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/Y_EA10470-3; BD 125 in Naville (1971, Plate 136 Pe).
6 Barta 1973–74; Hsu 2011.
7 Newberry 1893a, Plates 4, 13, 16; 1893b, Plate 11; LD Text II, 103 with legend sIw ntr 'protector of the seat/throne'; CT Spell 1006 in CT VII, 222 I and CT Spell 393 in CT V, 67a; Morenz and Schorch 1997, 372–381; CT VII, 222 I 7* = pGardiner II. In BH II, Plate 4.
8 Newberry 1893b, Plate 16.
10 Newberry 1893a, Plates 4, 13; Sauneron 1964:16.
13 Probably falconide (Meeks 2012: 520).
14 Urk. I, 185 Line 2 (5th Dynasty); Urk. IV, 600, Line 6 (Thutmose III).
15 Boston MFA 1979: 209 http://educators.mfa.org/ancient/frieze-uraeus-serpents-raised-heads-68776; Cairo JE 42906 (Fischer 1977, Figure 3).
profund nature of kingship, assimilated to its divine prototype, the falcon god Horus, an institution coined by Lorton as Horus-ship (1979: 461).

The second type of hybridism is an artificial form represented by an animal appendage, such as the bull tail affixed to the royal sash, the horned and plumed crowns, or, since the 18th Dynasty, the ram’s horns curling around the Egyptian king's ears (Wildung 1977: 3–11). In wearing these accessories, clearly presented as loan-items and metonyms for the entire animal, the king associates with the attributes manifested in the animal as a whole and to the god(s) of which the animal is a manifestation. These are second-grade divinity markers, conferred at coronation as temporary loans for the time of his office. This form of hybridism is a kind of simile since it exhibits an explicit comparative link obtained by the juxtaposition, not the fusion, of two forms, often exposed by the way the appendage is artificially affixed to the royal body. It does not interfere with the basic human nature of the king. Like props used on stage, these accessories belong to the royal show, worn to identify the protagonist and elevate him above other human actors. The result is in fact not visually perceived as hybridism; the anthropomorphism of the king remains intact while his animal accessories, in their blatant artificialness, offer him an ‘as if divine’ quality articulated explicitly as a comparison between the king and the animal world. When the king wears his animal accessories for cultic and official ceremonies artificial hybridism is linked to the public exercise of office, hence to life; their use, however, may be extended after death in representations of the dead king in action. This type of hybridism represents real-life solutions to manifest the divinity of a human king; so here hybridism is not confined to iconographic presentation but is a form of ‘live performance.’

The animal-man royal body is endowed with a combination of corporal and spiritual powers that belong to a transcendent ontology; the choice between artificial and organic hybridism in royal iconography indicates a different level of divinity of the king exposed on a different plane, conceptual or representational and performative. The hierarchy of the divine category around the great gods as prototypes includes the king in his divine office as a lesser member. Though both function as divine markers, artificial forms of hybridism are of a lesser status, restricted to the theatricalization of kingship, whereas organic forms conceptualize the essence of divine kingship.

**Akhenaten’s Divinity**

Both forms of hybridism are present in Amarna since Akhenaten’s image is constructed on the basis of a long pictorial tradition of royal presentation, modified to better serve the ideas he chose to promote. An evolution in the use of these marks of divinity is clearly perceptible during Akhenaten’s reign.

Artificial hybridism of the royal image is conceived in Amarna with the help of traditional regal accessories: bull tail and horns/feathers on a limited number of crowns. The bull tail affixed to the back of the midriff sash is a traditional accessory (Jéquier 1918; Hendrickx, De Meyer, and Eyckerman 2014) used in Amarna only between years 5 and 14 of his reign (he must have ruled about 17 years). The presence of the bull tail on reliefs of the king is a good chronological indicator, which can be used to attribute a relative date to otherwise undated tableaus. The bull tail is represented in this limited time frame in ritual scenes of offering and salutation to Aten, but not in every one of them. Though usually appraised as a mark of kingship, the bull tail is essentially a mark of divinity (Quaegebeur 1975: 148) worn by the king and by certain anthropomorphic or therianthropic male gods. Thus, before changing his name to Akhenaten, Amenhotep IV depicted his falcon-headed god wearing a bull tail on the large blocks of his temple in Karnak (Chappaz 1983: 18, 24 XO 10). The semantics of the bull tail is variously approached in the Egyptological literature: associated with male potency, strength, and dominion over nature or chaotic powers (Wilkinson 1999: 161–162) it manifests the king’s ‘Stierqualität’ (Staehelin 1952: 615; LeBlanc 2015); it may be related to the royal jubilee, the ‘festival of the tail’; or perhaps imply rebirth and inheritance of kingship; or even allude to the king as victorious bull, best breeder and champion of the herd (Galán 1994). Another possible connotation of the bull tail might be the king as hunter, slayer of the powerful beast, who has cut the tail off his victim and absorbed its power by wearing the tail on his belt as an amulet (Andrews 1994: 61) of sympathetic magic, having exposed his supernatural nature by claiming victory over his formidable opponent.
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Artificial hybridism associated with specific crowns endowed with feathers and/or horns is known for Akhenaten, Nefertiti, and the queen-mother Tiy in Amarna. The number of these crowns is limited, as Akhenaten and Nefertiti obviously prefer their respective blue crowns which are usually devoid of hybrid markers. Furthermore, almost all the horned/feathered crowns disappear after year 14. See for instance Akhenaten and Nefertiti both already wearing a large crown\(^\text{17}\) in Thebes, the triple/double \textit{Hf}. The crown incorporates numerous vegetal, animal, and astral elements which coalesce to form a complex composition.\(^\text{18}\) The representations from Thebes, Hermopolis, and Amarna are badly damaged, but the almost perfect state of Tutankhamun’s crown (here as Tutankhaten) on his golden throne\(^\text{19}\) permits the assessment of the various elements in their original

\(^{17}\) New for Collier (1996: 52), but a similar arrangement atop a \textit{dir} crown is already used by Amenhotep III in Soleb (Bayer 2014: Plate 52 b).

\(^{18}\) Akhenaten: Karnak talatatats (Smith and Redford 1976: Plate 18 n. 3); Hermopolis talatatats in Roeder (1969: Plate 32 962/VIII + 300/VII: Plate 146 338/VIC); tombs of P\textsc{inh}u (Davies 1905a: Plate 8) and P\textsc{inqua}fr for an audience (Davies 1908b: Plate 6). Nefertiti: Tombs of \textit{Ty} (Davies 1908: PL 26) and \textit{P\textsc{inh}u} (Davies 1905a: Plate 8).

\(^{19}\) Cairo JE 62028 in Tiradritti (1998: 219), with the child-king’s Atenist name.
colors. Hybridism manifests itself here in the form of lapis-blue horizontal twisted horns that belong to a domestic sheep associated with traditional ram gods, thin curved cow horns (absent on Tutankhamun’s crown) framing two curling ostrich feathers (traditionally worn by several divinities such as Osiris); the non-curly high falcon feathers (Abubakr 1937: 43; Malaise 1976: 216) are associated with Hršjty, the solar falcon (Malaise 1976: 228) of the horizons (Troy 1986: 126–127), or with Sw and the vivifying breath (van de Walle 1980: 34). It has been suggested that the crown is related to the sun child with which the king identifies, that emerges from a nymphaea at sunrise (Goëbs 2001: 324); the same must then be said of the queen wearing the diminutive crown. All examples of the crown in Amarna belong to regnal years 5–14, except perhaps for statues wearing this crown represented in the sanctuary of the Sunshade of Ra of Tiy in the tomb of Hwïj (Davies 1905b: Plates 8–9) (Figure 3.2.)

In Amarna, organic royal hybridism of the sphinx-type also belongs to regnal years 5 to 14; but royal sphinxes carved on the sides of a portable chaise are still represented in tomb scenes carved in the last years of the reign (Davies 1905: Plate 40; 1905b: Plate 13). Apparently old images of royal sphinxes are tolerated on furniture still in use in the last phase of Akhenaten’s reign. Akhenaten’s reliefs as sphinx have the king’s human head and arms held at a sharp angle in a dynamic position.

On the basis of the non-funerary context of these sphinxes, they may represent Akhenaten as a living king. The solar implications of the lion-man hybrid as well as its relationship with the horizon explain the use of the motif in Amarna up to year 14. Except for a few scarabs (Stevens 2006: 52–53), no griffin-king has been uncovered at this site.

A Human Metaphor of the Divine

As the anthropologist Lawrence assumed about the centaur, human-animal composite creatures test boundaries by displaying fundamental dichotomies: ‘animal/human, wild/tame, savagery/civilization, sensuality/spirituality, physical power/intellect, passion/reason, freedom/constraint, natural law/human law, violence/gentleness, and foolishness/wisdom—all encompassed by the age-old nature/culture duality.’

Many traditional depictions of Egyptian gods and kings are hybrid constructs that manifest a transcendental essence, their image offering a glimpse into a multifaceted ontology, a primeval unity between species, an otherness that implies superiority. Alterity is the mark of divinity and of its corollary, kingship. Hybridism transforms the person of the king into an idea, a strange abstraction (Feeley-Harnik 1985: 280–281). Visual hybridism is just another form of Egyptian syncretism (Schweitzer 1948: 33), of the practice of fusing powers into a superordinate unit on the model of the composite snake named nḥḥ-khw, the divine ‘combiner of powers’ (Gardiner 1950: 7 n. 2; Fischer 1987: 21). Like biological hybrids, cultural hybrids are endowed with heterosis, an ‘increased vigor or capacity for growth’ and for superseding their ‘parents’ (the human and animal categories) by borrowing the best traits of both worlds (Stross 1999: 257, 261). The hybrid bridges numinous and human worlds, cosmos and society; it is fundamentally a mediator for it possesses the characteristics of two species and is able to ‘dialogue’ with both (Stross 1999: 261; Lawrence 1994: 65). On a figurative level, the isolation of body parts from different species and their integration into new patterns diversify the artistic repertoire (Stross 1999: 261; Lawrence 1994: 65), reinvest dead images, and allow the ruler, through the hand of the artist, to play the part of a demiurge, creating new life-forms.

The visual presentation of Akhenaten and his god and its evolution reveal a progression in the conceptualization of their fundamental nature. Clearly, divinity and kingship in Amarna are envisioned as more human than beast, the royal-divine category being basically anthropocentric. Similar to Tallay Ornan’s conclusions in her survey of the divine in Mesopotamian art (Ornan 2009), in Egypt in general, but also during the Amarna

---

20 Ovis longipes palaeoaegyptiacus; see Nicholson and Shaw 2000: 269.
21 See also MMA 66.99.41 for a relief fragment of Akhenaten wearing an if’ crown from Amarna (Aldred 1973: 100). Akhenaten is also represented with feathered headaddresses: Karnak colossi (Cairo JE 49528, 98894, 99065 and Karakol 42 in Manniche 2010b: 36–41), as figurines worshipping the first Protocol of Aten in the tomb of ḫȳ (Davies 1906: Pl. 31) and on the relief fragment Brooklyn 41.82 (Petrie 1894, Pl.12).
23 Hornung 1999: 88; see, e.g., block Brooklyn 36.881 (Aten Protocol damaged in http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/46833/Block; slab Geneva MAH 027804 in http://www.wilkelches.org/inmusinfo/bd/mah/collec.html?pid=027802&type_search=simple&lang=fr&criteria=fragments&page=23&pos=269&sid=1241655; slab Boston MFA 64.1944 in Freed, Marowitz, and D’Auria (1999, cat. 90); slab Kestner 1964:3 in Freed, Marowitz, and D’Auria (1999, cat. 90); Cairo JE 65926 in Pendlebury (1936, pl. 20:4); talatat Louvre E 15589 (http://cartelen.louvre.fr/cartelen/visite?srv=cart&not&Notice=23824; limestone slab Thalassic Collection in Arnold (1996, fig. 14). For fragments of tridimensional sphinxes from Amarna dating to Akhenaten’s reign, see headless Fitzwilliam E77.1933 in http://webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/explorer/index.php?oid=53269, Pendlebury (1951: 17, Plate 58.3 n. 32.20) and Kemp et al. (2012: 16) who assign the fragment to the first phase of construction of the temple; various fragments in Pendlebury (1934: 133; 1951: 12, Plate 60.1 n. 33.4 and 141; Plate 79.11, a headless wooden sphinx) and Borchardt and Ricke 1980: 75 n. 265. For wholly theriomorphic sphinx amulets, see Stevens 2006: 53.
24 From sunshade complexes, see Aldred 1973: 99; Freed, Marowitz, and D’Auria 1999: 231.
period, the visual and textual discourse on divinity is conceptualized in anthropomorphic terms. The god Aten functions as a human king from whom he inherited the titulary and ‘frontal’ cobra (he represents a divine image of kingship), and is offered food, perfumed resins, fluids that are not represented in his grasp but which he is nevertheless assumed to consume (the volatilization of their fumes perhaps thought to reach the hovering aster). The fundamental link between Aten and the royal couple in Amarna texts is still conceived in terms of kinship, Aten being the father\(^{27}\) whose rays nurse them (Sandman 1938: 95, Line 9).

The divine Aten icon evolved from a falcon-man to an ‘emblematic’ form: the metaphorical solar icon with its sphere, cobra, life hieroglyph, and hieroglyphic hands at the end of its rays. It is an ‘emblematic personification,’ a combination of personifying elements and a non-personal object (Baines 1985: 37), of representational and scriptural elements in a visual metaphor.\(^{28}\) Transcending human and animal categories in its solar perfection, the abstract concept cannot be summarized, not by an outdated zoomorphic presentation associated with the ancient pantheon nor by rays emanating from a sphere; the icon is always accompanied by lengthy titulary and epithets also modified several times to better translate the essence of the Atenist concept and its evolution. One of the remarkable aspects of Amarna iconography is in fact the drastic reduction of emblematic representations, almost exclusively limited to Aten.\(^{29}\)

As for the king, Amarna imagery focuses on his figure, Akhenaten’s human form providing a dramatic counterpoint to Aten’s icon, in sharp contrast with the traditional formal proximity between a hybrid or anthropomorphic divinity and the king. The abstract concept behind the new divine icon requires an anthropomorphic agent for the cult to enable a ‘body-to-body interaction’\(^{30}\) to involve the spectator in the ritual. Thus Akhenaten (\textit{Ax-n-itn}) is also light-effective (\textit{Ax}; Friedman 1986: 99–101; Jansen-Winkeln 1996: 201, 215; Goebes 2008: 13) for Aten in the sense that he facilitates and conditions the perception of Atensism; by embodying the enlightenment of Aten, the royal body becomes the sole true personification of Aten’s concept (the feminization and solar markers of the royal body bringing to mind the solar creator’s duality in terms of gender), a living human metaphor of the divine. This is made clear by the contrast, emphasized in large, detailed scenes,\(^{31}\) between the non-gripping hieroglyphic hands of Aten (a mild personification of an emblematic icon) and the supple, grabbing ones of Akhenaten (an overemphasized, pseudonaturalist version of the

\[\text{Figure 3.3a. Rock relief from Assuan after Habachi (1965: 91 Figure 13). Courtesy of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Cairo.}\]

\[\text{Figure 3.3b. Relief from the Amarna tomb of Mrir}^c (TA 4) after Davies (1903: Plate 26). © The Egypt Exploration Society.}\]

\(^{27}\) Father classified with an anthropomorphic icon, e.g., Davies 1905: Plate 5, east architrave.


\(^{29}\) For the \textit{r\textit{hry}} birds, see, e.g., Davies 1905: Plate 6, left jamb; for the Karnak talatat, see Redford 1973: Plate 3.1.

\(^{30}\) Nadali (2013: 222) for Mesopotamia.

\(^{31}\) See, e.g., the relief MMA 1981.449 (http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/544057) or the Cairo stela JE 44865 (Freed, Markowitz, and D’Auria 1999: Figure 70).
human hand with its improbable increased number of phalanxes noted by Dimitri Laboury (Laboury 2008: 80).

Since Aten did not retain theriomorphic aspects in Amarna (except on some early items), bull tails, horns, and feathers as remnants of pre-Atenist iconography have all disappeared by the end of Akhenaten’s reign in years 14–17, except the double plume on certain of the queen’s headdresses (because with its orb it represents the sun on the horizon). The couple is rather represented with the respective blue crowns, neutral in terms of zoomorphic allusions. Blatant forms of royal animalism and alterity, organic or artificial, are finally expelled from Amarna’s artistic repertoire. The relinquishing of animal elements in the royal presentation cannot be explained merely as a general tendency at the end of the 18th Dynasty to abandon outdated and cumbersome paraphernalia: although Akhenaten was previously thought to have created the most awkward of all crowns, the triple ist, it is already part of the attire of his father, Amenhotep III, and of Amenhotep II before him. After Akhenaten, in the early phase of Tutankhamun’s reign (when he is still an Atenist Tutankhaten), the young king is depicted wearing the same crown. After the Atenist episode, the Ramesside kings are also rather fond of huge regalia in depictions. Furthermore, iconography does not precisely reflect courtly life usage, and most traditional crowns probably exist only in representation; Akhenaten does not strive to depict reality. Their absence is an ideological statement; it both rejects the association with the traditional pantheon of theriomorphic gods and the animality of the king. Thus cobras, although firmly associated with the gods Wadjit and Ra, are not evicted from the royal attire since they do not transform the king into a hybrid creature, but the bull tail, though not referring to specific gods, is nevertheless eliminated as a sign of royal hybridism.

Kingship assumes a wholly human form in the final phase of Atenism, though one cannot confuse the royal image with a naturalistic portrait; Atenist images remain semiotic constructs, icons which may entertain some measure of resemblance to their subject but are still conventions. The king is anthropomorphic in his divinity. He relinquishes animal features to assert a divine nature far removed from the zoomorphic gods of the traditional pantheon, eliminating outdated similes of a lesser divinity and fusion metaphors that are not part of the divine image Aten reflects. Similarly, in hieroglyphic monumental inscriptions in Amarna, Akhenaten uses only anthropomorphic classifiers to refer to himself. By renouncing traditional hybridism, he relinquishes his status of lesser divinity to gain full divine status in all his anthropomorphic glory. The iconographic means to visually enhance his divine status are of another nature, emphasizing that the king is the luminous and ‘beautiful child of Aten’ (Sandman 1938: 14, Lines 11–15, 2 Line 19 and 8 Line 8; Redford 1980: 25, n. 210), embraced in the sacred space of his domain.

References
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53 An innovation of Akhenaten for Collier (1996: 52), but already attested for Amenhotep II and III (Bayer 2014: 350 n. 582 and Plate 52 b).
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Abstract

The stone reliefs that decorated the palaces of Assyria are perhaps their most famous legacy. In the past, they were primarily discussed as decontextualized works of art with an emphasis on their intended meaning. They have gained more attention as a result of the publication of articles that examine their architectural contexts as reliefs (Reade 1979b; Winter 1981, 1983; Porter 2003). This article elaborates on these approaches by looking at the spatial contexts of the king’s presence within the palaces. The king’s image was employed most prominently in the throne room of the Northwest Palace in Kalḫu, where it guided movement into and through the room. Two niches depicting the king multiple times framed the actual king within the room. The niche at the end of the room formed a template for other monumental reception rooms both in this palace as well as in the royal palace of Sargon II at Dur-Sharruken. It was the king’s image rather than the overall topics depicted within the rooms that marked these settings.

The Palaces of Assyria

This article focuses on the c. 250-year-period that began with the reign of Ashurnasirpal II (883‒859 BCE) and ends with the demise of the Assyrian Empire in the years surrounding 612 BCE. The start of this time frame is chosen pragmatically and reflects our lack of knowledge about the palaces built before Ashurnasirpal II’s reign. This is an exceptional era in the history of the Ancient Near East. The palaces of Assyria form one of the best, and arguably only, corpus of palatial architecture known from the Ancient Near East (Heinrich 1984; Kertai 2020).

Excavations have unearthed all three primary palaces used by the royal court during this period (Kertai 2013; 2015b). The first of these palaces was located in Kalḫu, the city that was transformed into Assyria’s new royal center during the reign of Ashurnasirpal II. The pre-existing city was concentrated on a c. 20 ha ancient tell. It became the southwest corner of the new city that measured c. 360 ha (Oates and Oates 2001: 27). The southeast corner of the city was occupied by a large military complex, which was built during the reign of Shalmaneser III (858‒824 BCE) and included its own monumental palace (Mallowan 1966; Kertai 2011). The main temples and the royal palace were located on the city’s citadel, which occupied the ancient mound. This palace is currently called the Northwest Palace (named by its first excavator, Layard, for its location on the citadel). It remained Assyria’s primary palace for c. 150 years, until the court moved to the newly founded city of Dur-Sharruken during the last years of Sargon II’s reign (722‒705 BCE). Dur-Sharruken city was c. 300 ha in size with a citadel of c. 20 ha (Novák 1999: 148). These measurements as well as its general form were similar to Kalḫu (Reade 1981: 161). The citadel contained several large palatial residences, the main temples of the city, and the royal palace. A second mound and its surroundings formed the location of the military complex. The amount of information we have about the architecture of Dur-Sharruken’s citadel is exceptional (Loud and Altman 1938). Unfortunately, with Sargon’s untimely death on the battlefield, the royal court condemned the city and it was abandoned a year after the palace’s inauguration (Frahm 1999). Thereafter the royal court resided at Nineveh, one of the ancient centers of Northern Iraq. During the reign of Sennacherib (704‒681 BCE), the city came to measure c. 750 ha (Novák 1999: 159) and incorporated two ancient mounds. Kuyunjik, the center of ancient Nineveh, became its main citadel, whereas Nebi Yunus, whose earlier history is unknown, became the location of the city’s military complex. The citadel was renowned for the temple of the goddess Ishtar of Nineveh (Reade 2005; Kertai 2015e). The new royal palace, currently called the Southwest Palace (Russell 1991; Kertai 2015b: 122‒147), was constructed next to it. Besides these three royal palaces and the military complexes, several other palaces, especially the palatial residences of the elite, have been unearthed from this period (Heinrich 1984: 98‒197; Miglus 1999, 131‒175).

The Architectural Presence of the King

A discussion of the architectural presence of the king might seem somewhat superfluous. One could rightly argue that the palace functioned as a metonym for kingship and that the king’s presence was inherent in all its aspects and spaces. The palace associated everything inside its confines with the king. Nonetheless, this association differed in the degrees and the ways in which it was emphasized and in its intended audiences.
This article addresses a more limited aspect of the subject by focusing on the spatial significance of the king’s depiction within the palaces. Such analysis is complicated, however, by the only partial preservation of most ancient Assyrian palaces. Knowledge of their decoration tends to be limited to stone reliefs and therefore to the four palaces that were decorated with them. These are the three primary royal palaces and Ashurbanipal’s (668–631 BCE) North Palace in Nineveh. Reliefs belonging to the unfinished palace of Tiglath-pileser III have also been found, but the associated architecture is not known (Kertai 2013). Reliefs were also used in Esarhaddon’s Southwest Palace in Kalhu and the military palace at Nebi Yunus in Nineveh, but the first was never finished, while the latter is mostly unknown (Kertai 2015b: 147–153; Al-Juboori 2017). Wall paintings could have depicted the king as well, especially in the palaces that did not use stone reliefs. However, only in the palace of Til Barsip have wall paintings been preserved in substantial numbers (Thureau-Dangin and Dunand 1936). In the palaces where stone reliefs were used, wall paintings were mostly ornamental (Nunn 1988: 102–134; Albenda 2005).

Approaching the Throne Room

The main temples and palaces of Assyria were generally located on citadels situated at the edge of the city. While this made them visible from afar, their location within the cities is still unclear due to our lack of knowledge of urban topography (Ur 2013). Assur, the cultic center of Assyria throughout its existence, was exceptional for not having a proper citadel. Its monumental buildings, including some of the most important Assyrian temples, were concentrated along the northern edge of the city. This set them apart from the rest of the city, but the area does not seem to have been separated by a wall. The citadel of Dur-Sharrukin formed a second exception. The citadel was separated from the rest of the city by a wall, but was located on the same level as the city. Only the royal palace complex, with the adjoining temples, and the Nabû Temple, were placed on platforms, raising them above their surroundings. Most other citadels were located on ancient tells, i.e., the accumulated debris of prior settlements, resulting from the long occupation history of most sites.

Assyrian palaces were enormous and occupied prominent places on the citadels of their respective cities. Their location and sheer size would have made them stand out from their surroundings. Whether they were made to be recognizable as palaces is less clear. Like most Assyrian architecture, their exteriors were relatively nondescript (Reade 1979a: 335–336). Most people would have known the location of the palace regardless of whether or not its architectural features were pronounced. Modern scholars find it more difficult, for instance, to recognize the main entrance to the Northwest Palace at Kalhu (Kertai 2013) or to reconstruct the nature of the bēt nakkkapti in Nineveh (Russell 1991: 86; 1997). It is possible that some rooms stood out from the urban fabric due to their considerable height, but monumental rooms were part of the adjacent temples as well. The external walls of the palace would however have blocked most views. The visibility of the palaces was further diminished by their placement on the side of the citadel facing away from the city. This provided views of the surrounding landscape, but also suggests that visibility from the city was not a main concern.

Assyrian throne rooms stood out for their monumentality (Kertai 2019). They dwarfed all other rooms of the palace in size. Within the Near East of the time, few rooms matched their size of up to 500 sq m and height of up to 18 m (Kertai 2015b: 8–10). Their size would have been impressive regardless of their location within the palace, but their placement was meant to increase their impact. The courtyard in front of the throne room was surrounded by offices and storerooms. The other monumental reception rooms of the palace were located further inside. The throne room was the first monumental room encountered when moving through the palace. The route towards the throne room was not without its monumentality, if only for the size of its gates and courtyards. These spaces, however, were dwarfed by the throne room. Moreover, the decoration along this route was restrained and consisted mainly of reliefs depicting apotropaic creatures.

Ashurnasirpal II’s Northwest Palace is the best-preserved and I will use it to discuss the manner by which its throne room could be approached. The image of the king was not made visible until one reached the façade of the throne room.1 Here, the king’s image was placed strategically to chaperone people on their way into the throne room. There is much theatricality evident in the placement of the king’s image in the Northwest Palace. The courtyard’s gate faced the edge of the citadel, but the monumental throne room along its southern side undoubtedly drew the visitor’s gaze (Figure 4.1). Assyrian throne rooms had three entrances: a central entrance flanked by two slightly less monumental ones. From the courtyard’s entrance, the view of the throne room’s façade was dominated by the central entrance and the large apotropaic creatures surrounding it. The façade was protected by ten large colossi—two in each of its three entrances and two along each of its two buttresses—and two winged humanoids, one in the center of each buttress (Paley and Sobolewski 1992: 3–31).

1 The king’s image was not totally absent from the city and could for instance be seen on the obelisks that stood in more accessible urban spaces.
The smaller entrances would have been less visible from the courtyard’s entrance (Paley and Sobolewski 1992: 18). Although the nearest entrance could be seen, it was somewhat hidden in the corner of the courtyard. This entrance was protected by two apotropaic colossi. The surrounding façade showed two groups of tribute bearers walking towards the door. The foreignness of these individuals was indicated by their features, especially their ‘crouching’ posture (Cifarelli 1998). The second door, located farther away from the courtyard’s entrance, was probably visible as well. The buttresses surrounding the central entrance of the throne room would have blocked most views. From behind these buttresses, the heads of the apotropaic statues, are likely to have emerged, indicating the presence of the entrance. One would also have been able to see another group of tribute bearers walking towards the door. The view from the entrance gate was thus dominated by the apotropaic protection of the throne room and the tribute bearers at its edges. All these aspects correlated with the king, but the king himself was not visible from this vantage point (Kertai 2019: 46-47).

Most scholars have argued that people would enter the throne room from Door $d$ located farthest from the courtyard’s entrance. Mallowan’s (1966: 103) interpretation was still based on Layard’s presumption that the room lacked a central entrance.\(^2\)

The placement of the king’s image supports the hypothesis that most people would have entered through Door $d$. It is only when walking towards this door that the rest of the procession of tribute bearers unfolds. The first Assyrian courtiers standing in front of the tribute bearers would have been visible from the courtyard’s entrance, but it is only when walking further that one would see the end of the procession, where the crown prince would be standing in front of the king. The Assyrians are recognizable by their erect posture (Cifarelli 1998), clothes, and placement, but the king is not emphasized and is set apart only subtly (Winter 1981: 12; 1983: 19; Reade 2009). His size is comparable to the other humans and is even slightly smaller due to the need to fit his crown, which forms his main distinguishing apparel, within the same frame.

The king’s presence in front of his throne room can be seen as a gesture of welcome (Porter 2003: 91). His image signaled that the entrance to the throne room had been reached. He stood outside his throne room welcoming the visitors depicted on the reliefs as well as the actual visitors walking towards him.

\(^2\) For the reconstruction of the third door, see es-Soof 1963; Reade 1965.
The king’s image appeared once more when leaving the throne room through Door c. Here a niche was created for a 128 cm high stele. The stele included a small depiction of the king, but its surfaces were mostly filled with an inscription (Börker–Klähn 1982: 182–183). This so-called Banquet Text describes the king’s successes and includes an extensive description of the food used for the inauguration of the palace (Grayson 1991: 288–293; Fales 1994; Fuchs 2009). As is common on Assyrian stelae, the king is surrounded by divine symbols. These show the crescent moon (Sin), winged disk (Shamash), star (Ishtar), horned crown (Assur), thunder bolts (Adad), and seven dots (Sebitti) (Seidl 1971). The stele was somewhat hidden and was best seen just outside the throne room’s side entrance. It was not made to be visible from other locations. The image of the king could only be seen clearly at such short distance.

Although the throne room façade focussed on apotropaic protection, it also highlighted one of the throne room’s main functions—submission to the Assyrian king. The gruesomeness for which the Assyrians have come to be known is absent. Instead, this part of the palace focused on the benevolent king (Porter 2003). The throne room façade set the stage for the activities within the throne room itself (Winter 1981: 17).

The general organization of the throne room’s façade in Sargon’s royal palace was similar to the one in the Northwest Palace of Ashurnasirpal II (Winter 1983: 26), but its architectural setting created differences. The main distinction was in the organization of the courtyard in front of the throne room. The entrance to the courtyard was in the corner. This resulted in a rather oblique angle to the throne room. From the gate’s vantage point, the view would have been restricted to the closest entrance. Unfortunately, the reliefs surrounding this door are unknown. Views of the rest of the throne room’s façade were blocked by the nearest buttress.

Opposite the entrance to the courtyard, and therefore more visible, was the entrance to Corridor 10. This corridor led to the palace’s external terrace and the monumental suites located there. The door was flanked by two apotropaic colossi. At a distance of at least 90 m, the details of this entrance would have been difficult to discern, but it seems prominent enough to have functioned as a visual marker within the courtyard. In order to view the decoration surrounding the courtyard, including that which belonged to the throne room’s façade and Corridor 10, one had to move towards the center of the courtyard.

The image of the king was present on the throne room façade, ready to meet approaching groups close to the smaller door farthest from the courtyard entrance. His position, however, was slightly different from that at the Northwest Palace in Kalhu; here two apotropaic creatures had been inserted between the king and the entrance to the throne room, moving the king and his entourage away from the entrance. The effect for people moving towards the throne room’s entrance would have been the same as before. The file of courtiers—who replaced the tribute bearers—became visible first, with the king’s image emerging last, after one had walked further into the courtyard.

In the Northwest Palace, the king faced everybody who walked into the throne room through its farthest door. In Sargon’s palace, an additional walk along the throne room’s façade would have been required to achieve a similar effect. Entering the throne room without such detour would have brought people into the room behind the king’s back. By placing the king’s image at the other side of the door, people now walked behind him rather than towards him. One of the noteworthy aspects of the decoration of Sargon’s palace is the prevalence of groups of people walking towards the king (see also below, related to the inside of the rooms). Three such processions were depicted in the throne room courtyard alone. The two additional processions flanked the entrance into Corridor 10. Both groups walked towards this entrance where the king awaited them. Walking into this corridor thus occurred behind and between the backs of the two kings. A similar setting existed outside the central entrance into Room 2 on the terrace, where two further processions ended.

It is possible that the act of entering behind the king’s back was avoided by entering these doors from an angle. An additional walk along the courtyard’s walls could have led people along the procession and past the king. While entering behind the king’s back might be presumed to have been improper, the prevalence of the king’s position suggests that this was not how the reliefs were interpreted. The king was probably not seen as standing with his back to these entrances, but as flanking and marking them.

The throne room courtyard of Sennacherib’s Southwest Palace seems to have been organized differently. The gates leading into the courtyard have not been found, with the exception of what appears to have been the corridor connecting to the Ishtar of Nineveh Temple (Kertai 2015b: 130). The courtyard’s main entrance was most probably located along its eastern side, opposite the throne room. This would have changed the

---

1 The palace was excavated in the middle of the 19th century. Its architecture remains conjectural (Kertai 2015b: 87–92).

2 Note that Figure 6 of Novák 2012 shows Citadel Gate A (Loud, Frankfort, and Jacobsen 1936: Plate 7) rather than the throne room’s entrance.
approach to the throne room. The throne room’s façade continued to be occupied by apotropaic creatures. The decoration surrounding the southern entrance, closest to the probable throne dais, remains unknown except for the apotropaic creatures standing in its door. Narrative scenes surrounded the northern entrance into the throne room.

The nature of the narrative scenes within the Southwest Palace differed considerably from the older palaces. Large scale processions of humans were mostly absent. Instead, the walls of the palace were covered with scenes of military expeditions. These were depicted in minute detail and filled the entire surface of the relief (Russell 1991; Barnett, Bleibtreu, and Turner 1998). The king was still prominent, but was depicted on a smaller scale, in line with the overall miniaturization of the scenes. This was also true for the throne room’s façade where the king no longer awaited visitors.

The direct approach in the direction of the throne room and the absence of a large-sized image of the king are likely to reflect a change in how people moved toward the throne room. Such an approach, however, was not uncommon in Assyria. The throne rooms of the military palaces appear to have been approached in a like manner, but their original decoration is unknown.

The Throne Room

Throne rooms were not unlike typical ancient Assyrian reception rooms, but they were embedded in a unique architectural setting (Turner 1970: 181–194; Kertai 2015b: 210–219). The room associated most specifically with the suite is the throne room ramp (Kertai 2019). Vertical connections were otherwise extremely rare in Assyrian palaces, reflecting the absence of second stories within these palaces (Kertai 2015b). The ramp was placed at the end of the throne room and accessible through a vestibule. The suite also included a room between the throne room and the courtyard behind it. This room sometimes connected to the adjacent suites (Kertai 2015b), although these connections diminished over time and were absent in the throne rooms of Nineveh during the 7th century BCE. From the palaces of Dur-Sharruken onwards, bathrooms became a common feature of the suite (Kertai 2015b: 190–195). These were located close to the throne dais. This solved an anomaly in the earlier throne rooms, which had been the only suites without their own bathroom.

Except for a few apotropaic creatures, reliefs were encountered first on the throne room’s façade. Even here, the focus on apotropaic protection crowded out narrative scenes. The contrast with the throne room could hardly have been more pronounced. The throne room was completely surrounded by reliefs, which mostly focused on the king and his military successes. Unfortunately, comparing throne rooms is complicated by a lack of known reliefs from the throne room of Sargon’s palace in Dur-Sharruken and the fragmentary preservation of the throne rooms in Nineveh. Discussions have therefore focused mostly on the throne room of the Northwest Palace in Kalhu (Winter 1981; Porter 2003).

In the throne room of Ashurnasirpal II movement of individuals was guided from western Entrance d towards the other end of the room where the main throne of the empire stood. The image of the king played an important role in guiding this movement. For heuristic purposes, one can divide the reliefs within the room into three groups. The first group consists of the apotropaic creatures and the tree-like object of the throne room (Kertai 2015b: 210–219). It is the king’s image that gives directionality to the scenes. The niches formed the main focal points within the room (Winter 1983: 17). They were intended to be seen from a distance and formed the backdrop for the actual king.

Apotropaic figures also framed the second group, which consisted of the reliefs within and around the two niches located in the room. One niche was placed behind the throne dais at the room’s end. The second niche was placed opposite the room’s central door. Each niche depicted the same scene, which consisted of the king standing on both sides of the tree-like object. The scene opposite the central door was expanded by two additional depictions of the king. The four kings created an especially forceful image. The niches formed the main focal points within the room (Winter 1983: 17). They were intended to be seen from a distance and formed the backdrop for the actual king.

The two niches were oriented toward different audiences (Novák 2012: 260–261). The niche behind the throne dais formed the focal point for those in the room and guided movement from the room’s opposite end. The niche opposite the central door was directed towards the outside (Figure 4.2). For those present in the throne room courtyard, and especially those walking towards Entrance d, the niche opposite the central door would have signaled the potential presence of the king and his association with the room (Kertai 2019).

The third group of reliefs can be described as narrative (Winter 1981). They depicted military scenes, as well as hunting scenes closer to the throne dais. These scenes accompanied people walking along the length of the throne room from Entrance d. It is the king’s image that gives directionality to the scenes. The

---

1 For discussions of the tree-like object see, for instance, Porter 1993; Seidl and Sallaberger 2005–2006; Giovino 2007.
overall scenes show people moving in both directions, but the king generally faces Entrance d (Winter 1983, 19–21). The general orientation of the king is unlikely to be coincidental and is best explained as a means to orient the king’s gaze towards the people coming from Entrance d. The narrative scenes are interrupted by the central niche and the doors, but continue towards the throne dais at the end of the room. The niches and the narrative scenes were further distinguished by the ‘symmetrical reliefs’ within the niches and the ‘asymmetrical historical representations’ of the narrative scenes (Winter 1981: 22).

The decoration of Sargon’s throne room (Blocher 1999) is almost entirely unknown and will therefore be ignored here. The decoration of Sennacherib’s throne room is also known only fragmentarily (Russell 1998a). In general, it follows the modes of decoration used throughout the palace rather than those of Ashurnasirpal’s Northwest Palace. This means that apotropaic creatures were absent from the walls of the room. The room is almost entirely filled with narrative scenes showing military expeditions. Within these scenes, the king does not seem to be facing a specific direction.

The end of the room, where the throne dais was likely located, has not been preserved. The niche opposite the central entrance is very poorly preserved, but its lower right corner can still be traced (Russell 1998a: 223). The fragment shows the feet of two large-scale figures facing south. It seems probable that one pair of feet belonged to the king. The depiction of large-scale individuals is exceptional within the palace. Corridor 51s is the only other place within the palace where humans were depicted in a similar manner. Their presence on the central niche indicates the importance of this setting and the longevity of the throne room’s traditions.

Rooms

The niches in the throne room of the Northwest Palace were the template for how the image of the king was seen in settings in other monumental reception rooms of the palace. Narrative scenes were used in Rooms WK and WG as well, but the exact location of the few individual reliefs that can be associated with these rooms is mostly unknown (Paley and Sobolewski 1987: 65–79; Kertai 2015b: 34–38). All other rooms depicted apotropaic creatures and libation scenes.

In each room where the king was depicted, he was also shown at the center of the room’s end (Figure 4.3). Whereas these scenes were set apart in the throne room by having ‘their own unique disposition of space, 8

---

8 The orientation of the king on the northern wall of the throne room remains unknown as the king’s image has not been preserved on the two reliefs with narrative scenes found along this wall.

7 Relief 5 forms the exception, showing the king directed towards the east. It was explained by Winter (1983: 21) as belonging to the aftermath of the battle, when the king returned to his own military camp.

---

8 Room 28 might represent another exception, although these figures were more likely apotropaic creatures (Kertai 2015c: 344).
visually apart from the others’ (Winter 1981: 10), the other rooms created subtler differences. Rooms G and H showed the king multiple times on their walls. In Room H, he was probably shown at both ends of the room (Figure 4.4; Kertai 2015d: 57–59), but the depiction itself followed those used throughout the rest of the room. Room G created a more elaborate scene at the end of the room. Although the courtiers, apotropaic creatures, and attributes were the same as those shown in the other scenes in the room, this specific scene was more elaborate and showed the king seated, an otherwise uncommon posture for the king within this palace.

In Rooms F and S, the king was depicted only in the room’s short end, with the remaining rooms occupied by apotropaic figures. Vestibules C⁰ and N showed the king on their long walls, but these vestibules are best seen as extensions of the adjacent throne room (Winter 1983: 24). Room G presented the king at both ends of the room (Ataç 2006: 81–82). The king is not shown in the similar vestibule (T) attached to Room S. Within these settings the king is generally surrounded by various apotropaic creatures. Only in Rooms C and G is the king surrounded by his courtiers (as well as apotropaic creatures).

The king on Relief 7 of Room C is only partially preserved. For its reconstruction, see Meuszyński 1981: 29.
All rooms in Sargon’s palace were decorated with narrative scenes. Unfortunately, excavators have found reliefs only in a small part of the palace. This area is mostly limited to the large suite excavated by Botta (1849; cf. Albenda 1986), on the palace’s terrace (Figure 4.5). The known reliefs depict a broad range of topics, which are markedly different from those found in the Northwest Palace. Apotropaic creatures were used in a few places only and were not depicted in close proximity to the king (Ornan 2004). It is the scene that was only depicted on the throne room façade of the Northwest Palace, showing the crown prince bringing a group into the presence of the king (Figure 4.6) that forms the most common setting in which the king was shown in Sargon II’s royal palace (Kertai 2017). These scenes usually occupied the entire height of the reliefs. Processions were shown on the walls of the palace’s courtyards as well as in several rooms.

As is typical for Assyrian reliefs, those inside the room were not made to communicate with the outside. Room 9 of Sargon’s palace, however, is an exception. The room provided a secondary entrance into the inner part of the suite (Kertai 2015b: 115–117). The reliefs in the room show groups of courtiers standing behind and in front of the king. The king was placed so as to align with the room’s external door. This placement was certainly intentional and explains why the king is not placed at the center of the wall as is common within the palace. Why Room 9 created an axis towards the king from the outside is unclear. The room, and therefore the view of the king, was not very pronounced from the outside as the door was tucked away in the corner of the courtyard.

In the reliefs in Sargon’s royal palace, the king was generally placed at the center of the short wall of the room. His image has been found in this location in Rooms 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8. Not coincidentally, these represent the biggest rooms within the suite. Not unlike Ashurnasirpal’s Northwest Palace, the king’s image created a setting within the room which is likely to have correlated with the place where the king would have been seated within the room. His placement was generally in the left end of the room, as seen from the outside. In another similarity with the Northwest Palace, the placement of the king’s image coincided with the presence of a small back door that connected with additional rooms. The rooms did not create special scenes for these places, as was the case in the Northwest Palace, but organized the ongoing scenes in such a way that the king came to stand at the center of the short wall. Here he was shown standing, while a procession of prisoners, courtiers, or tribute bearers headed by the crown prince approached him.

The placement of the king’s image was most pronounced in Room 8, the secondary throne room of the palace (Kertai 2015b: 113), because of a throne dais located in front of him. Interestingly, the prisoners and courtiers depicted on each of the long walls moved towards the throne dais. Both walls showed the king once, facing away from the throne dais, and thus facing the people coming from the other end of the room. Although these aspects are reminiscent of the throne room of the Northwest Palace, other features differed. Room 8 did not, for instance, contain a setting opposite its central entrance. Instead, a sequence of doors connected to the other side of the suite. While the smaller external door farthest from the dais might have formed the room’s main entrance, the room contained another monumental door that connected it to Room 4. In the Northwest Palace, a vestibule providing an alternative
entrance to the suites was generally located at a similar location (except in the throne room, where this room led towards the ramp). Room 4 can be interpreted similarly, but would represent a more monumental version of the principle. Its door into Room 8 was surrounded by four images of the king. Two images flanked the walls surrounding this entrance, while two additional images on the doorjambs faced those entering from Room 4. This accumulation of the king’s image gives prominence to this passage and suggests that it formed one of the main entrances to Room 8.

The king’s image was used in a similar manner in Rooms 6 and 11, which are located in the inner part of the suite. Both rooms showed processions walking towards the king in one large register covering the entire relief. In both rooms, the movement along the long walls was directed towards the short wall at the northeastern edge of the room. Only in Room 6 was the king actually depicted on the wall. The short wall in Room 11 showed two courtiers/soldiers, who were unlikely intended to act as a focal point within the room. The king’s image, however, was shown at the center of the short wall of the adjacent Room 12. The processions in Room 11 seem directed towards this room. This correlation is further enhanced by the placement of the king within Room 11. The king is depicted twice in the room, once on each of the long walls. Exceptionally, both images are
Figure 4.6. Crown prince Sennacherib facing King Sargon II. Relief 12 in courtyard I, royal palace, Dur-Sharruken (Botta 1849: Pl. 12).
located at the same place at the end of the room facing people heading towards Room 12. Such symmetry is unique and enhances the king’s role in framing the route towards Room 12. Room 6 is more typical, with each long wall showing a procession moving towards the king, who is situated at different locations along the wall. The king’s image on the short wall at the end of the room is adjacent to the back door towards Room 9.

Thus far the discussion has focused on the scenes showing processions. Directionality is much easier to depict and reconstruct in these scenes. The military and other scenes in Sargon’s royal palace are more fragmentarily known. Room 2, the biggest room to depict military scenes (in its lower register) shows the king standing at the center of a short wall, similar to his depiction at other locations. In the room at large, directionality is more difficult to discern. The king is shown frequently, standing in his chariot, but he does not seem to face a particular direction. Room 14, a badly preserved room outside the large suite, also shows the king at the far end of the room. The room combined military scenes in two registers with a procession towards the king in a single register. This allowed a full-sized image of the king to be placed at its common location. The reliefs from the short end of Room 5 are not preserved, but the room’s function as the central connector within the large suite might have made the

Figure 4.7. Crown prince introducing prisoners from Lachish. Relief 12 in room 36, Southwest Palace, Nineveh (Layard 1853: Plate 23).
king’s presence less important. Rooms 7 and 13 do not seem to have shown the king in a spatially meaningful way, at least not in the preserved reliefs.

The wall paintings of the palace at Til Barsip show similarities to Sargon’s palace, even though the Til Barsip palace is probably somewhat older. This probably reflects its similarities with, and the continuity provided by the unfinished palace of Tiglath-pileser III (Barnett and Falkner 1962). The known Tiglath-pileser III reliefs show the king in front of numerous groups, suggesting his image was intended to be used as a spatial marker. In the few rooms of the Til Barsip palace whose paintings are known, the king is shown at the center of the short wall in Rooms 24 and 47, i.e., the two main reception rooms of the palace beside the throne room, whose decoration is however mostly unknown. The king is also shown at the center of the bathroom niche in Room 27, a location where the king is not otherwise shown in the other known palaces.

The reliefs in Sennacherib’s Southwest Palace differed in many of their aspects in comparison to what had preceded them. They embedded the king into larger landscapes. In general, the king’s image does not seem to have been used as a spatial marker, although a few exceptions might be suggested. The most famous example was found in Room 36 in which the siege of Lachish was depicted. The king is shown atop a hill in front of his tent in the center of the northern wall of the room (Figure 4.7; Russell 1991: 200–209). The scene was, however, only visible from within the room. Its focal point from the outside was formed by the pyramid-shaped city of Lachish shown in the center of the room opposite the axis running towards the room. The use of foreign cities as markers opposite doors seems to be common within the palace, but is difficult to reconstruct in detail. Due to the fragmentary nature of the reliefs and the imprecise knowledge of their exact location within the rooms, it is impossible to say whether the king’s image was used in a spatially significant way.

Discussion

The complexity and variation of the king’s scene does not reside in its spatial setting but rather in the meanings communicated about kingship. The scenes differed considerably in the surroundings, posture, and attributes of the king. In the Northwest Palace, in the rooms with cultic and apotropaic scenes, the king’s image was based on the rest of the room, or on similar rooms elsewhere in the palace. The short end of the throne room, the only room where the narrative reliefs can be reconstructed, did not incorporate the king’s image into narrative scenes, but created special settings that drew upon the cultic and apotropaic vocabulary used within the rest of the palace. The palace of Dur-Sharruken created similar settings at the short end of its rooms, but used different scenes. Cultic and apotropaic scenes were absent. Instead, the king was embedded in different kinds of processions and, less frequently, in military scenes. The reliefs were organized in such a way that the king’s image ended up at strategic places within the rooms.

Whether these variations signify differences in the activity taking place in front of the scene is less obvious and might need further exploration. More often, the king’s depiction is correlated with the rest of the room, suggesting that if a correlation existed it was on the level of the room. Tracing functional information on the basis of the reliefs is, however, complicated. The apotropaic and cultic reliefs in the suite surrounding Room G of the Northwest Palace can be interpreted as signaling the suite’s use for the purification and storage of royal objects (Russell 1998b). The use of narrative scenes within the palace seems restricted to the three main reception rooms, thereby providing a correlation. In these contexts, at least, the general topic of the reliefs gave cues about the intended use of the corresponding room. Such correlations are more difficult to discern in Sargon’s palace and are almost certainly absent in the Ninevite palaces where every room showed military campaigns.

The discrepancy is most pronounced when it comes to the Ninevite palaces of the 7th century BCE. In these two palaces, the king’s image no longer seems to have been employed as a spatial marker. This might indicate that the traditional cues were no longer needed, perhaps because they had become culturally engrained (Rapoport 1982: 67). This might support the argument made by Winter (1981: 29–31) that the growing complexity within the narrative scenes was related to an audience that was more accustomed to Assyrian iconography. It is however also possible that the traditional cues were no longer needed because of changes in court protocol. This is suggested by the disappearance of the wall at the short end of the room where the king’s image had been most prominent (Kertai 2015b: 244). While some rooms still retained this setting, most prominently in the throne room, most reception suites replaced it with a large door. The absence of large-scale depictions of the king might nonetheless reflect a decline in the importance of the king’s image over time, but Ornan (2004) has convincingly argued the opposite: that the king became more prominent over time. In the palaces of Nineveh, the king was everywhere even if he was no longer present at specific places.
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Abstract

The Assyrian king’s entourage was comprised of officials, the ša ziqni, distinguished by a beard, the primary marker of masculinity, and of smooth-faced courtiers, the LÚ.SAG ša rēši, literally ‘he of the head,’ the eunuch. Together the group constituted the male officials of the Neo-Assyrian palace. Literary and visual sources shed light on the various eunuch functions in the Assyrian administration and military. Art reveals that those in closest proximity to the king, hence also in contact with him, were the eunuchs. Sacrificing their sexual prowess and potential to procreate, physically and psychologically distinct from a mature man, the eunuch was constructed by society to fulfill particular sets of official tasks. Severed from family ties and with no offspring, his loyalty was to the king and to the king alone. The paper examines the king’s entourage from an artistic perspective, focusing on the eunuch and his distinct characteristic as guardian. It draws on later cultures and proposes an origin and a badge of office characteristic of the eunuch’s position in the court.

Introduction

The royal entourage of the Assyrian king included both bearded and beardless figures who fulfilled various functions in the regime. The following discussion focuses on the visual and textual evidence of the beardless figures, the eunuchs, in Assyria, and traces their history in ancient Mesopotamia with comparative data of visual and written sources from the Achaemenid, Sasanian, Byzantine, and Mamluk courts. I argue that the eunuch, a term that describes the physically different official, had a badge of office already identifiable in the art of third-millennium BCE Mesopotamia. This badge of office finds its closest parallel in the Mamluk blazons, the earliest blazons known from the area that had once been the heartland of Assyria, though their bearers had not been eunuchs.

The Eunuchs of the Assyrian Kings

The Assyrian king’s eunuchs had distinctive physiognomy, dress, and attributes and their close contact with the king emphasizes their positions of power in the court. These beardless guardians stand in contrast to the bearded figures who were also in the king’s vicinity (Figure 5.1a). Both groups, the bearded ša ziqni, and the smooth-faced courtiers, the LÚ.SAG ša rēši, often denote the entire governing cabinet of the Assyrian kings (Figure 5.1b). Significantly, when ša rēši appear in inscribed cylinder seals, at no time does the seal’s legend identify a bearded man. This suggests that the inscription fits the appearance of a eunuch.1

Figure 5.1a. Eunuch before the king with towel over left shoulder and waving fan. Wall relief, Nimrud, Northwest Palace, of Ashurnasirpal II. Perrot and Chipiez 1884 Vol. II: Figure 113.

---
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The ša rēši’s soft full face with a double chin bore a striking resemblance to the typical portraiture of the ideal elite woman. This has at times led to confusion in identifying the figure (Strommenger 1964). Schmidt-Colinet suggested that the enthroned person with a mural crown banqueting with Ashurbanipal under the vine arbor was a trusted eunuch (Schmidt Colinet 1997). Moreover, the servants in the banquet scene have been identified as either eunuchs or females. But the lack of a beard and the plump face may also signify gender ambiguity, a male that is different from a whole male. Comely features denoting sexlessness in this group of beardless males was created when boys were castrated before puberty. They preserved their prepubescent handsome youthful looks, remained beardless, and retained the distribution of body fat characteristic of women and their hair appeared thick.

They sacrificed their sexual and reproductive potential to become physically and psychologically distinct from a mature adult male and were thus capable of fulfilling a particular set of official tasks (Bonatz 2008: 139; Ringrose 2003: 59–60). They were men, though with different attributes, talents, and physiology.

ša rēši ‘Eunuch,’ a Figurative Term

The ša rēši was an ancient term for a personal servant. ša rēši literally means ‘he of the head’ and the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary (CAD) translates the term as ‘attendant, soldier, officer, official, and eunuch’ (CAD R 292). Biggs suggested that Assyrian boys were made eunuchs by crushing the testicles inside the scrotum, not by total ablation of the scrotum and male organ, which was a dangerous, often fatal operation that was inflicted as corporeal punishment for sexual transgressions, as decreed in Middle Assyrian law, ana ša rēšēn utār/utarrūš, literally ‘he will be turned into (one) with two heads,’ meaning ‘he will be castrated.’ ša rēšēn, ‘a man of two heads,’ the dual form of LÚ ša rēši, is only documented in Middle Assyrian law (Dalley 2002: 117–18, 121). Possibly, the head was taken as a metaphor for the round or ovoid form of the testicle. That castration should be denoted by the peculiar expression, ‘(of) two heads,’ may find its equivalent in the form of two testicles. The English word testicle goes back to Latin, testiculus, which is a diminutive form of testis (test-iculus). The element test may be connected to Italian testa, ‘head.’ Testiculus, therefore, could be ‘small head,’ metaphorically referring to the male scrotum (Deller 1999: 304–305, 311). Hence, Akkadian ša rēšēn, ‘one with two heads,’ could easily become ‘one without two heads’ or ‘with mutilated heads,’ a euphemism for the person whose testicles were totally removed. It would seem that even the Assyrian terminology distinguished between a court eunuch and a man castrated as punishment for a sexual offense.

Eunuchs: The New Elite in the Neo-Assyrian Period

Eunuchs played a significant role in Assyrian society and administration, as evidenced by texts and by analogy to other societies. Because their ties to family were severed by castration and they could not procreate,

For evidence of castration of good-looking youth at Ugarit, RS 17.144, see Peled 2014: 132.


Figure 5.1. A chariot army. Drawing by J. Peter Campbell.
their loyalty was to the king.3 Xenophon (Cyropaedia VII: 59–60) explains the eunuchs’ fidelity:

He [Cyrus] looked around to see who were the most faithful men that he could have around him at such times; and he held that no man was ever faithful who loved anyone else better than the one who needed his protection. Those, therefore, who had children or congenial wives or sweethearts, such he believed were by nature constrained to love them best. But as he observed that eunuchs were not susceptible to any such affections, he thought that they would esteem most highly those who were in the best position to make them rich and to stand by them if ever they were wronged, and to place them in offices of honor.4

Xerxes I entrusted the safe return of his sons to the most honored eunuch, Hermotimus, ‘for among the barbarians (Persians), eunuchs are, in respect to their uncompromising fidelity, held in higher esteem than the uncastrated’ (Herodotos VIII: 104, 105; Brosius 2007: 26). Trustworthiness was the cornerstone of the eunuchs’ social success and their contribution to political power.5

The Assyrian LÚ.SAG ša rēšī pl. LÚ.SAG.MEŠ šīt rēšī, is attested from Old Babylonian on. The title encompasses various functions in the Assyrian court (Groß 2015). They had a highly respectable place in Assyrian society and were admitted into the service of ‘eunuchship’ šīt rēšītu headed by the rab ša rēšī, the chief eunuch attached to the king’s court and also to the court of the crown prince (Holloway 2002: 379, 411; Radner 2011: 360–361, 375). From the 9th century BCE, they held prominent positions in the administration and could rank with provincial governors.6 The higher ranks of the Assyrian army consisted of a large number of eunuchs who were invested with supreme power.7 Because they could not father sons, they produced successors either by adopting children, or they received royal grants that ensured their well-being in the afterlife (Barjamovic 2011: 57–59).

According to Parpola, the Assyrians understood earthly government as a projection of divine rule (Parpola 1995: 386–391). The king as the sole representative of the god commanded through a state council comprised of his magnates, just as the god Ashur ruled the universe through a divine cabinet. Earthly government was likened to an anthropomorphic body and the individual officials were the body’s limbs and organs; everything they did was often ascribed to the ruler. Accordingly, the heart corresponded to the chief eunuch and was equated to the goddess Ishtar, androgynous goddess of love and war. The chief eunuch who commanded the king’s personal troops as an image of Ishtar was the divine protector of the king.

The chief of the eunuchs, the rab ša rēšī, head or commander of the court attendants (CAD R 1999: 289–290) and commander in chief of the royal corps, often led the army on campaigns, and acted together with the field marshal on Sennacherib’s behalf at the gates of Jerusalem (2 Kings 18:17).8 He may be identified with the eunuch standing behind the king in submission

---

1 Ringrose (2003: 85) argues for medieval eunuchs that an important part of their gender construct was centered in their perceived loyalty. Reade raised the question whether some of the court eunuchs were blood-relations, such as the superfluous sons of Assyrian kings. They may have been castrated in order to prevent them from becoming kings. In Byzantium castration was a political weapon that would befall the sons of deposed emperors (Tougher 1997: 179–180).


3 Acouin and Wasserburg 2006: 3165. One is reminded of the Assyrian conspiracy against Esarhaddon in 671–670 BCE, which resulted in the execution of several eunuchs (Holloway 2002: 336); and of the chief eunuch Sinšumu-šēšir, the guardian of Ashur-etel-līlāni, king of Assyria, who was enthroned for a short while.

4 Bonatz 2008: šat rēšiya bēl pihate eššatu šākātu ‘I placed eunuch(s) of mine as provincial governors’; ina qātāt šat rēšiya šākin māt x amnû ’I entrusted it [newly annexed land] to my eunuch the governor of x.’ Tigglish-pilesar III (see Yamada 2014: 47 and n. 47).

5 Officials such as the chief eunuch, the chief cupbearer, and the palace herald were invested with supreme military powers (Parpola 1995: 380; Tadmor 2002: 607–611).

6 Bonatz 2008: šat rēšiya bēl pihate eššatu šākātu ‘I placed eunuch(s) of mine as provincial governors’; ina qātāt šat rēšiya šākin māt x amnû ’I entrusted it [newly annexed land] to my eunuch the governor of x.’ Tigglish-pilesar III (see Yamada 2014: 47 and n. 47).

7 Ringrose (2003: 85) argues for medieval eunuchs that an important part of their gender construct was centered in their perceived loyalty. Reade raised the question whether some of the court eunuchs were blood-relations, such as the superfluous sons of Assyrian kings. They may have been castrated in order to prevent them from becoming kings. In Byzantium castration was a political weapon that would befall the sons of deposed emperors (Tougher 1997: 179–180).

8 Acouin and Wasserburg 2006: 3165. One is reminded of the Assyrian conspiracy against Esarhaddon in 671–670 BCE, which resulted in the execution of several eunuchs (Holloway 2002: 336); and of the chief eunuch Sinšumu-šēšir, the guardian of Ashur-etel-līlāni, king of Assyria, who was enthroned for a short while.

9 Bonatz 2008: šat rēšiya bēl pihate eššatu šākātu ‘I placed eunuch(s) of mine as provincial governors’; ina qātāt šat rēšiya šākin māt x amnû ’I entrusted it [newly annexed land] to my eunuch the governor of x.’ Tigglish-pilesar III (see Yamada 2014: 47 and n. 47).

10 Two of Nebuchadnezzar’s high officials participated in the conquest of Jerusalem: Samgar-nebo, Sarnechim Rab-saris in Jeremiah 39:3 has been identified with the rab ša rēšī named Nabû šarrūssu-ukīn mentioned in a tablet dating from 594 BCE (see Jursa 2008; Vanderhoof 2008: 87 and previous literature within); and Nebushazban Rab-saris (Nabû šēzibanni), Jeremiah 39:13.
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The ša rēš ‘eunuch’ entered biblical Hebrew as סָרִיָּס (sârîs) not only in texts from the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid milieu, but also in texts depicting the Israelite and Judahite courts.

In ancient Egypt there were no royal eunuchs. In the Joseph stories, however, eunuchs appear as part of the Egyptian court. They are qualified by their roles, סְרֵיִס פַּרְעֹה שַׂר הַטַּבָּחיִים 'an officer of Pharaoh, the captain of the guard' or 'a courtier of Pharaoh, chief steward' (Gen 37:36, 39:1, LXX εὐνοῦχος Φαραὼ ὁ ἀρχιμάγειρος) and 'chief cupbearer' מַשְׁקִים שַׂר 'hapšûm, chief baker' (Gen 40:1–2), thus reflecting the Assyrian governmental system.

The inclusion of Egyptian words, names, and customs in these stories served to authenticate the Egyptian setting. Life-size portraits of eunuchs manifest their official image, recognizable by the lack of a beard. The Til Barsip and Nimrud statues have the characteristics of high-quality Assyrian works of art (Figures 5.2a–b). The Til Barsip statue was deliberately broken in antiquity; with its feet missing it measures 1.45m in length. The Nimrud unfinished statue measures 1.75m. The Til Barsip statue’s posture, dress, and bracelet suggest the seniority of the individual. By analogy to the king’s official portrait, referred to as šalam šarrutiyu, ‘image of my kingship,’ I suggest that the eunuch portraits were images of their office of eunuchship, practically a šalam ša rēšutti (Winter 2009: 265–266). Fuchs suggested that the Til Barsip statue was the image of the most powerful turtānu at Til Barsip, the eunuch Shamshi-ilu, whose office commenced during the reign of Adad-Nērāri III and lasted for over 40 years (796–752 BCE) and that the destruction of the statue took place after Tīglath-pileser’s revolt and accession to power (Fuchs 2008: 78–98, 128–134). The eunuch Bēl-Ḥarrān-bēl-uṣur created his own commemorative stele, which was found at Tell Abta west of Mosul. He was originally the palace herald of Shalmaneser IV, who remained in office for over 50 years (782–727). In the stele he commemorates the founding of the city named after him, an act attributed unusually to himself rather than to the king. He depicted himself wearing the

---

11 Uehlinger 2002: 106, Figure 6; see also king receiving the submission of an enemy in Barnett and Falkner 1962: 27, Plate 84.
13 It is interesting that in Genesis 39:1 the King James Version translates the term eunuch as officer: ‘and Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh, captain of the guard, an Egyptian, bought him of the hands of the Ishmaelites,’ and in 40:2, preserves the original term eunuch: ‘And Pharaoh was wroth against two of his officers, against the chief of the butler, and against the chief of the bakers.’
14 Roobaert 1996. See also unfinished statue of a eunuch in Gadd 1936: Figure 2.
royal bracelet, further demonstrating independence. His image, gesturing before divine symbols, a gesture usually reserved for the king, indicates that he assumed kingly prerogatives. The usurpation of the royal image by the eunuchs was practiced during the heyday of the Assyrian magnates (830–746 BCE) and came to an end with Tiglath-pileser’s accession (Ambos 2009).  

The Eunuch: Guardian of the King

In composite visuals, the eunuch virtually protects the physical space that surrounds the monarch, very much like the protective genii who flank him along with the sacred tree in the throne room of Ashurnasirpal at Nimrud (Figure 5.3). The scene, carved on two reliefs placed at focal points in the throne room, one behind the throne itself, the other opposite the entrance to the room, proclaimed the king as the earthly representative of the god Ashur. This extended group of the king’s guardians, mortal eunuchs, and supernatural beings underscores the protective nature of courtiers. Similarly, in the small Throne Room S5 at Fort Shalmaneser, armed eunuchs parade from the entrance along the walls toward the king who faces them at the point where the foot of the throne would have been (Oates and Oates 2001: 184–186) (Figure 5.4).  

In her study of royal Assyrian furniture, Ellen Rehm (2003, 2005) emphasized the Assyrian context of furniture decoration, arguing that for royal furniture the motifs would be selected from a meaningful repertoire that would convey the message of Assyrian royal ideology. From the reign of Tiglath-pileser III through Sargon II, Sennacherib, and Ashurbanipal, Assyrian thrones and tables were decorated with guardian figures, whether the king’s royal ancestors (Figure 5.5a–b),16 or protective genii (Figure 5.6), or a combination thereof (Figure 5.7). Sennacherib’s royal seat (Figure 5.8), a divine throne with a godlike aura, was borne on the hands of superhuman figures, much like Ninlil/Mulissu/Ishtar’s throne at Maltai (Figure 5.9).17 Ashurbanipal’s bed in the Banquet Relief adds another dimension to the guardians of the throne (Figures 5.10a-b). The banquet relief of Ashurbanipal, a condensed version of the Near Eastern victory scene, shows the king and his consort18 under the vine Arbor, rejoicing after the victory over Elam, the severed head of the enemy hanging from a tree in the garden and the bow and quiver displayed on a table.19 The king reclines on a bed, the legs of which are borne on cones that are superimposed by volutes and lions. The upper parts of

---

15 Unger 1917; Ornan 2005: 137; Collon 2010: 154–155; Karlsson 2016: 221–222. Seals depicting the eunuch in the same gesture before a deity also point to the eunuch’s assumption to royal statues; see Kühne and Radner 2008: 42. The eunuch Sin-Sumu-lēšir was instrumental in securing the throne for Ashur-etel-Ilāni’s after the death of his father, Ashurbanipal, when he was still a minor. After Ashur-etel-Ilāni’s death he was no longer content in his role as king-maker. He ascended the throne and ruled in 627/626 BCE (Ambos 2009: 6). His royal seal, a variant of Assyrian royal seals, shows him beardless, fighting a lion; see Herbordt 1992: Table 2, Nos. 90, 98, Plate 35: 11, 14. Reade 2008: 102 suggested that the Assyrian eunuchs may have been the superfluous sons of kings and princes. Interestingly, Tomb I of the Queens’ Tombs at Nimrud contained no headdress, a few earrings, an unusual number of stamp seals, and three erotic figurines depicting couples engaged in the sex act. Gibson proposed that the buried person was a eunuch rather than a woman, who had held a high position in the domestic quarters. The erotic figurines may have been meant to gain for him a sexual capability that he had not had in life (Hussein 2016: 9 and footnote 18, added by McGuire Gibson). I dare to suggest that the fact that his burial was grouped with the royal women of the palace, i.e., the female members of the king’s family, lends support to Reade’s proposal that these ‘superfluous sons,’ upon their demise, were given a royal burial.

16 Rehm 2005: 190. For representations of the ancestral cult at the Northwest Palace of Nimrud and a reading of the royal figure in the Northwest Palace at Nimrud as ancestors in order to emphasize historical continuity of Assyria, see Brown 2010.

17 Uehlinger 2003: 288; Ornan 2013: 588. Moreover, Ninlil/Mulissu/Ishtar’s throne at Maltai features figures of the king gesturing alternately with the divine supporters of the throne. The throne itself rests on the figures, a frontal king standing next to winged creatures who constitute a platform or footstool for the enthroned goddess; see Keel 1977: 174–175, Figure 115.

18 For an Elamite origin of the queen, see Álvaraez-Mon 2009: 147–160.

19 Albenda 1977: 36 proposes that the bow and quiver are in Babylonian or Elamite style.

---

Figure 5.3. Ashurnasirpal enthroned, surrounded by guardian eunuchs and genii. Wall relief, Nimrud, Northwest Palace. Wikimedia Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 Osama Shukir Muhammed Amin.
Figure 5.4. Procession of eunuch courtiers approaching the king. Mural, Fort Shalmaneser, small throne room S5, queen’s residence, reign of Esarhaddon. Oates and Oates 2001: Figure 113.

Figure 5.5a. Assyrian king enthroned. Mural, Til Barsip Audience Hall 24. The armrest bears images of the king’s royal ancestors. Keel 1977: Figure 26.
Figure 5.5b. Wheeled chair with armrest depicting royal ancestors. Khorsabad, palace of Sargon II. Flandin and Botta 1849 Vol. I: Plate 17.

Figure 5.6. Table supported by protective genii. Khorsabad, palace of Sargon II. Flandin and Botta 1849 Vol. I: Plate 19.
The king’s Faithful servants: the eunuch’s Role as Sovereign Attribute with an Emphasis on Assyria

Figure 5.7. Chair with combined protective beings: ancestors and genii. Khorsabad, palace of Sargon II. Flandin and Botta 1849 Vol. I: Plate 18.

Figure 5.8. Sennacherib enthroned. Wall relief, Southwest Palace, Nineveh. Drawing: Judith Dekel. Ussishkin 1992: Figure 71.
the legs are embellished with inlays, each depicting two frontal figures standing on a balcony (Figure 5.10b). The combination of textual and visual sources illustrates how the king, his family, and his confidants retreated to the vine arbor in search of relaxation and peace. Access was strictly denied to those unwanted. Following Richard Barnett (1957: 119, 130), previous studies, including my own, connected the scene with the heavily bejeweled Woman at the Window (Figure 5.7), a shorthand depiction of the naked female, herself an attribute of Ishtar (Gubel 1989: 47–48). These interpretations underscored the sexual and martial aspects of the banquet, neglecting the fact that the

---

20 Deller identified the vine arbor with the qersu, the king's private apartment. After the sacrifice in the Akītu-house of Ishtar and the performance of the war ritual, the king entered the city triumphantly and retreated to the qersu, where he rejoiced in the banquet. We know that intercourse took place there. Deller 1987; May 2010.

21 For example, Barnett 1985. Stronach 1995: 190 traced the banquet under the grapevine theme back to an Iranian tradition dating from the early second millennium BCE, as depicted in Old Elamite cylinder two figures depicted on the king's bed are differently garbed, and executed in Assyrian style. Alternatively, these figures were interpreted as representations of heroic male figures armed with a club and holding seals. For illustrations, see Aruz 1994, Catalog No. 74; Álvarez-Mon 2009: Plates. 9–10. The theme lived on into Sasanian and post-Sasanian silver; see Ward 1993: 42–45. Greek authors knew about artificial tree and vine decorations in the Persian court. Drawing the inventory lists of Susa in 316 BCE, Antigonus the One-Eyed comments that 'he found the golden climbing vine' and Chares of Metylene, describing the luxury of the Great King, mentions that ‘in the bed chamber a golden vine, jewel studded, extended over the bed,’ Nylander 1991: 81. The Hellenistic author, Phylarcus, wrote about ‘The famous plane tree and even the golden vine under which the Persian kings often sat and held court’ (Briant 2002: 236). Compare the west wall of the Dura-Europos Synagogue, where Jacob, reclining on his deathbed, blesses Ephraim and Manasseh under a vine arbor (Goldstein 1984–1985: 108–110, 137).

22 Herrmann and Millard demonstrated that the ivories found in the reception suites at Nimrud were all of Assyrian style, decorated with narrative scenes of courtiers and tribute bearers, which were used to decorate the royal furniture reserved for the king's or the queen's use (Herrmann and Millard 2003: 390–391).
Successors of Assyrian Eunuchs: Achaemenid, Sassanian, Byzantine and Islamic

Reflecting the bureaucratic structure set up by the Achaemenids, the Persian imperial artistic program of power and hierarchy emphasizes the eunuchs’ protective role in relation to the king. Eunuchs are depicted on the audience slabs at Persepolis (originally the focal representations in the audience palace, Apadana), where they appear with a folded towel behind the crown prince who stands closest to the enthroned king. They wear headdresses that are wrapped around the chin (Schmidt 1953: Plates 121, 122). On other slabs echoing the audience scenes from the Throne Hall doorways, a towel- and fan-bearing attendant with a covered head stands behind the enthroned king (Schmidt 1953: Plates 97–99, 104–107). The towel-bearers with headdresses covering the chin were beardless.25 On the doorways of the Palaces of Darius and of Xerxes, the headdress is shed, and a beardless towel- and fan-bearing along with a bearded parasol-bearer follows the king entering the hall (Schmidt 1953: Plates 139B, 140, 178–181). In Persepolis, there is another manner of carrying the towel, in which it is laid in the middle upon the palm of the beardless figure who stands behind the king (Schmidt 1953: Plates 148, 149, 193–194). This intimacy with the king seems to be reflected in Esther 1:10: “the seven eunuchs who ministered in the presence of king Ahaseurus.”26 Shaul Shaked suggested that this title and its Sassanian counterpart, “the (eunuch) who sees (the king) in person” or “(the eunuch) who is in the visible presence of the (king)” notes the intimacy with the king (Shaked 1982: 299). This intimacy is evident in Sassanian investiture scenes, where a beardless attendant holding a fly whisk stands next to the king. The three representations of Ardashir I’s investiture show a beardless figure behind the king, always waving a fly whisk. Firuzabad I (Vanden Berghe 1983: 126, No. 34, Plate 17; Overlaet 2013: 340, Plate 1, top) (Figure 5.12) shows among the bearded dignitaries a young ‘page’ next to the king. He is smaller than the other dignitaries and must represent the young eunuch still as a prepubescent child, perhaps shortly after castration, wearing a curled headdress. This representation of a child eunuch fits with Overlaet’s suggestion that the Firuzabad I relief is the earliest of beds/couches were taken as booty from Syria (Luckenbill 1926: 165–166 §, 3475–746). However, in view of the bed-throne mentioned in the Middle Assyrian ritual (n. 23), it seems that the bed-throne was in use in Assyria before the Assyrian expansion to the West.24

25 Razmjou 2010: 239 identifies the figures with headdresses covering the chin as clean-shaven priests fighting a variety of creatures, including insects, created by evil spirits. While it is true that figures with headdresses such as these perform cultic duties, it seems that in the case of the state-centered audience reliefs, the figures wearing these particular headdresses embody a political role.

24 Assyrian palace edicts show that the prerequisite for serving as mazziz pānī (‘one who stands before’) and ṣaḥa laš ṣarī‘ī was to be a maruru, ‘castrate.’ In the Hittite court, lords and princes sought access to the king through the LÚŠAG. Hawkins 2002: 220–221.

23 For the bed-throne, nemattu/nemeta, seat or couch for kings, see Müller 1937: K8669, p. 60 col. 1.3, p. 62 col. II.3, p. 85 (Middle Assyrian ritual); CAD N2 164: 4; Deller and Finkel 1984: 86). I would argue that the Iranian taly and Islamic sarir (attested in pre-Islamic texts as a royal throne) bed-thrones (Sadan 1976: 33–34) evolved from the ancient Near Eastern throne-beds such as that first mentioned in the Middle Assyrian ritual and as depicted in art. For their multiple uses, sitting, sleeping, and banqueting, see Shaked 1986: 79. Actual remains of a couch were found in a barrack at Nimrud; see Reade 1995: 47–48. 24 Reade 1979: 335 uses Ashurbanipal’s bed as proof of the notion that ‘we find Assyrian kings sitting happily on Phoenician furniture.’ It is commonly agreed, that the Assyrians adopted the bed for banqueting from the Levantine states that came under their sway, and indeed

Figure 5.11. ‘Woman at the Window’, ivory carving. Nimrud, Northwest Palace. Perrot and Chipiez 1884 Vol. I: Figure 129.
the Ardashir’s investiture scenes, commemorating the foundation of the city (Overlaet 2013: 326, 328). Thus, on the later Naqsh-i Radjab III relief, commemorating his rise to power over the Persis (Vanden Berghe 1983: 126–127, No. 35, Figure 9 on p. 65; Overlaet 2013: 326–327), the same ‘page’ is shown behind the king, this time as a grown man without a beard (Figure 5.13). His curled headdress is emblazoned with a flower. On the horseback investiture scene at Naqsh-i Rustam I (Vanden Berghe 1983: 127, No. 36, Plate 18; Overlaet 2013: 314) this ‘page’ appears again, as a fully grown man without a beard, standing behind the horse-mounted king who faces the horse-mounted god (Figure 5.14). On his headdress, now domed, is emblazoned a flower, his personal emblem. The same headdress is worn by the beardless military eunuch on the Firuzabad II battle scene depicting Ardashir’s victory over the Parthians; he is assumed to be the ‘page’ from the investiture scenes (Overlaet 2013: 328). The beardless carrier of the fly whisk must be a continuation from the Achaemenid court (Overlaet 2013: 321; Shahbazi 2001: 66–69), and indicates the eunuch’s military role. He is not shown after Ardashir I.

In Shapur I’s trilingual inscription at Naqsh-i Rustam the Greek EYNØYXΟΥ ‘eunuch’ corresponds to the Middle Persian šābestān, the person in charge of ‘the nightly (sleeping) quarters (of the women),’ describing his function at the court (Kolesnikov 1999). That the šābestān was a castrated man has been demonstrated by Skjaervø,27 based on a Pahlavi text which specifically relates that the šābestān’s penis and testicles were removed, preventing him from having children. Shaul Shaked provided textual evidence for a Sasanian title wēnān-pad-tan šābestān as ‘a eunuch seeing (the king) in person,’ a position of great proximity to the king, literally corresponding to the person holding the fly whisk in the investiture scenes mentioned above (Shaked 1982: 299–301; Shaked 2013: 222–223, 237).

Eunuchs had a wide range of functions open to them not limited to their exclusive palace posts and which far exceeded those of their bearded counterparts. Byzantine sources demonstrate that the royal eunuchs in the palace service were not limited to their exclusive palace posts, but were also able to serve in other administrative functions. The Byzantine palace eunuch protovestiarios, was ‘first dresser’ in charge of the imperial wardrobe, which included the king’s garments, table service, swords, pharmaceuticals, and a large amount of silver; he slept in the imperial chamber and signaled the emperor’s presence at ceremonies. His sign of office was a golden baton. He could be the most powerful person in the state after the emperor, a trusted advisor, and a successful military commander. His office was second to that of the parakoimomenos, literally ‘the one who lies beside,’ or ‘keeps watch beside’ senior imperial chamberlain, the highest-ranking eunuch, whose duty centered on guarding and personally serving the emperor. Interestingly, the term eunuch derives from Greek eunuchos which comes from εὖνις, ‘bed.’ The bearer of this title was ‘the holder (supervisor) of the beds.’ This reflects the eunuchs’ function in traditional aristocratic society, as guardians of the bedchamber, in close intimacy with their masters.28 The term alluded

27 Skjaervø 2007. See also Lerner and Skjaervø 2006.

Figure 5.13. Eunuch holding fly whisk behind Ardashir I. Rock relief, Naqş-i Radjab. Vanden Berghe 1984: Figure 9.

Figure 5.14. Eunuch holding fly whisk behind Ardashir I. The ‘horseback’ investiture Rock relief, Naqş-i Rustam. Overlaet 2013: Plate II, top.
to a castrate by using a euphemism instead of the pejorative term, and signified only those attendants who were emasculated. Similarly, Ayalon argued that the predominant appellation of Arabic khādim, ‘servant,’ was in the sense of eunuch, again a euphemism. Ayalon finds support for this argument in texts that identify the term khādim with the term eunuch, khāṣi, khiṣyān (from khusya, ‘testicle’ khasā ‘castrate’). It is specified that these particular servants, i.e., eunuchs, did not have children. Ayalon emphasizes that only in rare cases the terms khādim and khadam might indicate non-eunuchs (Ayalon 1979: 71–72, 84–89; 1999: Appendix A, 290–299). Thus, the use of a euphemism for eunuch in Arabic recalls the Akkadian term ša-rēši which does not refer to the physical state of the person’s testicles, indicating that he is a castrate, but to their oval shape, rather than naming the organs or the fact that they were removed and the person was castrated, murruru (CAD M/s 223). One may conclude that in different cultures euphemisms were employed to qualify eunuchs.

The Eunuch’s Signature Badge of Office: The Longevity of an Emblem

The beardless figures closest to the Assyrian king hold in one hand a fringed towel with a decorative border folded double with the fist closer to the loop thus formed than to the ends. In the other hand they hold a fly whisk. This set of objects in fact signals the eunuch. The set was extracted from the ancient Near Eastern banquet scene, where the banqueters are waited on by attendants holding a towel and a fly whisk or fan. In fact, towel and whisk or fan were the attendant’s standard equipment over the millennia (Figure 5.15a–c). The fan induced airflow for the purpose of cooling and refreshing the banqueters during the meal, and at the same time drove away flies.29 In his discussion of third millennium BCE drinking scenes, Amiet conjectured that the small bowls shown in the hands of the servants were not serving bowls (Figure 5.16). Rather, they are hand-washing bowls for use after a meal, since eating was done with the fingers (Amiet 1980: 126). Logically, the towels represented in such a context would have had the practical purpose of wiping the hands after they had been washed. The Sumerian term for towel was TŪG.ŠU.SU.UB, GADA.ŠU.ZU.UB, literally ‘hand-wiping cloth’ from which the Akkadian šušippu, šusippu, šušippu, sasuppu made of wool or linen is derived.30 An Akkad period list of professions mentions ‘the one who for the hands of the king holds the water (ready)’ and ‘the one who carries the towel.’31 In Old Babylonian Mari it is specifically used for the hands (Deller and Watanabe 1980: 220–221, Nos. 30, 31, 33). A napkin (literally: ‘cloth for the beard’) is attested in a fragment of Hittite inventory lists 1 GADA.SU₄ LUGAL KES[D] A, GADA KAXŠA LUGAL EZ[E[N]? ‘one lip cloth of the king (for a) fe[stival]’?32 undoubtly used to wipe the mouth.33 A Neo-Assyrian royal ritual indicates that the attendant receives the dirty towels sasuppate and hand-cloths TŪG ša-qaḫē (ŠU pl.) and supplies clean ones, the hand washing water is poured, while another attendant stands opposite, holding a fly whisk and a wooden bowl.34

---

31 Björg 1986 UET VII 73: 23–26 šuṣippu šusippu šušippu sasuppu made of wool or linen is derived. An Akkad period list of professions mentions ‘the one who for the hands of the king holds the water (ready)’ and ‘the one who carries the towel.’ In Old Babylonian Mari it is specifically used for the hands (Deller and Watanabe 1980: 220–221, Nos. 30, 31, 33). A napkin (literally: ‘cloth for the beard’) is attested in a fragment of Hittite inventory lists 1 GADA.SU₄ LUGAL KES[D] A, GADA KAXŠA LUGAL EZ[E[N]? ‘one lip cloth of the king (for a) fe[stival]’? undoubtly used to wipe the mouth. A Neo-Assyrian royal ritual indicates that the attendant receives the dirty towels sasuppate and hand-cloths TŪG ša-qaḫē (ŠU pl.) and supplies clean ones, the hand washing water is poured, while another attendant stands opposite, holding a fly whisk and a wooden bowl.
33 Interestingly, on one Hittite festival (probably the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM), the king throws a towel (GAD) to the guards, who catch it and bring it back to the attendants of the table. Throwing the towel is always preceded by a meal, and its return to the table is followed by libation. The practical use of the towel was for wiping the hands after the ritual washing, when it was laid on the knees of the seated royal couple. The towel was used as a shroud for cremated bones, which were laid on the throne and then on the deathbed. It also served to bundle food and incense. See Gonnet 1981.
34 Müller 1937: MVAG 41/1/2 62 II:17–22; Deller and Watanabe 1980: 221;
However, the towel could be worn over the left shoulder like a stole (Figures 5.1a, 5.17), as is also the case with the figures decorating Ashurbanipal’s throne (Figure 5.10b). From Ashurnasirpal onwards beardless attendants wear the fringed towel with ornamented borders in scenes of drinking (Figure 5.3), libation, or the king cleansing arms (Figure 5.1a). A long towel is thrown over the shoulder of the attendant who serves wine to the king (Figure 5.3). Textual evidence for wearing the towel in this particular fashion comes from the 8th century BCE delivery of cut lengths of fine cloth belonging to the god, which was intended for the king’s napkin.

The temple administrator was responsible for tying the towel on the king’s shoulders before cultic meals. Another way of wearing the towel was around the waist, as an apron (Deller and Watanabe 1980: 221, Nos. 43–48). In a royal ritual the priest girds Ashurbanipal with a towel, then the king offers water to the god Ashur (Menzell 1981: 58–89, 136–138, T32–38; Deller and Watanabe 1980: 221). In Amarna letter 22, listing gifts that Tushratta King of Mitanni sent Amenhotep III when he gave him his daughter Taduhepa as a wife, a šusuppū ša GADA ša birma kub-bu-ú, ‘linen šusuppū on which multicolored trimming is sewn’ is mentioned among the garments and another towel with multicolored trimming (EA 22, III:27–28, Knudtzon 1915: 170–171; Moran 1992: 55). The trimming recalls the decorative borders of the Neo-Assyrian towels. The same letter mentions a golden fly whisk with its linen cloth (EA 22, I: 58–59; Knudtzon 1915: 160–161; Moran 1992: 52). I would venture to suggest that the cloth GADA is a towel, and the whole set: fly whisk and towel. In antiquity textiles served many functions: they were utilitarian; and they were culturally expressive. They bore witness to advanced technologies and they were prized possessions, bearers of symbolic meaning. As visual materials, textiles were recognized and utilized as powerful means of non-verbal communication: of status and roles, indicating social relationship or maintaining certain ideas. The towel/napkin certainly was such a textile.

Figure 5.15c. An attendant carrying towel and fan. Ahiram sarcophagus, Byblos V, 13th/12th/11th/10th century. Rehm 2004: Figure 11.

Figure 5.16. Hand-washing vessels. Cylinder seal, PG 1749, Royal Cemetery of Ur, Early Dynastic III, mid-third millennium BCE. Amiet 1980: Plate 90: 1190.

In antiquity textiles served many functions: they were utilitarian; and they were culturally expressive. They bore witness to advanced technologies and they were prized possessions, bearers of symbolic meaning. As visual materials, textiles were recognized and utilized as powerful means of non-verbal communication: of status and roles, indicating social relationship or maintaining certain ideas. The towel/napkin certainly was such a textile.

Ermidoro 2015: 167. The term for whisk was Gīš sāru and ša zumbi ‘of the flies,’ a fly whisk, CAD S 189; CAD Z 156.

Kwasman and Parpola 1991: SAA VI, 152, no. 190 K379 s.1-2 TŪG, sa-su-pu ša UGU MAŠ.QA ‘A napkin (to be placed) over the (king’s)

shoulder’.

36 CAD Š III 376 šusuppū d.

37 Even when preparing food, the eunuch-cook fanning over small vessels (perhaps containing sauces and condiments) laid out on a folding table wears the towel over the left shoulder. Ashurnasirpal relief of a kitchen in an encampment tent; see Fales and Rigo 2014: 423–424, Figures 42–43.
As an emblem, the closest parallel to the ancient Near Eastern towel/napkin is the *buqjah,* the diamond-shaped piece of cloth, one of the blazons of Mamluk heraldry. These blazons, unique to the Mamluk world, indicated and identified the offices held by the most trusted royal Mamluks of the sultan, the *khāṣṣakīyyah* (from: *khāṣh*), who formed his immediate entourage. The amirs and later the senior amirs were selected from these trusted Mamluk ranks. And later still some of these senior amirs came to the throne. The blazon was the attribute of the amiral office and was used by the amir who held the post as well as by everyone in his household. It was placed on his houses and religious foundations as well as his property and belongings. The *buqjah,* napkin, was the badge of office of the *jamdār,* the master of the robes/wardrobe (Walker 1998: 231). Its uses were manifold, including the wrapping of garments and chancery deeds. Together with the office of the cupbearer, *sāği,* the office of the master of the robes were to become extremely important as the sultan’s personal bodyguard (Walker 2004: 58, 110). The historian Ibn al-Dāwādārī reports that the audience hall restored by Sultan al-Ashraf Khalīl ibn Qalāwūn in 1293 had representations of his amirs, each with his own blazon above his head, as a means of identification. They represented the *khāṣṣakīyyah,* the chosen or selected Mamluk royal guard, private corps of the ruler, selected to perform certain tasks, and the whole composition constituted a symbol of royalty.

---

38 Arabic: *mandīl,* ‘a piece of cloth cut in a rectangular shape, of small or medium size, usually carried detached from the body.’ It was carried in the hand, or tucked in the belt. The ideal *mandīl* ‘towel’ had fringes ‘split edge’ for drying one’s hands after washing following the meal (Rosenthal 1971: 67, 72–73, 76–78).

39 Kinnier-Wilson 1972: 35, 100–104 suggested that the Assyrian persons closely related to the king corresponded with the amirs in Arabic times.

40 The *jamdār*’s office brings to mind the Byzantine protovestiarios, ‘first dresser’ in charge of the imperial wardrobe, who signalled the emperor’s presence in ceremonies; see above.

Figure 5.17. Eunuch with stole-like towel inspecting prisoners. Wall relief, Nimrud, Ashurnasirpal, Northwest Palace, throne room. Layard 1849: Plate 30.

Figure 5.18. Cup-bearer holding folded towel. Stone niche, Gu’ Kummet at Sinjar. Gibson 2012: Figure 2b.

Similar representations of earlier dates can be found in the Jazira, for example the stone niche Gu’ Kummet at Sinjar, around 1240, showing within a continuous frieze of alternating vegetal and figural alcoves, beardless men carrying attributes of their various court offices, each standing in his own trilobe niche (Rabbat 2006: 100; Gibson 2012: 84; Rabbat 2012: 26). The figures in the outer corners each hold a beaker and a napkin (Figure 5.18) and are identified as the cupbearers, *sāği*
pl. suqāh.41 That blazons such as these were not entirely an Egyptian invention is indicated by the historian Abu al-Fida. According to him, the Mamluks may have been influenced by the practice of the Khwarazmshah Muhammad ibn Takash (reigned 1200–1220) who assigned members of his entourage emblems of office, the square cloth buqaḥ for the master of the robes (Whelan 1988: 221, n. 17). It is significant that in both Ibn al-Dāwādārī’s account and in the actual visual representation at Gū Kummet, the ruler is not shown; but the presence of his sovereignty is implied by the attendance of their courtiers.42 Thus the representation of the ruler’s servant functioned as a sovereign attribute. On the Baptistère de Saint Louis (1320–1340) the amirs of the sultan’s closest circle, the khāṣṣakīyyah are depicted around the ruler’s figure, each carrying the object signaling their particular office. The jamdār, master of the robes, carries a bundle on his back and a cloth draped over his left arm. The bundle and draped cloth signify the multiple uses of the buqaḥ.43

Conclusion: Mythical Origins of the Eunuch’s Role, Coming Full Cycle

In Mesopotamian thinking, world order and political organization were based on mythical foundations. The fact that the eunuch had no progeny and was destined to serve the king was explained in the Sumerian myth of the creation of man, Enki and Ninmah. It is told that after Mankind was created the mother goddess created six defective creatures for whom the god Enki decreed fates that enabled them ‘to have bread,’ i.e., to support themselves and lead a fulfilling life despite their impairments. The last creature among these six defective creatures, named TIRU, had neither penis nor vagina, and therefore could not procreate. Enki appointed TIRU ‘to stand before the king,’ that is in intimate proximity of his master.44 Childlessness using the term TIRU is also referred to in the poem Bilgamesh and the Netherworld. The shade of Enkidu reports on the conditions in the netherworld, where the prospects of a man with sons in the hereafter are better than those of a man without children, since they would provide their fathers with regular libations and water. When a man without an heir is mentioned, in three out of four manuscripts the passage begins with TIRU, who stands like a useless stick in the corner. The stick image recalls the description of the eunuch in Isaiah as a dry tree הַֽעַץ יִבְשָׂא: ‘neither let the eunuch say: “Behold, I am a dry tree.”’ or thus saith the LORD concerning the eunuchs that keep My sabbaths, and choose the things that please Me, and hold fast by My covenant.... Even unto them will I give... a monument and a memorial better than sons and daughters; I will give them an everlasting memorial, that shall not be cut off whom the Lord will give a monument and a name better than sons and daughters, an everlasting name which shall not perish” (Isa 56:3–5).

Sumerian TIRU is a generic term often applied to personnel of the palace household. Given the common Near Eastern practice of employing eunuchs as royal servants, TIRU was childless because he was sexually incomplete, castrated. Not being able to continue a family line, the sole allegiance of the eunuch was to the king, as already conceived in the Sumerian myth of Enki and Ninmah. His close proximity to the king stood for the eunuch’s trustworthiness, the cornerstone of his social success and his contribution to the political power. To sum up briefly: the ideal courtier was a eunuch.
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Chapter 6
The Arch of Titus: Jerusalem in Rome

Galit Noga-Banai
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Abstract

In his account of Emperor Titus’ triumphal procession in 71 CE, Flavius Josephus described the spoils of war taken from the Jerusalem Temple and carried publicly through the streets of Rome. This procession is sculpted on the arch built in 81 CE in tribute to Titus upon his unexpected death and consequent deification. This paper argues that the representation of the Temple spoils on the arch is the earliest visual frame of Jerusalem taken in Rome. Consequently, to fully understand the following tribute to Titus upon his unexpected death and consequent deification. This paper argues that the representation of the Temple spoils of war taken by the emperor from the Temple in Jerusalem some months earlier as they were paraded publicly through the streets of Rome. Following the procession, the gold vessels were eventually deposited in Vespasian’s Temple of Peace, while the Law and the purple veil of the sanctuary were stored in the imperial palace. The Temple of Peace, Josephus says, was speedily built after the triumphal ceremonies were concluded (B.J. 7:158–162). Situated parallel to the Forum of Augustus, it was dedicated in 75 CE. The name referred to the end of (the civil and the Jewish) war, and the structure functioned as a public space for exhibitions.1 Some of the objects on display had been looted earlier by Nero, and some, like ‘the vessels of gold from the Temple of the Jews,’ were the pride of the Flavian dynasty.2

The spoils in general were borne in promiscuous heaps; but conspicuous above all stood out those captured in the Temple of Jerusalem. These consisted of a golden table, many talents in weight, and a lampstand, likewise made of gold, but constructed on a different pattern from those which we use in ordinary life. Affixed to a pedestal was a central shaft, from which there extended slender branches, arranged trident-fashion, a wrought lamp being attached to the extremity of each branch; of these there were seven, indicating the honour paid to that number among the Jews. After these, and last of all the spoils, was carried a copy of the Jewish Law3 (Flavius Josephus, B.J. 7: 148–50).

So writes Flavius Josephus in his eyewitness account of Titus’s triumphal procession in 71 CE, describing the spoils of war taken by the emperor from the Temple in Jerusalem some months earlier as they were paraded publicly through the city of Rome. Following the procession, the gold vessels were eventually deposited in Vespasian’s Temple of Peace, while the Law and the purple veil of the sanctuary were stored in the imperial palace. The Temple of Peace, Josephus says, was speedily built after the triumphal ceremonies were concluded (B.J. 7:158–162). Situated parallel to the Forum of Augustus, it was dedicated in 75 CE. The name referred to the end of (the civil and the Jewish) war, and the structure functioned as a public space for exhibitions.1 Some of the objects on display had been looted earlier by Nero, and some, like ‘the vessels of gold from the Temple of the Jews,’ were the pride of the Flavian dynasty.2

The Jerusalem spoils were treasured in Rome, as one can tell from the public references. The contemporary sources vary: coins proclaiming IUDAEA CAPTA, showing a Jewess mourning and/or Jewish captives, were issued by Vespasian and minted in large numbers by Titus as well. Even Domitian, Titus’s brother and the last Flavian emperor (81–96 CE), issued IUDAEA CAPTA coins 15 years after the event and continued their distribution.1 At the beginning of his epic poem, Argonautica, the poet Valerius Flaccus (d. c. 90 CE) referred to the reign of the Flavians by mentioning the apotheosis of Vespasian and the war in Judea.4 Early in 81 CE, a little over a decade after the end of the war, a triumphal arch was erected in the Circus Maximus. Its foundations were recently found; excavations thus far indicate that it was a triple-bay arch.5 Its monumental inscription was recorded by an early medieval monk, most likely from Fulda, who made a pilgrimage to Rome sometime in the 9th century: ‘The Senate and People of Rome to Imp[erator] Titus Caesar Vespasianus, son of the Deified Vespasianus, pontifex maximus, with tribunica potestas for the tenth time, [hailed as] Imp[erator] for the seventeenth time, consul for the eighth time, their principes, because on the instructions and advice of his father, and under his auspices, he subdued the race of the Jews and destroyed the city of Jerusalem, which by all generals, kings, or races previous to himself had

---

2 B.J. 7: 158–162. Cf. Pliny, Natural History 34.84; Suetonius, The Lives of
4 Argonautica 1: 12–14; cf. Silius Italicus, Punica 3.606–624, for the association of the Argonautic victory with Titus’s victory in Jerusalem. For the date of the Argonautica, see Stover 2012. Most recently on Flaccus, see Brill’s Companion to Valerius Flaccus, Heerink and Manuwald 2014.
either been attacked in vain or not even attempted at all.\(^6\)

Thousands of people must have seen the inscription, which thus kept the Jewish War before the public eye. A little earlier, in 80 CE, when the Colosseum was inaugurated by Titus, a dedicatory inscription reminded the audience that the extravagant amphitheater built to host the games they came to watch had been financed by the booty brought back by the Flavian rulers. Géza Alföldy, who deciphered and reconstructed the actual inscription, suggested that it had once appeared on the inner walls of all four entrances.\(^7\)

In the same year that the triumphal arch was erected in the Circus Maximus (81 CE), another triumphal arch was built, this time in tribute to Titus upon his unexpected death and consequent deification. This arch, located on the Velia (the future Via Sacra), carried a shorter and more traditional dedicatory inscription: ‘Senatus/Populusque Romanus/Divi Tito Divi Vespasiani filio/ Vespasiano Augusto’ (Figure 6.1).\(^8\) The absence of a specific textual reference to the war in Judea was compensated for by an elaborate decorative program, visible to all onlookers and passers-by. A large relief showed Titus in triumph, crowned by Victory and riding a chariot pulled by four horses (Figure 6.2). The opposite panel represented the booty from Jerusalem, carried in a triumphal procession and about to pass under a city gate (the Porta Triumphalis?), or perhaps a triumphal arch. One group of young soldiers, with laurel wreaths upon their heads, carries on its shoulders the seven-branched menorah, another group the silver trumpets and the table for the showbread (Figure 6.3).\(^7\) At the apex of the passageway, Titus is rising on the back of an eagle. Under his apotheosis, the triumphal procession proceeds towards the Velia, as if anticipating the display of the famous vessels in the Temple of Peace.

The public monuments in the Roman urban landscape—i.e., the Arch of Titus on the Velia, together with the arch in Circus Maximus, the Temple of Peace, and the Colosseum—marked out a new Flavian topography in the city. Although this network of monuments was strongly associated with the triumph over Judea, it also depicted a turning point in the history of the Roman Empire.\(^10\) Apart from capturing the end of Jewish Jerusalem, and an end of the Jewish Temple-based cult, it celebrated the new era of peace under the dynasty of the Flavians (69–96 CE), in implicit contrast to the excesses of Nero (Darwall-Smith 1996: 72–73; Aitken 2002: 140–142; Millar 2005: 102, 110–116). The fact that the Temple spoils were details in a much larger historical picture may be the reason why, after the Temple of Peace was destroyed by a massive fire in 191/192, there is scarcely a clue to the fate of the spoils from Jerusalem.\(^11\) Perhaps the golden vessels were melted in the fire.\(^12\) Perhaps they lost the interest of the public after 135, when under Hadrian, Jerusalem became Aelia Capitolina and


\(^9\) A discussion of the spoils panel of the arch is found in Yarden 1991. A study and digital reconstruction of the original polychromy of the arch has been undertaken by Steven Fine of Yeshiva University. See Fine 2013: 3–25.

\(^10\) On the sack of Jerusalem as Titus’s only claim to glory, and the Flavians’ emphasis on this achievement, see Goodman 1987: 235–251; Millar 2005: 195–199.

\(^11\) The Temple was most likely rebuilt by Severus. Ammianus Marcellinus (Roman History 16.10.14) reports that the site was admired in 357 by the imperial tourist Constantius II.

\(^12\) On the total silence of Greek and Latin sources written between 100 and 475 CE concerning the fate of the actual vessels from the Jerusalem Temple, see Boustan 2008: 11; also Lewy 1940: 255–258; Harrison 1994: 239–248; Fine 2005: 169–180.
Figure 6.2. Detail of Fig. 6.1., Titus in a chariot being crowned. Photo by author.

Figure 6.3. Detail of Fig. 6.1., Triumphal procession. Photo by author.
the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was built on the site of the Temple of the Jews.\textsuperscript{13}

From 81 until the fire in 192, for a little over a century, the Flavian monuments could activate a local memory related to the Temple implements; as far as is known, they were still in Rome.\textsuperscript{14} No matter how vague the fate of the spoils or how silent the textual sources, we may assume that even after the fire of 192, the Arch of Titus kept the spoils present in the public eye and consequently to some extent in the public consciousness.\textsuperscript{15} The procession carrying the Temple implements was the earliest visual frame of Jerusalem taken in Rome. True, the subject portrayed was neither the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem, nor a picture of the city in the east, but rather the arrival of the Temple cult vessels in their new location—as well as a portrait of their local Roman possessor. Nonetheless, this spatial alignment between event and objects, between the original models and their monumental reproductions, gave Rome the potential to become a site of memory; and the dislodged trophies, along with their representations on the Arch of Titus, had the potential to become relics—i.e., pilgrimage attractions in the net of spots mapping the sacred landscape of Rome.\textsuperscript{16}

***

From a Christian point of view, the year 70 CE served the Temple of the Jews. From a Christian point of view, the year 70 CE served the Temple of the Jews. From a Christian point of view, the year 70 CE served the Temple of the Jews. From a Christian point of view, the year 70 CE served the Temple of the Jews.\textsuperscript{17} The synoptic gospels report that the veil of the Temple was torn in two from top to bottom the moment Christ took his last breath (Mark 15:37–38; Luke 23:45–46; Matt 27:50–51). This was an omen for what was to come. Justin Martyr established the connection between the Destruction of the Temple and the crucifixion: ‘For of all races of men there are some who look for Him who was crucified in Judea, and after whose crucifixion the land was straightway surrendered to you as spoil of war.’\textsuperscript{18} Origen of Alexandria followed suit, emphasizing that the Destruction of the Temple was a punishment from God for the crucifixion of his Son (Origen, Contra Celsum, 4.22; Wilken 1983: 132–136). Eusebius linked the crucifixion with the siege of Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{19} In the 4th century, this linkage was in the background of the choice of the Gospel verses recited on the 11th Sunday after Pentecost; the verses in Luke (19:43–44 and 21:22) where Jesus prophesies the destruction of Jerusalem and where this is described as God’s vengeance. That specific Sunday often fell in the week of Tisha b’Av, the day the Jews mourn the Destruction of the Temple.\textsuperscript{20}

The links between the destruction of the Temple and the crucifixion, and between old Jerusalem and New Jerusalem (so named by Eusebius), took on spatial and material dimensions in 4th-century Rome, when a relic of the true cross arrived in the city. The person responsible for the import, as with the Jerusalem spoils, was a member of the imperial family, quite likely Constantine himself. This relic was installed in a church within the complex of the Sessorian Palace, later known as Santa Croce in Gerusalemme.\textsuperscript{21} The Liber Pontificalis attributes the foundation of the church to Constantine:

At the same time Constantine Augustus constructed a basilica in the Sessorian Palace, where also he placed and enclosed in gold and jewels some of the wood of the Holy cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, and he dedicated the church under the name by which it is called even to this day, Hierusalem.\textsuperscript{22}

The name Hierusalem was given to the church after the relic was installed, and as attested by the Liber Pontificalis, the church was known by that name until at least the 6th century.

The visual guarantee of the long-lasting victory over Judea represented in the Roman Forum after 81 CE was carried forward by the church within the Sessorian Palace. The end of Jewish Jerusalem as evoked on the Arch of Titus eventually enabled the construction of the New Jerusalem.

\textsuperscript{13} For Hadrian’s establishment of Aelia Capitolina, see Golan 1986: 226–239; and see recently Andrade 2013: 174–177.

\textsuperscript{14} In the History of the Wars (4.9.1–9) Procopius claims that the Vandal Gaiseric had taken the spoils from Rome in 455, but elsewhere (5.12: 41–42), he claims that the Temple vessels were taken by Alaric to Gaul after the sack of Rome in 410. See Cameron 1979: 3–35; Lewy 1960: 255–258.

\textsuperscript{15} The Arch of Titus is not mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus in his description of the sightseeing tour taken by Emperor Constantius II in Rome in 357; but the Temple of Peace was seen by the emperor as well as the Coliseum—both, as I discussed above, to the Jewish war. It is difficult to imagine that Constantius intentionally bypassed the arch, located on the Via Sacra in close proximity to the Coliseum. Perhaps Marcellinus avoided mentioning the arch. Scholars have dealt extensively with this significant imperial visit. From the standpoint of landscape and memory, see Muth 2006: 438–456. Since Halbwachs (1941), much has been written on the process by which a place becomes sacred. In relation to late antique Rome, see for instance, Diefenbach 2007: 1–37; Hartmann 2010.


\textsuperscript{17} J Apol. 32; quoted in Clements 2012: 527.

\textsuperscript{18} Eusebius, Church History 3.5; Demonstration of the Gospel 10.1; Heid 1993: 1–22; idem 2001: 113–119; see also Wilken 1983: 136.


\textsuperscript{21} “Eodem tempore fecit Constantinus Augustus basilicam in palatio Sessoriam, ubi etiam de ligno sanctae Crucis domini nostri Iesu Christi posuit et in aurum et gemmos conclavit, ubi et nomen ecclesiae dedicavit, quae cognominatur usque in hodiernum diem Hierusalem.” Monnensen 1898: 34 c. 22. English translation from Loomis 2006: 58. The association of the relic of the true cross with Constantine rather than with his mother suggests that the deposition of the relic took place after Helena’s death in 329 and before 390 when Ambrose recorded, for the first time, the legend of the finding of the true cross by Helena. See De Blauw 1997: 62–66; Klein 2004: 69.
When we compare the arrival of the Temple spoils with that of the relic of the true cross, it is clear that, although both movements were from Jerusalem to Rome, the Temple implements were going into exile, representing the defeated status of old Jerusalem, while the fragment of the cross signified the triumph of the New Jerusalem in a Christianizing Rome. Unlike the dislocated Temple cult vessels, which, according to Josephus, were kept in the emperor’s palace and in the Temple of Peace, the relic of the cross consecrated a site that adopted the name of its source, Hierusalem. The memorial monument of the true cross did not recall the Jerusalem of the Temple Mount, but rather the Jerusalem of the Holy Sepulcher, Golgotha, and the Mount of Olives; the relic represented the city of the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and the Second Advent. It was this New Jerusalem, the Jerusalem of the triumph of the Church, that in the 4th century penetrated into the evolving Christian cityscape and the sacred center of Rome, thus supplanting the old, historical (Jewish) Jerusalem that had been present and been represented by the Temple spoils in the visual culture and the public memory of Rome for the previous two and a half centuries.

The conflation of old and New Jerusalem in 4th-century Rome has attracted less scholarly attention than the fusing of old and New Rome in Constantinople. When Constantine desired to make visible the preeminence of his new capital, he lured the old gods of the empire by confiscating their cult images from civic and religious centers throughout Greece, the Eastern Mediterranean, and Rome, bringing all of them to Constantinople. The transplantations may have been related to the Roman ritual of evocatio deorum, wherein, before an attempted conquest, the deity of the enemy city was lured to abandon the city and promised a new temple in Rome (Gustafsson 2000). In this case, though no conquest was in view, the cultic objects were relocated and given a new social context. Even today, it is possible to see the bronze serpent column of the Plataean Tripod, said to have been taken by Constantine from the shrine of Apollo in Delphi and installed in the Hippodrome. Another such reuse relevant to our context was the so-called Palladium, an ancient wooden guardian statue of the armed Athena, said to be of divine origin, that guaranteed the safety of Troy. According to Roman tradition, the statue had been taken by Aeneas to Rome, where it was kept in the Temple of Vesta. Sources such as the chronicler John Malalas in the 6th century and the Chronicon Paschale in the 7th century report that the statue was taken from Rome by Constantine and placed in the Forum beneath the emperor’s triumphal column. Removing the Palladium from Rome was an act that reinvoked its historic significance in a new urban context, i.e., the New Rome; the transfer created ‘an image of urban pre-eminence intended to describe Constantinople as the premier city of the Roman world’ (Bassett 2007: 198).

The Temple spoils were not deities, but they were cult objects that represented the cultic site of the Jewish God and His place of dwelling (Exod 25:8). In fact, Titus’ transfer of the Temple spoils to Rome may itself have been a type of evocatio deorum. From 75 CE they ‘earned’ a new social life and environment among the deities and other cult images in the Temple of Peace. Whether or not the evocatio was employed in relation to Jerusalem, Josephus asserted that God had left Jerusalem in favor of Rome, and the Romans were sure that their gods were responsible for the victory over the Jews (BJ. 3: 354; 6: 300; Goodman 1987: 235; 2007: 452; Mason 2005: 255; Magness 2008 204–207). Much later, when Constantine or another member of the imperial family brought the relic of the cross to Rome, the circumstances were clearly different; but in at least one aspect the outcome was the same: this inanimate object with a glorious past was given a new social life in a new urban context.

The motivation for the translatio of the cross to Rome may be elucidated by taking a further look at Constantinople. Constantine did not stop at merely decorating the new city with images of the glorious imperial past in order to construct its identity as a New or Second Rome. Byzantium had no apostolic foundation or any other Christian past, and the emperor was also determined to import Christian relics. His plan was eventually accomplished in 356–357 by his son Constantius II, when the relics of S. Timothy, followed by the relics of Ss. Andrew and Luke, were brought to Constantinople and installed in the Church of the Holy Apostles, next to the Mausoleum of Constantine (Mango 1990; Burgess 2005: 5–36; Klein 2006: 79–99). According to later sources, Constantine brought the Staff of Moses to the city as well. This was later transferred to the Great Palace, and carried in imperial processions together with the ‘Cross of Constantine’ (De cerimoniis, II, 40: 640–641; Dagron 2003: 84, 98, 216; Klein 2006: 93).

23 Malalas 13.7; Chron. Paschale 1: 528: ‘The same Emperor Constantine removed from Rome the so-called Palladium and placed it in the forum that he had built underneath the column [bearing] his statue: this is stated by some inhabitants of Byzantium who have heard it by way of tradition.’ Translation by Cyril Mango (1986: 7); Bassett (2004: 68–71, 205–206); Ando (2001: 399).
24 See Magness 2008 204–207.
25 For the notion of ‘Objects’ becoming ‘Things’ with a new social life, see Brown 2001: 1–22, esp. 6–8.
Indeed, there is hardly any doubt that the imported sacral objects functioned to underscore the legitimacy of royal power, and likewise to provide the agent of transfer and his descendants with imperial and religious credit in the public’s cultural memory.

With the arrival of the apostolic relics in Constantinople, the strong foundation for a (new) Christian identity and historiography was complete. Shortly after the middle of the 4th century Constantinople was in possession of the imperial tomb and mausoleum of its founder and first Christian emperor, cult images and deities from the earlier empire, and sacred Christian relics. Gregory Nazianzen, addressing the residents of Constantinople in his autobiographical poem, De Vita Sua (382), put it nicely: ‘the name for nobility in the world, you who inhabit a second universe, as I see it, enfolded in a beauty involving earth and sea, a new-made Rome, seat of a second city, of Constantine and a monument of power’.30

Unlike Byzantium, Rome had been in possession of Christian relics and holy sites before the arrival of Constantine or the cross; the tombs of Peter and Paul are mentioned in 2nd century sources.31 Also unlike Byzantium, a small town which mainly served the military personnel based there, Rome carried upon its shoulders the burden of a pagan cultural capital (Curran 2000). To Christianize Rome effectively, with Christian content of the first degree, the tombs of Peter and Paul, the local heroes, were certainly good anchors; their tombs mark holy sites. But an urban Christian identity would not be complete without a relic connected directly with Christ, with the events and sites of his life, death, and resurrection. This is where Jerusalem enters the local Roman visual frame once again, except this time it is a Christian rather than a pagan picture.

In the visual culture of Rome, the Temple vessels were spolia, effective to some extent as translated relics.32 The translation of the relic of the true cross from Jerusalem to Rome not only made visible in Rome the Christian triumph, but also completed the basic theological and physical trajectory of the transfer of Jerusalem’s sacred quality and reality to Rome. Titus made it possible and his arch makes it visible to this day.
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Chapter 7

Basileus basileion: Weberian Approaches to Authority in the Roman Near East

Michael Sommer
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg

Abstract

This paper examines the heuristic potential of Max Weber’s sociology of authority for the study of pre-modern societies, namely, the Roman Empire, and particularly, Palmyra, the ancient trading hub in the oasis of Tadmor in the Syrian Desert. Weber’s ideal types—‘legal,’ ‘traditional,’ and ‘charismatic’ authority—do not describe any given society from any historical reality; rather, they represent artificial abstractions, which in their purity are to be found nowhere in the real world. As any society, the Roman Empire, established by Augustus in the wake of his victory over Mark Antony, featured a hybrid mixture of all three types. However, authority in Augustus’ and his successors’ system of government, the principate had a relatively weak ‘legal’ component, while the presence of ‘charisma’ and ‘tradition’ was substantially stronger. This changed over the decades until, by the 3rd century CE, the ratio between ‘law’ and ‘tradition’ was practically reversed. The kingship that evolved at Palmyra by mid-century can mainly be described in terms of ‘charisma’ and ‘tradition.’ This turned out to be an explosive mixture that plunged Palmyra into conflict with Aurelian, the Roman emperor from 270–275 CE, and ultimately brought about the collapse of Palmyrene power in 272 CE.

Seizing Power in the Syrian Desert

In August, 272 CE, the final assault was imminent. A massive army had been assembled in the desert surrounding the oasis, while within the walls of the city, leading dignitaries were discussing the course of action to take. Parties had been forming since defeat had become virtually imminent. Those close to the queen, who had fled the city some days before, advised defending it to the last man. Others, headed by a certain Septimius Haddudan, advocated peace. Finally, the peace party prevailed: the gates were opened and the leader of the opposing forces entered the city.¹

The stage of these dramatic events was Palmyra, the trading hub in the Syrian Desert that had turned global player in Rome’s military crisis following the defeat of the emperor Valerian in the Battle of Edessa in 260 CE. The local ruler who had just abandoned her city was Zenobia, the desert queen whom Syrains to the present day credit as Rome’s Arab nemesis. And in the role of conqueror was none other than the Roman emperor Aurelian, who managed, after half a century during which the Roman world had been shaken by defeat and political instability, to consolidate Roman power in the West and East. Zenobia was the wife and successor of Septimius Odaenathus, who had played a key role in the aftermath of the 260 disaster. Odaenathus had merged with local forces under Palmyrene leadership what had remained of the Roman military presence in the Near East. In all likelihood, such local forces consisted of tribal warriors bonded to the upper echelons of Palmyrene society through ties of kinship. Odaenathus also achieved a series of strategic victories over Shapur, the Sasanian king of kings, and his Persian army. Soon, the Persians were driven from the Roman provinces, and only months later Odaenathus closed the siege ring around the Persian capital of Ctesiphon in southern Mesopotamia. Then, with the news that Heruli tribesmen had landed on the northern shores of Asia Minor, the Palmyrene leader abandoned the Mesopotamian theater of war to fight the barbarians in Pontus and Bithynia. By 268, Odaenathus was dead, whether of natural causes, a hunting accident, or assassination, possibly commissioned by the Roman emperor Gallienus himself, we will never know. The evidence is too contradictory—Odaenathus’ end shall forever be clad in mystery (Kaizer 2005; Sommer 2008).

What is certain is that Odaenathus’ son with Zenobia, Vaballathus, then a ten-year-old youngster, was accepted as rex regum, as vir clarissimus, corrector totius Orientis and probably as dux Romanorum throughout the Near East immediately thereafter. Those were the same titles Odaenathus had used before. Zenobia, who was in charge politically, received the title of clarissima regina. The titles of corrector totius Orientis and of dux Romanorum had been awarded to Odaenathus by Gallienus in the aftermath of the 260 crisis and essentially formed the legal basis of the former’s factual supreme command.

¹ Septimius Haddudan is attested in a Palmyrene inscription published by Gawlikowski 1971. On the events at Palmyra, see Hartmann 2001: 384.
in the Eastern provinces. In all but name, Odaenathus had been a Roman viceroy in the vast area stretching from the Mediterranean to the Persian frontier. The construction worked for several years, as the Roman emperor and his viceroy were mutually dependent on each other: Gallienus needed Odaenathus because he alone could guarantee the military integrity of the Eastern provinces; and Odaenathus needed Gallienus because the emperor was the sole source of his legitimacy (Hartmann 2001: 65–128).

By 270, this political arrangement collapsed. In the autumn of that year, Zenobia, seized Roman provinces, namely Arabia and Aegyptus, which had never been part of her late husband’s sphere of interest. At about the same time, Vaballathus assumed the titles of imperator and vir consularis, thus adding an imperial touch to his previously chiefly regional authority. The fact that the imperator Vaballathus somewhat challenged the authority of the Roman emperor Aurelian who had just assumed office, is unquestionable; but his actions fell short of a fully-fledged usurpation, which would have required the Palmyrene ruler to call himself Augustus and to ban Aurelian from all official documents issued within the perimeter of his power. Instead, the Palmyrenes, from 270 onwards, issued coins with Aurelian on the obverse and a youthful representation of Vaballathus on the reverse. All this changed in April 272, when Vaballathus was proclaimed Augustus and his mother was proclaimed Augusta. The image of Aurelian accordingly disappeared from the coins minted within the Palmyrene sphere of influence. Udo Hartmann, in his Ph.D. dissertation (Berlin: 2000), shows that Vaballathus’ and Zenobia’s usurpation of power coincided with Aurelian’s victory over Palmyrene forces at Antioch in the same spring of 272. In all likelihood, when Zenobia’s army was crushed by Aurelian’s forces, she saw no alternative course of action but to stand up to him and challenge his claim to imperial power. Both Hartmann and Fergus Millar, who dedicated several pages of his ground-breaking 1993 study, The Roman Near East, to the events that unfolded around Zenobia and Aurelian, point out the distinctively Roman style of Zenobia’s and Vaballathus’ usurpation. According to Hartman, the coins issued by mother and son reveal no ‘specific, oriental program’ (kein besonderes, orientalisesches Programm; Hartmann 2001: 357). To Millar, the entire undertaking was no more and no less than ‘an abortive claim to the empire’ and certainly no ‘separatist movement designed to detach Syria, or the whole Near East, from Roman rule’ (Millar 1993: 335).

While there is no doubt about this, both Hartman and Millar fail to explain the extraordinary chain of events that made Palmyra a powerhouse of military leadership with far-reaching autonomy from the political center of Rome; and which also frustrated any effort for détente, leaving confrontational behavior the only option available to all players involved. Why could Odaenathus establish a form of authority that was local yet intertwined with imperial rule at the same time? Why would Roman emperors from Gallienus to Aurelian accept Odaenathus as an autonomous ‘viceroy,’ but reject Zenobia and Vaballathus? What was the rationale of authority in Rome? And how did Odaenathus and Zenobia substantiate their leadership in Palmyra and the Near East?

In order to understand these issues, this paper will examine patterns of authority in Palmyra and imperial Rome.

**Max Weber: The Sociology of Authority**

Max Weber’s sociology of authority, based on the sociologist’s hermeneutics of ‘ideal types,’ is, we believe, the theoretical framework best-suited for such a structural comparison. Weber, born in 1864 in Erfurt, but himself an almost ideal-typical representative of Prussia’s protestant bourgeoisie, took his doctorate, in 1889, in law, but then set out to become an economist. As such, he obtained his first professorship in Berlin in 1893, at the age of 29. In the following year, he moved to the prestigious chair at Freiburg and in 1896 to the even more renowned Lehrstuhl für Nationalökonomie at the University of Heidelberg. Suffering from severe burnout, Weber took unpaid leave in 1900 and retired completely in 1903. His position as an independent scholar and gentleman gave him the time and scope to explore all kinds of new avenues into thus far uncharted territories of scholarship, which in turn allowed him to become the founding father of a new discipline, sociology. In the early 1900s Weber became increasingly obsessed with the mystery of modernity. According to him, modernity had had its breakthrough in early modern Europe: neither in classical antiquity, nor in the Islamic world, nor in India or China. The question as to why this leap occurred in early modern Europe—and only there—was the great riddle to which Weber dedicated the rest of his life.

Famously, Weber found in Protestantism and its ethic an important driving force behind the rise of modernity. But his Protestant assumption, this has often been overlooked, is based on ideal, not real types. In a well-known essay on ‘objectivity’ in the social sciences, Weber explains:

> An ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and

---

2. The usefulness of Weber’s concept for the study of the principate has been denied by Lendon 2006. Contra Sommer 2011.
occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged according to those onesidedly emphasized viewpoints into a unified analytical construct ... [Weber 1949: 90].

Ideal types are tools, not purposes of cognition. That having been said, the ‘Protestant Ethic’ is merely one explanatory model, which owes its existence to Weber’s ‘onesided emphasis’ on specific ‘viewpoints.’ Other explanations are not only possible but equally legitimate. Weber himself cuts the building blocks for an alternative model, taking into account not so much the religious constitution of societies but their political institutions.

One building block in this theory of modernity is Weber’s sociology of authority. Authority (Herrschaft), he maintains, is ‘the chance of specific commands being obeyed by a specifiable group of people’ (die Chance, für einen Befehl bestimmten Inhalts bei angebbaren Personen Gehorsam zu finden; Weber 1981: 87). Weber departs from a concept of ‘legitimacy’ which is radically different from the classical doctrine of legitimacy as developed by constitutional law. While the classical concept departs from the ‘lawfulness’ of authority by virtue of (legally) defined procedures (such as elections, succession, investiture, anointment, coronation, etc.), to Weber ‘legitimacy’ is simply the ‘prestige of exemplarity or bindingness’ (Prestige der Vorbildlichkeit oder Verbindlichkeit; Weber 1981: 55). Any political order that has some chance of success is, in Weber’s eyes, by definition ‘legitimate’ but the sources of such legitimacy can be manifold: Weber distinguishes between three ‘pure types’ of legitimate authority, based on (1) law, (2) tradition, and (3) charisma.  

1. Legal authority usually takes the form of bureaucracy. The one in command is the ‘superior.’ The one who obeys is the ‘subordinate’ and obeys by virtue of legal rules. The administrative staff is composed of public servants who hold their offices because of their factual expertise; administrative duties are performed sine ira et studio with no bearing whatsoever on ‘personal motives’ or ‘emotional factors.’

2. Traditional authority in its purest form is patriarchic. The one in command is the ‘lord,’ the one who obeys is the ‘subject.’ The lord holds authority because of his ‘innate dignity’ (Eigenwürde), which is sanctified through tradition. His administrative staff is composed of ‘friends’ and ‘favorites.’ The ones who perform administrative duties totally depend on the lord, as slaves, serfs, or eunuchs. Alternatively, traditional authority is exerted in feudal societies where power is devolved according to social order and privilege. Here, the ‘officials’ are not personal slaves of the lord, but independent notables who stand out by virtue of their social rank and prestige; they are tied to the lord through fiefdom or sinecure, but in control of their own ‘material means of administration’ (sachliche Verwaltungsmittel).

3. Charismatic authority rests on followers believing in the ‘gift of grace’ (Gnadengabe) of the ‘leader’ (Führer). Leadership is strictly personal and depends on the personal, ‘extraordinary’ (außeralltäglich) qualities of the leader. They constantly need to be given proof of this. The prototypical charismatic leader is the ‘hero’ or the ‘prophet,’ a person with exceptional qualities in exceptional times. While the hero relies on his followers’ belief in his innate powers, the prophet is supposed to be inspired by divine beings. Under specific circumstances, charisma can be perpetuated and handed down to subsequent generations by means of inheritance (‘inherited charisma’ = Erbcharisma). This, however, comes at a price: the charisma loses some of its inherent extraordinary qualities and becomes, to an extent, trivial. Inherited charisma running ‘in the blood’ is the ideal behind most monarchic dynasties.

It is unnecessary to emphasize the ideal-typical character of all three ‘pure types.’ They do not exist in any given reality, but are creations of Weber’s mind and as such purely fictional constructions. No authority in any given society ever ‘was’ legal, traditional, or charismatic. Any form of leadership that existed in some historical reality had to encompass aspects of all three types. Modern parliamentary democracies, for instance, invariably feature charismatic and legal components to different extents. They also rest on sets of norms and beliefs which are utterly traditional in character and are often rooted in religious beliefs of some sort. However, while identifying the various components and possibly weighing them against each other is not easy; it yields valuable information on the configuration of a system of government.

From Tradition to Bureaucracy: The Roman Empire

When the then Gaius Caesar Divi Filius, in 27 BCE, set up the principate as Rome’s new system of government to become Augustus, he made it look like a restored Republic.  


5 On this and the following, Weber 1956.

power rested on the pila of the legionaries he commanded, held no ‘office’, no ‘magistracy’ which set him apart from other office-holders. In his own words: ‘After that time, I exceeded all in authority, but I had no greater power than the others who were colleagues with me in each magistracy’ (Res gestae Divi Augusti 34 [RGDA]). What did this ‘authority’ consist of?

When, in 31 BCE, Octavian’s and Agrippa’s naval forces won a decisive victory over Mark Antony’s and Cleopatra’s navy at Actium, a century of unrest, instability, and civil war came to end. Not a single man or woman alive in the Roman world had seen a Republic without gory strife for power between leading aristocrats. Octavian himself had been a cruel warlord who had ordered to kill, exile, or dispossess Roman citizens by the thousands. With Octavian’s victory, all this changed abruptly. Octavian-Augustus managed to reconcile the victims of his previous policies. He brought internal peace back to the empire and energetically enforced the Roman peace at its outer perimeters: from Pannonia to Parthia, from Meroe to the Moenus, resistance to the Roman eagle was futile—or so it seemed to everybody in the empire’s distant frontiers receiving the cheerful news from Rome.7 Augustus was the bearer of peace. This was no sheer ‘propaganda’ or ‘ideology’; it was an achievement of the new regime that everybody—no matter his status, position, and rank—could sense. The various voices, unsolicited by the emperor or his staff—from Rome’s poets, senators, the locals across the Hellenistic, Eastern provinces who first established the imperial cult; everyone celebrated Augustus as a genuine savior.8

Having brought peace to a peaceless world was no trifle. It was precisely the kind of extraordinary achievement Weber saw as constituent for a charismatic leader. The Augustan peace which was duly celebrated on various occasions throughout the empire, made it plausible to all contemporaries that the princes ever did enjoy the grace of the gods. Who but Augustus could have brought about this period of new stability, security, and prosperity? Experience told everyone—senators, soldiers, urban plebians—that Augustus was a leader with whom they fared well. After he died in 14 CE, the charisma of the peace-bringing founder was retained by the Julio-Claudian dynasty as a family inheritance for another 50 years. But by 68 CE the hereditary charisma had all but been consumed and Nero, the last Julio-Claudian emperor, was overthrown. Hereditary charisma was weak in the Roman Empire; each emperor had to live up to expectations for himself or his days were numbered. Personal charisma was a powerful component of the early principate, but extending it to subsequent generations was fraught with difficulties.9

Traditional elements were strong, as well. Augustus left the social order of the Republic, which had grown over the centuries, and the mos maiorum, its normative foundation, untouched. On the contrary, he successfully presented himself as a champion of the mos maiorum, accepted, confirmed, and fortified senatorial privileges and, through the rigor of his legislation, restored the senatorial order’s moral foundations (Sonnabend 2014). Visible to everybody, he also restored the Roman state’s good relationship with the divine world, building, refurbishing, and dedicating countless sanctuaries and honoring long-forgotten religious traditions.10 His administrative staff was minimalistic and downright prototypically traditionalist: key positions in the provinces and the armies were filled with senators who held them by virtue of their social rank, not as a result of skills or professionalism; and the core piece of the empire’s administrative architecture was the domus Augusta, the princes’ private household, in which key roles were performed by Augustus’ personal liberti and slaves. At its very heart, the empire was managed like a patriarchic estate.11

In contrast, the principate’s legal foundation was flimsy. Initially, Augustus held the consulship year by year. But as he pointed out himself, in terms of effective legal powers he did not outrank his respective colleagues. The only legal prerogatives that set him apart from other office-holders were the imperium proconsulare he held for periods of five or ten years from 27 BCE onwards; and the tribunici potestas he received annually on June 26 from 23 BCE onwards (Momm森 1887 2: 735–736; Kienast 1982: 74–79; Dettenhofer 2000: 111–112; König 2009: 149–150; Girardet 2014). While the former effectively provided him with the supreme command over every single Roman soldier, the latter earned him the plebeian tribune’s right to override magisterial decisions, the ius Senatus habendi and the sacrosanctitas of his person. This was, by all standards, a feeble contribution to Augustus’ legitimacy, the more so as he shared both prerogatives with his potential successors Agrippa and Tiberius and the imperium proconsulare with Drusus and with Gaius Caesar.12

---

7 Sommer 2014. See also Mehl 1990.
8 On Vergil, for instance, Holzberg 2006: 44–61. But see Parry 1963 for the supposedly hidden subtext of Vergil’s Aeneid. Just how deceptive the concept of propaganda is when applied to premodern societies has been shown by Eich (2003).
9 The observation that, in principle, any senator, no matter how closely he was related to the imperial dynasty, was capax imperii, has been made by none other than Tacitus (hist. 1.17 on Galba). The lack of formal legitimacy—such as explicit rules for succession, rites of investiture, and a set of official regalia—has been emphasized by Flaig 1992, for whom the individual princeps’ authority is based on ‘acceptance’ rather than ‘legitimacy.’
10 RGDA 19–21 and app. 2–3.
11 With some notable differences: only the imperial household controlled military units; the imperial household also featured positions, originally held by freedmen, which held sway over the empire in its entirety. See Winterling 1999: 115–116. Also Eich 2005: 67–78.
12 Agrippa: Momm森 1887: 2: 745, Dettenhofer 2000: 126; Tiberius:
Durable and static as it may seem, the empire’s institutional setup was in constant flux. Hence the parameters originally set by Augustus changed with time, and quite radically. Generally speaking, the traditional component gradually lost ground while the legal element gained in importance considerably. All changes notwithstanding, imperial authority to a great extent continued to depend on personal charisma. The need for a proper legal basis for the principate emerged when, after the crisis of 68/69, Vespasian assumed power, the extent of which was, possibly for the first time in the empire’s history, explicitly laid down in the *lex de imperio Vespasiani*, a *Senatus consultum* issued in December 69. Here, for the first time, an emperor received en bloc all the special powers vested separately in previous emperors. Each paragraph of the law begins with the formula *utique liceat* (‘so that he may be allowed’). Besides being given the prerogatives encompassed in *tribunicia potestas* and *imperium proconsulare*, the emperor is authorized to conclude agreements with foreign powers, to select candidates for the magistracies, to enlarge the *pomerium*, the capital’s sacral perimeter. Furthermore, he is empowered to ‘do and decree everything that he deems, with respect to divine and human, public and private institutions, appropriate for promoting the public good—as did the deified Augustus, Tiberius, and Claudius.’ This is a clear indication that, while the empire’s republican façade is still standing, the emperor has acquired a legal position in his own right within the institutional framework.

Legalization of the principate came with its bureaucratization and gradual professionalization (Millar 1966: 59–131; Winterling 1997; 1999: 47–75; Eich 2005: 85–257). Augustus was the first emperor to create offices, such as the one of the *praefectus annonae* (the overseer of Rome’s vital grain supply), to which he appointed non-senators by virtue of their administrative skills. As early as the reign of Claudius, the emperors employed a number of specialists, all freedmen, who were in charge of various departments of government, such as finances or justice. Such specialists were still personally dependent on the emperor and hence formed part of a paternalistic, albeit now very large, household. From Nero onwards, most specialists were of equestrian rank and thus became more independent of the emperor. Soon, there were career-paths for civil servants and military officers. The brass of the army were no longer recruited from the senatorial, but from the equestrian order; an increasing number of them rose to their commands from the rank and file of the legions, in return for having proven skills and professionalism. From the late 2nd century onwards, the ever-expanding law schools, most notably the one at Berytus, spat out recruits for the upper echelons of the imperial administration in astonishing numbers (Schemmel 1923; Schuol 2010). Holding higher offices, either in the provincial administrations or in the empire’s central bureaucracy, now required a sound training in law. Social mobility had hugely increased as a consequence. No longer was a glorious pedigree alone a convincing argument for someone who ran for office.

By the 3rd century, the legal component of the princeps’ legitimacy had become a great deal more important than it had been in the Augustan period. It had clearly eclipsed the traditional element and was beginning to overshadow the charismatic traits of imperial authority. While successfully convincing the empire’s population that his extraordinary ‘gifts of grace’ were still part and parcel of being—and remaining—an emperor, military professionalism at a time when Rome’s control over vast areas in Europe and Asia was disputed was at least as pivotal. Unsurprisingly, most emperors of the 3rd century were professional soldiers and their staff was employed because of their professional qualities. Not only had the tip of the pyramid become more ‘legal’ and ‘bureaucratic’; the entire policy of staff recruitment in the public sector had changed for ever.

**From Tradition to Charisma: Palmyra**

The local level was largely detached from these developments. The thousands of cities that formed the local cells of government within the Roman Empire had diverse histories and traditions, but they were all, socially and politically, manifestations of the Mediterranean city of the polis type. Invariably, they featured wealthy, landed aristocracies, which were exclusive and oligarchic. Wealth and landownership were key to office-holding: especially in the formerly Hellenistic East, there was a differentiated economy of honor, with a reciprocal relationship between social and political power on the one hand, and public largesse, the so-called euergetism, on the other (Veyne 1976). In such a system, generosity bought legitimacy. The norms on which legitimacy rested were largely traditional, but each city had its legal framework, as well. There were magistracies and constitutional organs, such as people’s assemblies and councils, which had clearly defined functions and rights. The polis-type city within the Roman Empire was no arena for grand displays of...
extraordinary ‘gifts of grace’—and no breeding ground, therefore, for charismatic authority.

According to the French scholar Maurice Sartre, this was precisely how Palmyra was organized. Indeed, the epigraphic evidence from the Syrian city seems to suggest that Sartre’s assumption is right. Numerous references to strategos, a boulé, an assembly, and other institutions and officials can be found. There was even a theater and probably a gymnasium, and there was a temple for the imperial cult. The cityscape with its columns, planned roads, and colonnaded façades looks strikingly ‘classical.’ There were also tribes or phylai, but they can be interpreted as artificial subdivisions of the city’s civic body. No doubt: Palmyra was a Greek city (Sartre 1996).

Or was it? A deeper look reveals a Palmyra that is considerably less ‘Greek.’ It turns out that when seen through the eyes of a trained classicist, the semantics behind the vocabulary is not what it at first appears to be. The supposedly classical language in architecture emerges as a composite of classical forms and decidedly non-classical purposes. A sanctuary like the Temple of Bel, for instance, was home to a cult that had virtually nothing in common with the religions of Greece and Rome (Starcky and Gawlikowski 1985: 116–120; Will 1995: 29; Freyberger 1998: 77; Sommer 2005b: 142; Kaizer 2008: 183–187). The so-called ‘house tombs’ with their temple-like façades look Western, but they are actually an architectonic feature exclusive to the oasis city (Schmidt-Colinet et al. 1992). Of the ‘magistrates’ mentioned in the inscriptions, not even a glimmer of an idea of the duties they performed has come down to us. And the organization of the phylai has turned out to be so elusive that it is hard to believe that they resembled anything similar to the artificial ‘tribes’ of classical Athens or republican Rome (Yon 2002: 66–78; 2003; Kaizer 2002: 43–66; Sommer 2005a; Smith 2013: 33–54; Hoffmann-Salz 2015: 235–239).

Above all, the model of Palmyra as a Greek city utterly fails to explain the sudden emergence of Septimius Odaenathus as a quasi-monarchic ruler c. 250 and of Palmyra as a power center in its own right a decade later (Sommer 2008). To be sure, both developments had been released by the crisis, which in turn had been triggered by Shapur I’s three successive Roman campaigns in the 240s and 250s (Millar 1993: 159–173; Hartmann 2001: 129–140; Winter and Dignas 2001: 41–45; Edwell 2008: 149–200; Glas 2014: 163–180). But no Greek city in the Roman Empire ever adopted a monarchic regime and no Greek city became a player in inter-imperial power politics, not even Athens at the apex of the Heruli crisis in 267. The development Palmyra took in the 250s and 260s is simply not reconcilable with the traditional-legal framework of the polis-type cities spread across the Roman world and ruled by local oligarchies.

Now, is there an alternative model? In my opinion, a radically different definition of Palmyra’s phylai points to a potential way out of the aporia. Rather than interpreting the phylai as artificial subdivisions of Palmyra’s civic body—which in itself is a construction made by modern scholars—these tribes were far more likely a legacy of Palmyra’s nomadic past: ‘authentic’ kinship groups sharing the belief of being related by blood. As the anthropologist M.B. Rowton has pointed out in a series of articles,27 such ‘tribes’ could well include sedentary populations in towns and villages as well as nomads in the steppe, provided a number of political and ecological conditions did apply. In Palmyra, the organization of long-distance trade was the common cause creating ties of solidarity between the settled and the nomads.

Leadership in Palmyra in the 2nd century CE was strictly patriarchic. The power the tribal elites wielded was rooted in tradition. Since times of yore, it was handed down from generation to generation. Palmyra’s necropolises reflect the all-important role of clans and families in social organization: hierarchies of prestige and influence ran through the kinship groups, which embraced people from the highest ranks down to the lowest social level. The big men of the clan groups also emerge in the city’s most significant epigraphic corpus: the so-called caravan inscriptions dedicated to powerful patrons of Palmyra’s long-distance trade. Such patrons supported the merchants with all kinds of services they were able to perform because of their authority over the nomadic parts of the tribe. Most of them had Roman citizenship which, by the 2nd century CE, was granted to tribal elites in many parts of the empire.28

Authority in Palmyra was thus for the most part traditional. It may have been cloaked in the political terminology of a Greek polis. But its foundation was the patriarchic structure of the Palmyrene tribes and a society based on kinship. However, a charismatic component was beginning to take shape. The tribal leaders were expected to perform duties in favor of the merchants active in the long-distance trade, and some of these duties seem to have involved rather heroic achievements. The tribal leaders had to be at least part-time warlords in order to provide the caravans with the military protection they required. The situation changed when, from the 220s onward, the Sasanians posed a much more massive threat to Palmyrene trade

28 E.g., M. Ulpius Abgar (Inv. 10,81); M. Ulpius Yarhai (CIS 2,3928; Inv. 10,111; Inv. 10,90; Inv. 10,90; Inv. 10,95; CIS 2,3960; Inv. 10,107; Inv. 10,77).
across Mesopotamia than the Parthians had previously. How precisely the merchants were affected we do not know, but that their commercial activity had to suffer, at least to some extent, is plausible and is confirmed by the decline of caravan inscriptions which are phased out after 211 (but then see a brief revival in the 240s, Inv. 3,21; Inv. 3,13).

From 241 onward, after the Persian conquest of Hatra, Palmyra, like many cities in the Eastern provinces, was directly under threat from Shapur’s incursions deep into Roman territory. The situation, especially after the cataclysmic defeat of 260, required a completely new type of leadership: an individual with sufficient authority to rally all available combatants behind him. This man, whose family background was obscure, was none other than Septimius Odaenathus. In all likelihood his father had received Roman citizenship under Septimius Severus. This suggests that the family had gained some prominence by the 190s, but it is conspicuously absent from the caravan inscriptions. By 252, Odaenathus held the rank of Roman senator and was rš’ dy tdmwr, the Palmyrene equivalent of the Greek title éxarchos Palmyrenôn (PAT 2753; PAT 2815). The new title never attested before suggests that he wielded quasi-monarchic power in Palmyra, which was somehow recognized by Rome. This position only makes sense if Odaenathus could boast an extraordinary achievement that, in Roman eyes, made him worthy of such an honor. The reason for Odaenathus ‘promotion’ was probably Shapur’s 252 CE campaign, his second, which led Sasanian troops deep into Syria and Cappadocia. During that campaign, a certain Uranius Antoninus, who was, in all likelihood, Sampsigeramus, the high priest of the sanctuary of Emesa, issued coins styling himself as Roman emperor. Sampsigeramus had won a local victory over the attacking Sasanians, and it is possible that Sampsigeramus, prior to his usurpation, had achieved at Emesa a position similar to that of Odaenathus (Strobel 1993: 237–239; Berrens 2004: 55–57; Huttner 2008: 220–221).

The crisis of 260 further boosted Odaenathus’ comet-like career. In 263 he and his son Hairan assumed the title of rex regum (Inv. 3,19,1). This cannot be seen in a Roman context. On the contrary: by assuming a Persian royal title (Shah-in-Shah), Odaenathus gave his authority a local dimension; indeed, he may even have aspired to the Persian throne. The title may also give witness to his desire to provide his thus far purely charismatic rule with a traditional foundation.

As early as 260/261 he had been appointed dux Romanorum, an unprecedented title, and corrector totius Orientis—further proof that his role was recognized by Rome and the surviving emperor Gallienus (Hist. Aug. Gall. 1,1; Zos. 1,39,1; Inv. 3,19). These titles secured Odaenathus’ authority some legal legitimacy. But not only did Rome recognize Odaenathus’ importance, the local population in the Eastern provinces did as well. The 13th Sibylline Oracle, a cryptic text that probably originated in a Jewish environment in mid-3rd century Alexandria, with hindsight celebrates Odaenathus as the ‘sun-sent lion’ crushing Persians and Roman usurpers alike and restoring peace in the entire Near East. The allegory depicts the Palmyrene dux as a savior, an almost messianic figure—in short: a charismatic leader whose legitimacy rests upon solid military achievements.19

This was the local perspective. From a Roman point of view, Odaenathus was a Roman official who had earned his position through proven military professionalism. Gallienus simply had no choice but to legalize the de-facto supreme command Odaenathus had acquired in the power vacuum of the 260 crisis. Yet from a Roman standpoint, the source of Odaenathus’ legitimacy was the Roman emperor and his alone. He had awarded him, strictly ad personam, the titles and his prerogatives and it was up to him to revoke them any time. From the Roman Empire’s legal perspective, Odaenathus’ position had to expire once the dux was dead. What mattered to Rome was the legal foundation of his authority; its charismatic and traditional components were irrelevant.

Not surprisingly, the local perspective was different. Odaenathus himself had played the card of traditional legitimacy when he assumed the title of rex regum. From a Palmyrene point of view, there was also the patriarchic dimension to Odaenathus’ power. In the oasis city, authority had been, for generations, handed down within the leading families. A dynastic outlook on monarchic power was only natural for Odaenathus and his relatives. When the corrector totius Orientis died a sudden, unexpected death, his widow, Zenobia, had no choice but to claim succession for her underage son, Vaballathus. Letting go of the position the deceased rex regum had achieved would have been unthinkable, even dangerous for the surviving members of the Odaenathus clan. In accordance with the traditionalism shaping concepts of legitimacy in Palmyra, Vaballathus had to fill the void created by Odaenathus’ death.

This claim collided with the Roman perspective according to which the emperor and the legal order that he represented had been the only sources of Odaenathus’ legitimacy. From a Roman point of view, once Odaenathus was dead there was no longer a supreme commander in the Eastern provinces. The gap could only have been filled through another official being appointed by the emperor, and this did not happen. In Rome, Zenobia’s claim to Odaenathus’ position, on Vaballathus’ behalf, from the outset looked

---

like an act of usurpation. It was not Zenobia’s and Vaballathus’ arrogation of the full imperial title in 272, but their succession to Odaenathus’ position already in 267 or 268, that had the quality of rebellion. The fact that it took Rome so long to respond to Zenobia’s perceived act of defection can easily be explained by the fact that the emperors Claudius Gothicus and Aurelian were both tied up in military operations against the Goths, the Iuthungi, and the Vandals in the Balkans and in northern Italy. Only after these groups had been defeated and Italy secured could Aurelian launch his campaign to retaliate against Zenobia’s ‘rebellion.’ The escalation of hostilities was inevitable, a compromise between the two parties beyond reach.

Conclusion

Palmyra’s defeat in 272 did not mark the city’s definite disappearance from world politics—at least not its immediate disappearance. According to the Historia Augusta, admittedly not the most reliable of all sources, there was a brief episode in the spring of 273 CE, during which Zenobia’s relative Antiochus Achilles staged a usurpation in an attempt to restore Palmyra’s former glory. Without much effort, the Romans crushed this short-lived revolt. But Palmyra was not destroyed. Its wealth and power were gone, but people still lived in the oasis city, which was later fortified by Diocletian and became the seat of a bishopric in the 4th century. Zenobia, who was not Arab, lived on in the collective memory of the Arabs and played her role in Syrian nation-building in the 20th century. Odaenathus was largely forgotten.

The conflict between Rome and Palmyra has its roots in antagonistic conceptions of authority and its legitimacy. While the Roman Empire, from Augustus to Aurelian, had gone a long way from a system of government in which the ruler’s legitimacy mainly rested on charisma and tradition towards a more legal and bureaucratic foundation of leadership, this legal framework was largely ignored by the Palmyrenes. In a patriarchic, tribal society where kinship was an all-important factor in politics, Odaenathus had found his way into the top position by virtue of his success as a military leader and his recognition as a heroic savior of the Roman Eastern provinces. Charisma coalesced with tradition, and the emerging complex was, in the long run, incompatible with the position those who had responsibility in Rome had envisaged for Odaenathus. The war that doomed Palmyra and Zenobia was thus the fruit of a colossal misunderstanding in which the cultural gap between Rome and Palmyra played an important role.
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Abstract

This paper examines the role of the Frankish kings in the reshaping of the city of Jerusalem during the first part of the 12th century, following the first Crusade. Through an analysis of the involvement of the kings in municipal undertakings, and of the geographical spread of the monumental foci of royal patronage throughout the city, it challenges previous notions concerning the scope and character of royal impact on the transformation of the cityscape. The transfer of the royal palace from its initial location in the Al-Aqsa Mosque to the Tower of David is then used as a case study to demonstrate the complex circumstances that affected the urban manifestations of kingship in Frankish Jerusalem.

The conquest of Jerusalem by the crusaders in July 1099 was depicted in contemporary accounts as a great triumph of Christianity, imbued with apocalyptic anticipation. However, the need to defend Jerusalem from the counterattacks of the Saracens and to rule the newly conquered city posed a challenge to the crusaders. Hitherto divided into separate armies, the Frankish troops now faced the task of establishing a unified ruling mechanism. According to some of the Frankish sources, Godfrey of Bouillon, who was eventually elected as the crusaders’ leader following the conquest, abstained from taking the title of king, choosing instead the rather ambiguous title of advocatus sancti sepulchri (defender of the Holy Sepulchre). This title reflected the challenging position of the new rulers of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, caught between a deeply eschatological notion of kingship and the secular-institutional demands of their newly acquired status. This tension was further enhanced by the need for Jerusalem to reincarnate as a Christian religious, but also political, capital after over 400 years of Muslim rule during which it had been of secondary political importance. Furthermore, it took several decades to establish a ruling dynasty and settle the inheritance of the throne of Jerusalem.

For the Frankish kings, royal charisma was inextricably linked to the city of Jerusalem. This link was based on their association with the Davidic lineage, connecting them both to the city’s foundation story as well as to Jesus and salvation history. However, the role of such prominent Frankish monarchs as queen Melisende in the monumental transformation of Jerusalem, which aimed to recast the city as the capital of the newly formed Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, was often constrained by the need to balance competing institutional interests. In the following, I examine a key aspect of Frankish kingship: how royal initiative was reflected in Latin Jerusalem’s urban development. Although this topic cannot be comprehensively explored in a short essay, I wish to suggest several lines of inquiry, arguing that changing spatial and institutional patterns that can be detected in Jerusalem’s urban layout in the first and formative decades of the 12th century reflect the shifting status of the Frankish kings. This analysis aims to modify some of the current notions concerning the role, impact, and function of Frankish kingship in Jerusalem’s transformation into a Latin Christian capital.

First, this paper will challenge the notion of Frankish royal patronage as a primary catalyst of urban renewal, through an examination of property transactions conducted in Frankish Jerusalem. Second, in an examination of the foci of royal patronage it will

---

1 There is a vast literature concerning the involvement of the Frankish kings in Jerusalem’s monumental transformation, particularly dealing with issues of art and architecture. See, for example, Kühnel: 1994; Folda 1995:130–137, 246–249; 2012: 429–479. On some of the liturgical aspects of royalty in Frankish Jerusalem, see, for example, Mayer 1967: 141–232, particularly pages 150–164 referring to the 12th century. On royal participation in liturgical processions in Jerusalem, see Shagrir 2014: 13–15.

2 For the Frankish kings, royal charisma was inextricably linked to the city of Jerusalem. This link was based on their association with the Davidic lineage, connecting them both to the city’s foundation story as well as to Jesus and salvation history. However, the role of such prominent Frankish monarchs as queen Melisende in the monumental transformation of Jerusalem, which aimed to recast the city as the capital of the newly formed Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, was often constrained by the need to balance competing institutional interests. In the following, I examine a key aspect of Frankish kingship: how royal initiative was reflected in Latin Jerusalem’s urban development. Although this topic cannot be comprehensively explored in a short essay, I wish to suggest several lines of inquiry, arguing that changing spatial and institutional patterns that can be detected in Jerusalem’s urban layout in the first and formative decades of the 12th century reflect the shifting status of the Frankish kings. This analysis aims to modify some of the current notions concerning the role, impact, and function of Frankish kingship in Jerusalem’s transformation into a Latin Christian capital. For the Frankish kings, royal charisma was inextricably linked to the city of Jerusalem. This link was based on their association with the Davidic lineage, connecting them both to the city’s foundation story as well as to Jesus and salvation history. However, the role of such prominent Frankish monarchs as queen Melisende in the monumental transformation of Jerusalem, which aimed to recast the city as the capital of the newly formed Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, was often constrained by the need to balance competing institutional interests. In the following, I examine a key aspect of Frankish kingship: how royal initiative was reflected in Latin Jerusalem’s urban development. Although this topic cannot be comprehensively explored in a short essay, I wish to suggest several lines of inquiry, arguing that changing spatial and institutional patterns that can be detected in Jerusalem’s urban layout in the first and formative decades of the 12th century reflect the shifting status of the Frankish kings. This analysis aims to modify some of the current notions concerning the role, impact, and function of Frankish kingship in Jerusalem’s transformation into a Latin Christian capital. For the Frankish kings, royal charisma was inextricably linked to the city of Jerusalem. This link was based on their association with the Davidic lineage, connecting them both to the city’s foundation story as well as to Jesus and salvation history. However, the role of such prominent Frankish monarchs as queen Melisende in the monumental transformation of Jerusalem, which aimed to recast the city as the capital of the newly formed Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, was often constrained by the need to balance competing institutional interests. In the following, I examine a key aspect of Frankish kingship: how royal initiative was reflected in Latin Jerusalem’s urban development. Although this topic cannot be comprehensively explored in a short essay, I wish to suggest several lines of inquiry, arguing that changing spatial and institutional patterns that can be detected in Jerusalem’s urban layout in the first and formative decades of the 12th century reflect the shifting status of the Frankish kings. This analysis aims to modify some of the current notions concerning the role, impact, and function of Frankish kingship in Jerusalem’s transformation into a Latin Christian capital. For the Frankish kings, royal charisma was inextricably linked to the city of Jerusalem. This link was based on their association with the Davidic lineage, connecting them both to the city’s foundation story as well as to Jesus and salvation history. However, the role of such prominent Frankish monarchs as queen Melisende in the monumental transformation of Jerusalem, which aimed to recast the city as the capital of the newly formed Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, was often constrained by the need to balance competing institutional interests. In the following, I examine a key aspect of Frankish kingship: how royal initiative was reflected in Latin Jerusalem’s urban development. Although this topic cannot be comprehensively explored in a short essay, I wish to suggest several lines of inquiry, arguing that changing spatial and institutional patterns that can be detected in Jerusalem’s urban layout in the first and formative decades of the 12th century reflect the shifting status of the Frankish kings. This analysis aims to modify some of the current notions concerning the role, impact, and function of Frankish kingship in Jerusalem’s transformation into a Latin Christian capital.
elucidate the constraints under which the Frankish kings operated in their efforts to exert their influence in Jerusalem’s changing cityscape. This analysis will pay particular attention to the transition of the royal curia from the Templum Salomonis (Al-Aqsa) to its subsequent location in or near the Tower of David, and the implications this transition signified for royal participation in the shaping of the cityscape.

The Impact of the Frankish Kings on the Formation of Jerusalem’s Cityscape—History and Historiography

Quite according to the rules of their genre, the chronicles of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem often dedicated extensive parts of their accounts to the personae and actions of the Frankish rulers, often stressing their humility and dedication when faced with the great responsibility of governing and protecting Jerusalem. Such accounts correspond with additional evidence concerning the involvement of the Frankish kings in the renovation of some of the most important shrines in Jerusalem and its environs. These sources are all the more remarkable considering the archaeological remains from this period, which to this day constitute some of the city’s most renowned symbols.

This combination of archaeological remains and the evidence of narrative sources accounts for the current historiographical tendencies in the interpretation of the royal impact on Frankish Jerusalem’s cityscape. This issue is considered predominantly through the prism of royal patronage, investment, or collaboration with the Latin patriarchate, in various monumental architectural endeavors erected throughout Jerusalem towards the middle of the 12th century. Further studies of the city’s ruling mechanisms, which facilitated these endeavors, led scholars to conclude that municipal authority in Jerusalem was divided so that its greater part was left under royal jurisdiction (pars regis). The lesser part was the patriarch’s quarter (corresponding to the current Christian Quarter), yet the legal implications of this division are still debated.

Drawing on these perceptions, in the scholarship the kings were granted a prominent and defining role in the renovation and alteration of Jerusalem’s cityscape during the formative first decades of the 12th century (Prawer 1980: 96–97; Riley-Smith 2008: 96–97).

The analysis of royal involvement in the transformation of the cityscape drew both on the depictions of royal patronage in the narrative sources, as well as on the legal definitions of royal authority, as attested by the documents. However, the same documents can facilitate the recovery of additional, previously unexplored aspects of royal involvement in municipal matters, placing them within a wider framework of socio-economic processes that the city underwent.

The Extent and Spatial Patterns of Royal Engagement in the Cityscape

Compared to the other periods in Jerusalem’s history, the period of Frankish rule is fairly well documented. This is mostly due to the fact that Jerusalem was the center of the Latin Kingdom’s most prominent ecclesiastical institutions, such as the Holy Sepulchre and Hospital of Saint John, whose archives managed to survive the calamitous events of the kingdom’s demise.

Although only a fraction of the royal documents has survived, it is to be expected that since at least officially, the kings were the lords of the greater part

For a discussion of this transformation as a collaborative effort of the Patriarch William, Queen Melisende, and the Hospitallers, see Riley-Smith 2008: 170–171.

* The documents however attest that the patriarch and the king, as well as a multitude of other Jerusalemite religious institutions, possessed properties in different areas throughout the city. For the debate on the legal implications of the official division of the city between the king and the patriarch, see Prawer 1980: 296–314; Mayer 2003: 179–188. The most recent analysis of the documents in this context is Mayer 2016: 33–38.

* Many other documents, including complete archives, were lost. A summarized version aiming to encompass all of the documents was first published in Röhricht 1893–1904. Other publications provided full text editions of some of the documents. The main collections included in the corpus used for this study, are Delaville Le Roulx 1883; Bresc-Bautier 1984; Delaborde 1880; Kohler 1899: 108–222; Mayer 2010. A new online resource offering an updated and translated edition of the entire corpus, known as the Revised Regesta Regni Hierosolimitani, was initiated by the late Professor Jonathan Riley-Smith, and launched in 2016. It is available at crusades-regesta.com.

1. The portrayal of kingship in the Latin chronicles is discussed in Gerish 1999: 47–90.
3. This included the famous one year and a day legislation, along with the well-known settlement in Jerusalem of Eastern Christians brought from Transjordan, William of Tyre 1986: 446, 535–36, 709.
4. Some studies of Frankish Jerusalem’s artistic and architectural output stress the pivotal role ascribed to the kings in the renovation of Jerusalem’s shrines, by structuring their discussion according to the reigning periods of each king. See, for example, Folda 1995. For a general discussion of the transformation of Jerusalem’s monumental skyline during this period, see, for example, Hamilton 1977: 105–116.
5. Albert of Aachen, who was a contemporary of Godfrey of Bouillon and witnessed his pious acts, notes that he left the city with a spring in his step, yearning to return to the “holy city.”
6. William of Tyre’s later testimony was even more specific in detailing some of the measures taken by the Frankish kings in order to improve the condition of Jerusalem so that it would befit its status as the new Christian capital of the Latin Kingdom. Such accounts expressed by the Frankish rulers in regard to the holy city.
7. William of Tyre’s later testimony was even more specific in detailing some of the measures taken by the Frankish kings in order to improve the condition of Jerusalem so that it would befit its status as the new Christian capital of the Latin Kingdom. Such accounts correspond with additional evidence concerning the involvement of the Frankish kings in the renovation of some of the most important shrines in Jerusalem and its environs. These sources are all the more remarkable considering the archaeological remains from this period, which to this day constitute some of the city’s most renowned symbols.
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of the city, their influence would have reiterated in the documents concerning other institutions as well. Therefore, an analysis of their involvement in Jerusalemite transactions is an important supplement to our understanding of the royal impact on the cityscape. Moreover, such a comparative perspective, examining royal documents against the backdrop of the broader corpus of Jerusalemite documents, can shed further light on the discrepancies between legal expressions of the kings’ formal authority and its practical manifestations in the cityscape.

Indeed, in the first two decades following the Crusader conquest, many properties both in the greater Latin kingdom, as well as in the city of Jerusalem itself, were distributed by Godfrey of Bouillon and his successors, Baldwin I and Baldwin II. This was a tendency befitting the state of affairs in a newly formed political and institutional entity. Furthermore, many of the properties allocated by these first rulers were often defined in very vague and general terms, such as a church, an oven, a marketplace, a street, a bathhouse, etc., suggesting an arbitrary process of distribution. In some cases, this was the result of the dispersal of properties that were yet to be conquered, often as a privilege aimed to attract new settlers or to provide economic incentives for potential collaborators in the crusading project.\textsuperscript{13}

An examination of the documents directly concerning properties within the city of Jerusalem reveals a similar picture. In the first decade of the 12th century, the kings were involved in the vast majority of real-estate transactions conducted in Jerusalem, predominantly granting entire areas, and more rarely, public infrastructures (such as ovens) and specific properties. This corresponds with the testimony of later chroniclers such as William of Tyre, who, several decades later, documented the legislative measures taken by the first rulers of the city in order to enlarge its dwindling population by means of privileges and grants.\textsuperscript{14}

However, this tendency was abruptly reversed towards the 1120s. During this period, most transactions concerning the city and its environs were conducted by, or concerned the properties of, Jerusalem’s prominent ecclesiastical institutions, most notably, the Holy Sepulchre. Direct royal involvement in urban affairs, as reflected in participation in Jerusalemite property transactions, began to rise again only towards the end of the 1130s, and more notably by the 1150s.

These tendencies can be at least partially ascribed to the geo-political circumstances of the kingdom in this period. Thus, the tribulations of the 1120s and 1130s demanded the kings’ attention in securing the safety of the newly established kingdom, preventing them from directly participating in municipal affairs. The stabilization of the kingdom during the following decades allowed the Frankish monarchs to turn their attention and efforts to the expansion and reinforcement of Frankish settlement.\textsuperscript{15} Possibly contributing to the decline in royal engagement in Jerusalem during the 1120s and 1130s, was the emergence of new influential social groups within the city’s population and within broader administrative mechanisms, such as burgesses and ecclesiastics.\textsuperscript{16}

This process corresponded to a period of internal political instability that resulted from the tensions between King Fulk and Queen Melisende, which were finally dissolved towards the end of the 1130s (Mayer 1972: 99–110). The ensuing period of stabilization within the monarchy correlated with the peak in the monumental growth of Jerusalem. Many of the architectural endeavors undertaken as part of this process, including the Armenian Cathedral of Saint James, the expansion of the Abbey of Saint Mary of the Valley of Jehoshaphat, and the foundation and endowment of the Convent of Bethany and the Church of Saint Anne, were either sanctioned by the king and queen or carried out under their direct patronage.\textsuperscript{17}

However, further examination of royal transactions shows that additional factors were at play in the shaping of Jerusalem’s transforming cityscape. These are reflected in a notable rise in commercial property exchanges, such as sales, leases, etc., evident in Jerusalem and its environs already from the late 1120s and even more so from the 1130s. The diverse types of documented real-estate exchanges in Jerusalem beginning with this period, allow tracing the emergence and growth of non-monumental residential areas throughout the city, thus expanding current notions concerning the extent and diverse manifestations of the city’s population and within broader administrative mechanisms, such as burgesses and ecclesiastics.

\textsuperscript{13} For this type of explanation, see: William of Tyre 1986: 709. William of Tyre 1986: 709.
\textsuperscript{14} The collaboration between burgesses and religious institutions and its role in the development of Jerusalem’s municipal mechanisms are discussed in Gutgarts 2021a; on new groups within the Latin nobility, see Mayer 1989: 1–25.
\textsuperscript{15} According to Mayer, the foundation documents of Bethany were part of the struggle for hereditary rights between Fulk and Melisende. See Mayer 1977: 376; Folda 1995: 130–136. Mayer’s seminal study on Melisende was joined in recent years by several additional studies dedicated to Melisende’s royal persona, as well as to the broader issue of female queenship in the Latin East. See, for example, Hamilton 1978: 148–157; Lambert 1997: 155–159; Gaudette 2005; Folda 2012.
Figure 8.1. Cambrai map of Jerusalem, mid-12th century: Wikimedia commons. The curia regis is circled in red.
of urban change (Gutgarts 2016: 265–281). While the complex bureaucratic and socioeconomic implications of this shift are beyond the scope of this paper, suffice it to say that they were no doubt indicative of socioeconomic changes that were affecting Jerusalem’s cityscape and its monumental transformation.

Therefore, the documents show that Jerusalem’s urban renewal can be re-formulated as a multifaceted process in which monumental construction supplemented earlier onset processes of urban change. The shift in the proportions of commercial transactions referring to these urban properties, combined with their chronology and social composition, challenges previous notions not only concerning the scope but also the underlying causes of the transformation of Jerusalem’s cityscape. Thus, the relatively low proportion of royal participation in the earlier stages of urban renewal shows that the changes that the city underwent not only extend beyond the renovation and construction of religious shrines, but certainly did not owe exclusively to royal patronage.

The changing patterns of royal engagement in the cityscape of Jerusalem are reflected not only in its sheer volume, but also in its topography. As I argue elsewhere, while at first generous royal endowments were distributed to various ecclesiastical institutions elsewhere, while at first generous royal endowments were distributed to various ecclesiastical institutions in Jerusalem and its environs, the 1130s and 1140s saw a transition towards the endowment of newly established institutions outside the city walls.\textsuperscript{18}

Such a shift can be associated with the increasing density of settlement patterns and property ownership networks, and the expanding involvement of Jerusalemite religious institutions therein, which limited the monarchy’s opportunities to engage in municipal affairs.\textsuperscript{19} The 1150s saw yet another shift in the tendencies of royal involvement in municipal affairs, expressed in two consequent transactions that concerned properties and municipal infrastructures. One of these is particularly intriguing, due to its proximity to David’s Gate, which served at the time as the primary entrance to the city.\textsuperscript{20} While the complex political background of this transaction is beyond the scope of the present article, it merits additional attention in the context of the transition of the royal palace from its first location in the Al-Aqsa Mosque to the Tower of David, currently dated sometime between 1120 and 1169.\textsuperscript{21} The migration of the palace from its first location in the mosque to this new site provides a particularly interesting example of the complex and changing urban circumstances that affected the employment of Jerusalem’s topography and symbolic status in the formulation of Frankish royal identity. The following section will place the transition of the palace within a broader context of the different forces that were shaping the cityscape towards the middle of the 12th century, suggesting that it was part of the effort to create royal presence and exert royal authority in an area that by then was rapidly evolving as the religious, institutional, and economic center of the city.

The Royal Palace and the Shifting Uses of Davidic Legacy and Biblical Topography in the Shaping of Frankish Kingship

The double faceted political and religious transition of Jerusalem to its new status as a Christian capital entailed a revival and adaptation of various traditions associated with different places within the city, as well as the formulation of new ones.\textsuperscript{22} One of the prominent foci of this transformation was the Haram al-Sharif, where the Dome of the Rock was ‘rebranded’ the Templum Domini (the temple of the Lord) and the Al-Aqsa Mosque as the Templum Salomonis (the temple of Solomon). The kings first chose to settle in the Al-Aqsa Mosque, which suited them not only due to its favorable location and sheer size, but also thanks to its symbolic status and linkage to the palace and temple of Salomon. Thus, the identification of the first palace with the biblical image of King Solomon, and its importance for the depiction and imagery associated with the Frankish monarchs, echoes in Albert of Aachen’s description of Baldwin I in the days following his coronation:

\textit{Proxima autem die a Bethlehem migrans, Jerusalem reuersus, curiam ac consilium suam cum omni primatu suo in palatio regis Salomonis tribus diebus eiusdem sollemnitis tenuit, honorifice quindecim diebus illic in ciuitate regia moram faciendo. In his itaque diebus potenter sedit rex in throne suo, ut faceret iudicium et iusticiam inter Christianos confretres, si cui illata fuisset inuria, uel si qua increuisset discordia, ulens omnia cum equitate tractare, et non ficta pace componere.}

\textsuperscript{21} The term ‘palace’ is somewhat anachronistic in this context, considering the widely ranging medieval terminology used to designate structures used as residences of rulers, or government locations. This point will be briefly discussed later in the context of European medieval royal architecture. On the political context of the transactions, see Mayer 1972: 160–169.

\textsuperscript{22} For several examples of various aspects of this process, see Schein 2005: 63–91; Shagrir 2014: 1–20.
Moreover, the next day he returned from Bethlehem to Jerusalem and he held court and council with all his nobility in the palace of King Solomon for three days of the same festival, delaying there in the royal city for fifteen days as a mark of honour. And so in these days the king sat on his throne in authority, to dispense law and justice among his Christian brothers, if there had been wrong done to anyone, or if any quarrel arisen, wanting to handle all things fairly and not to settle them with a false peace. (Albert of Aachen 2007: 550–551)

The connection with biblical royal heritage was one of the key factors in the formulation of Frankish royal imagery. Moreover, the ‘Davidic nexus’ linking the Frankish kings to their ancient predecessors, was reinforced and infused with additional meaning by the dynastic connection between David and Jesus, as stated in the genealogy of Jesus according to the first verses of Matthew (Gerish 1999: 189–244; Schein 2005: 102–103). This dual symbolic system was reflected in royal rituals, such as the burial in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and the choice of Bethlehem as the venue for the first coronation ceremonies. These actions stressed the need of the Frankish kings to establish dynastic legitimacy in an essentially new lineage that at first was constantly challenged by the lack of male heirs.

However, notwithstanding its meaningful symbolic status, the palace in Al-Aqsa was soon abandoned by Baldwin II, probably towards 1120. According to the testimony of Fulcher of Chartres, dwindling royal resources led to the gradual deterioration of the structure. Later documents, as well as the chronicle of William of Tyre, recount that eventually portions of the complex were rented out to the newly established order of the Knights Templar. A textual reference to a royal palace only re-surfaced as late as 1169, in the account of the German pilgrim Theodoric, who described a ‘newly built palace’ near Jerusalem’s citadel, or the ‘Turris David’ (Huygens 1994: 146). Theodoric’s description was preceded by a pictorial evidence, namely a map of Jerusalem known as the map of Cambrai, dated to the middle of the 12th century. The map depicted an elaborate structure bearing the inscription ‘curia regis’ in that same location. (Figure 8.1).

The significant time gap between the abandonment of Al-Aqsa by the Frankish kings, and the emergence of the first direct evidence concerning a royal palace near the Tower of David towards the second half of the 12th century did not merit much scholarly attention. While some suggested that the palace was transferred immediately after the abandonment of Al-Aqsa, others took the first textual appearance of the palace for a terminus post quem (Boas 2001: 80). Thus, for example, Adrian Boas suggested that there were several palaces in the interim period between the abandonment of the Templum Salomonis, and the final settling in the palace next to the Tower of David, sometime during Amalric’s reign (1163–1174; Ellenblum 2007: 107–109).

The extensive archaeological debates concerning the dating of the citadel at the Tower of David add another facet to the chronological ambiguity of the written and pictorial sources. While the construction of the citadel was traditionally attributed to the early Islamic period, more recently it has been suggested that it was in fact built during the Crusader period, the royal palace having formed an early stage in its development. Moreover, the Tower of David seemed in retrospect as an obvious alternative to Al-Aqsa, especially considering its strategic importance, previous functions as the headquarters of the Fatimid commanders, and symbolic connotations to King David.

However, a careful reading of the sources referring to the Tower indicates that its symbolic status was not static, and in fact was subject to evolution and change during the first decades of the 12th century. This shift is indicative of the new meanings that were ascribed to the Tower, as it became the official abode of the Frankish kings. Moreover, since no direct evidence ties the royal palace to the Tower of David earlier than the middle of the 12th century, such vicarious evidence concerning its symbolic status may shed further light on the timing and implications of its relocation. These suggest that the migration of the palace can be placed within the broader context of urban transformation, discussed in the first sections of this paper, and the unique challenges this process entailed for the Frankish kings.

24 Thus, Schein suggested that an improvement in the crown’s financial circumstances allowed Baldwin II to renovate the citadel, which was the former residence of Jerusalem’s Fatimid governor. Schein 1984: 180.
25 For the tower’s functions in the Early Islamic period and under the Fatimid rule, see Johns 1950: 160–163, who also traces the roots of these functions to the Byzantine period. It seems that the Tower’s symbolic meaning to the early Frankish crusaders and settlers were hitherto not questioned in the scholarship. Thus, the Tower is commonly presented as an obvious and fixed symbol of Frankish sacral kingship, with clear connotations to King David. See, for example, Folda 1995: 334; Gerish 1999: 218. As will be shown in this section, the sources suggest a more complex situation.

26 Gerish 1999: 215. On the sculptural design of Frankish royal tombs, see Jacoby 1979. On the connection of Bethlehem, and particularly the Church of the Nativity, with Latin Kingship, and the Davidic nexus, see, for example, Mahoney 2018: 9–36.
28 Fulcher of Chartres 1913: 291.
Although the documents do not mention a palace adjacent to the Tower of David, the titles of some of the city’s officials make it clear that it served in one way or another as a government center already from the early years of Frankish rule. Moreover, it quickly became one of the city’s three main symbolic edifices, alongside the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and the Temple of the Domin, as attested by Frankish seals, and architectural elements. As recently shown by Cathleen Fleck and Robert Kool, the Tower’s use as one of the city’s three main symbols, and particularly as a representation of sovereignty, was reiterated in other media as well. This is demonstrated not only by the seals of the Frankish kings, but also in architectural elements that were later re-used as spolia in Mamluk Cairo (Fleck 2018: 37–67; Kool 2020: 245–262).

Both the early Latin chroniclers and the pilgrims who visited Jerusalem in the first decades of the 12th century only rarely elaborate on the Tower’s association with the biblical figure of King David. Instead, traditions connected to King David were mentioned predominantly in regard to the Temple Mount or Bethlehem, while the descriptions of the tower focused mainly on its strategic importance or its function as the entrance to the city.

However, it is noteworthy that some of the chroniclers obviously regarded the tower as topographically related to Mount Zion or associated with the biblical citadel of Zion that from the 4th century on was alternately depicted as the palace of King David, the same Zion that he conquered and reigned. This notion may already have been rooted in Byzantine traditions that located David’s tomb on Mount Zion and continued to echo in its 12th century descriptions.

Among those pilgrims who arrived in Jerusalem in the years immediately after the Crusader conquest, the only one who provided further details regarding the traditions associated with the tower was the Russian Abbot Daniel, traveling to Jerusalem c. 1106–1108.

According to him, the Tower of David was the place of the House of David, where he had seen Bathsheba bathing, and where he had written the Book of Psalms. A ‘stone’s throw’ away, to quote Daniel, was the metokhion of the monastery of Saint Sabas, the most important Greek-Orthodox center in Jerusalem, where, at the time, one could still see a remnant of Bathsheba’s bath.

Daniel’s description echoed earlier Christian traditions that were associated with David, and were linked to the tower during the Byzantine period. These depicted David primarily as the author of Psalms, and as a pious figure. Daniel’s emphasis on the story of Bathsheba perhaps reflected a certain shift that occurred in these traditions throughout the Early Islamic period, stemming from the vast exegesis to the Qur’an, sūra 38: 21–25. These referred to the story of David and Bathsheba, and presented David as a penitent king withstanding the trial of God. Although the early Muslim travelers indeed associated the biblical events with the Tower of David, or Mihrab Daud, as it was known during the Early Islamic period, the rise of a competing tradition, that placed the Mihrab on the Temple Mount, obscured the importance of the Tower towards the arrival of the Crusaders (Busse 1994: 156; Kaplony 2002: 658–659). Thus, Daniel’s testimony was rather outstanding, especially compared to that of his Latin contemporaries.

While it is clear that the Tower was in fact associated with King David well before the 12th century, the different traditions were not conclusive about its function as David’s palace. Moreover, the early chronicles and pilgrims’ accounts did not necessarily draw on the Tower as their main source for Jerusalem’s association with King David, but rather preferred to stress the city’s biblical past and its connection to biblical royal ancestry through the events identified with the Temple Mount.

A certain shift in the rhetoric associated with the Tower can be traced c. 1130s–1140s. Several versions of a description of the holy places dated to this period...
reflect a dual consciousness, quite common in this genre, balancing between historical realia and biblical traditions.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, for example, contrary to previous descriptions, this account distinguishes between the Tower and the adjacent citadel, ascribing the construction of the Tower to Herod, but simultaneously reaffirming the connection of the entire area of the citadel to King David. Moreover, after recounting the history of the Tower and its traditions, the author returns to the Frankish present, describing how it was captured by Godfrey of Bouillon.\textsuperscript{42} Although the text does not refer to a Frankish royal residence, the renewed attention paid to the Tower and citadel and the tripartite connection formed between the Tower, its biblical past, and Jerusalem’s contemporary rulers, is noteworthy. The direct (and rather unprecedented, compared to other Latin sources from this period) reference to the citadel as the location of David’s palace provides an early clue to the changes in Jerusalem’s ‘royal topography’ associated with the transition of the royal palace from the Templum Salomonis to the Tower of David. Moreover, it is perhaps possible to cautiously suggest that this is the earliest, albeit vicarious, textual testimony to the palace’s new location.

The revival of interest in the Tower’s and citadel’s biblical past, their association with the palace of King David, and the connection drawn between that chapter in their history and contemporary affairs, was in fact merely one of several manifestations of a broader phenomenon. The attempt to present the Frankish kings as the descendants of David was not new, but it peaked towards the middle of the 12th century, in correspondence with the crystallization of the image of Frankish Kingship. This tendency can be detected in documents and chronicles,\textsuperscript{43} as well as in other media, the most prominent example perhaps being the lavishly adorned ivory cover of the psalter of Queen Melisende, depicting scenes from the life of King David, alluding directly to the image of King Fulk (Figure 8.2).\textsuperscript{44} However, unlike before, when the Davidic connection was formulated predominantly in respect to the Temple Mount, as it was in the poem written by Acardus, prior of the Templum Domini (Gerish 1999: 192–193), during this period it was re-directed to the Tower of David. Although the Tower was indeed used as a symbol beforehand and was vicariously connected to David through its topographic identification as an extension of Mount Zion, the agglomeration of textual and material evidence reflects a shift occurring in its symbolic status towards the 1140s. While earlier accounts depicted the Tower primarily as a military stronghold, deriving its importance from its role in the defense of Jerusalem, towards the middle of the 12th century its previously vague connotations to King David were being increasingly crystallized. The appearance of a new type of royal coin dated to the reign of Baldwin III, bearing the image of the Tower of David, further strengthens the notion that this was the zenith of the formulation of this monument’s status as the ultimate symbol of Frankish royal sovereignty.\textsuperscript{45}

While this evidence in itself may not provide conclusive proof of the exact time of the transfer of the royal palace to its new location, it highlights a shift that occurred in Frankish royal imagery as it was projected onto and manifested in Jerusalem’s urban space. The chronological correspondence of this shift with the broader processes of urban change that were discussed earlier in this paper, suggests it should be examined as yet another example of their multifaceted manifestations.

The increasing focus on the royal connotations of the Tower of David marked not only the transition of the palace to a new location, but a more profound change in the spatial balance of the city. The accelerated urban development attested to in the documents towards the middle of the 12th century, signaled the increasing economic and institutional importance of the area around and to the west of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, which was also the city’s spiritual and religious center.\textsuperscript{46} Therefore, although the palace’s first location provided it with the prestige and grandeur associated with the magnificent edifices on the Temple Mount, its eventual relinquishing offered an opportunity, or conversely presented the challenge of transferring the royal residence closer to the heart of the city.\textsuperscript{47} While it is impossible to determine whether this was an orchestrated transition, or a response to newly formed circumstances, the sources do allow tracing the adjustments this transition necessitated.

\textsuperscript{41} For the transformation in 12th century pilgrims’ accounts, see Qureshi 2014: 725–749.
\textsuperscript{42} See Rorge Fretellus, in Boeren 1980: 43. Another variation of the text continues to elaborate on Godfrey of Bouillon quoting the inscription on Godfrey’s tomb.\textsuperscript{43} Schein 2005: 96; For earlier examples of this notion, see Röhricht 1893: 6; Schmitt 1951: 5.256, no. 324.
\textsuperscript{44} Kühhnl 1991: 340–357. Folda suggested that this manuscript was meant to be a reconciliation gift from Fulk following the strife between him and Melisende, thus dating it to late 1134 or early 1135. Folda 1993: 11.
\textsuperscript{45} This can be deduced not only from the significant involvement of the Holy Sepulchre in property transactions throughout Jerusalem, but also from the location of Jerusalem’s commercial areas. For property transactions in the general area of the Holy Sepulchre, see Delaville Le Roulx 1883: 73–74; Röhricht 1893: 38, 42, 45, 50–51, 79–80, 85–86; Bresc Bautier 1984: 167–168; 215–216; 236–237; For the locations of markets, see Boas 2001: 142–155.
\textsuperscript{46} However, this does not necessarily suggest or in any way indicate that the Temple Mount lost its significance in the urban layout, reinforced by the presence of such key institutions as the Templum Domini and the headquarters of the Knights Templar.
Figure 8.2. Ivory front cover of the Melisende Psalter, British Library MS Egerton 1139, 12th century: Wikimedia Commons.
The implications and importance of this transition for the Frankish kings may be further highlighted if we indeed embrace the comparative point of view provided by the analysis of the documents. As suggested in the first sections of this paper, such an analysis indicates that the extent of royal participation in property transactions inside Jerusalem significantly dropped after the first decade of the 12th century, recovering only towards the middle of the century. Furthermore, the spatial layout of the foci of royal patronage indicates that it was mostly spread on the outskirts of the city and its environs. Given these circumstances, it is perhaps understandable that the kings wished to expand their spheres of influence into the rapidly developing areas in which they were not yet directly involved.48

While the final choice of the Tower for a royal residence was previously considered to exemplify the continuity of Jerusalem’s urban layout from the Early Islamic period, during which it was considered to have been the residence of the city’s rulers,49 a comparison with medieval European royal residences provides an additional perspective. Thus, for example, in England and France, particularly during the 12th century, palaces were increasingly becoming parts of fortified castles, while in other cases towers were often used as palaces or associated with social elites, and were therefore regarded as symbols of authority.50 Moreover, different case studies in England suggest that royal residences in urban environments tended to be located in proximity to main city gates.51 These processes not only entailed architectural changes, but also reflected shifts in political atmosphere and social structures.

This may suggest that the Tower’s allure for the Frankish kings stemmed not only from its defensive functions, symbolic past, and urban setting, but also from its correspondence, albeit remote, with architectural manifestations of rulership that were simultaneously developing in Europe. However, it is important to bear in mind that the formulation of royal authority through distinctive architectural means, was not a linear process, and was only in its early stages, particularly considering the itinerant nature and the feudal context of most European courts during the period in question. These were only beginning the gradual fixation of their administrative and ruling mechanisms around a single center or a capital, which later coincided with processes of political centralization, and further elaboration of the symbolic and ideological aspects of kingship.52 In the course of this gradual process, which often involved the construction of new palaces, different administrative and symbolic functions were often dispersed between several new and pre-existing royal edifices.53 This puts the transition of the palace in Jerusalem in a somewhat different perspective, highlighting, in addition to the unique complexity associated with the ambiguity of the royal status in Frankish Jerusalem, the cultural context in which royal power was only beginning to be associated with a uniquely characterized specific location. This can perhaps account for later sources, such as the so-called chronicle of Ernoul, either from the late 12th or the early 13th century, which continued to mention the Templum Salomonis as one of the royal palaces (De Mas Latrie 1871: 9). It can also explain other evidence suggesting additional locations for royal palaces, as shown by Adrian Boas, who pointed to the mention of an aula regis on one of the medieval maps of Jerusalem (Boas 2001: 80). These may be interpreted as traces of the dispersal of different royal functions between several locations inside the city. Further support of this notion relies on the different terms applied in the sources referring to royal palaces, varying from palatium, to curia and aula.54

Conclusion

This paper aimed to shed new light on the role of the Frankish kings on the transformation of Jerusalem, examining how Frankish kingship was manifested in Jerusalem’s changing cityscape towards the middle of the 12th century. The analysis of the shifting patterns of direct royal participation in municipal issues, as reflected in property transactions, puts previous notions concerning the role and extent of royal impact on the cityscape in a different perspective. It reveals the complexity of the royal position in the cityscape, by analyzing it against the backdrop of the other forces that were active in the shaping of Jerusalem’s intersecting symbolic and socio-economic landscapes. This problematizes previous notions concerning the pivotal role of the kings as the main driving forces that were active in the shaping of Jerusalem’s intersecting symbolic and socio-economic landscapes. This problematizes previous notions concerning the pivotal role of the kings as the main driving forces that were active in the shaping of Jerusalem’s intersecting symbolic and socio-economic landscapes. This problematizes previous notions concerning the pivotal role of the kings as the main driving forces that were active in the shaping of Jerusalem’s intersecting symbolic and socio-economic landscapes. This problematizes previous notions concerning the pivotal role of the kings as the main driving forces that were active in the shaping of Jerusalem’s intersecting symbolic and socio-economic landscapes. This problematizes previous notions concerning the pivotal role of the kings as the main driving

48 I expand on this issue in Gutgarts 2021: 322–349.
49 This notion, stemming directly from the debate concerning Jerusalem’s Western or Eastern urban character, was supported by Prawer, and later criticized in Ellenblum 2009: 73–77.
50 See, for example, Weikert 2018: 127–139; Renoux 2002: 15–26; Renoux 1997: 236; Marshall 2002: 27–44. The vast literature concerning the complex physical, morphological, and topographical manifestations of medieval rulership, concerning different regions in Europe, Byzantium, and the Islamic world, cannot be fully addressed in the present framework. The current comparison draws on European case studies, as some of the possible sources of influence for the Frankish kings.
51 Rees Jones 2013: 96. However, in these cases there was a distinction between the palace and the urban castle. I thank Professor Iris Shagrir for bringing this reference to my attention, and for suggesting this course of inquiry.
52 Vale 2001: 138–142. The symbolic aspects of this process are reflected in such issues as rituals, royal burial, and the connection between the palace and religious institutions. See Vale 2001: 200–246. The question of itinerant courts is closely related to broader issues concerning the constructs of feudal power and authority that are outside the scope of this paper.
53 See, for example, Bove 2003: 45–67.
54 On the role of terminology for distinguishing different functions of royal residences, see, for example, Renoux 1992: 184–185.
force behind the reshaping of Frankish Jerusalem’s
cityscape.

Although the evidence clearly indicates the complexity
of the royal position both in symbolic as well as in
sheer pragmatic terms, it also reflects the Frankish
monarchy’s adaptation to the changing circumstances,
and the dialogue it was required to lead with other
agents active in the city, in order to exert its authority.
This was a process circumscribed by various and
complex considerations, in which the kings did not
always enjoy the most advantageous position.

This analysis yielded several observations concerning
the shifting patterns of royal involvement in
Jerusalem’s cityscape in the first half of the 12th
century. It indicated that the struggles to formulate
the symbolic and institutional character of Frankish
kingship characterizing the first decades of the 12th
century echoed in the urban manifestations of royal
authority. Thus, our notions of Jerusalem’s urban
development cannot derive from a solidified and
emblematic perception of the Frankish monarchy, but
rather need to pay more heed to the transformations
it was subject to, primarily in the first decades of its
establishment, and how these were articulated in
various spheres. The analysis of urban transformation
is particularly useful in this regard, since it allows
juxtaposing symbolic and mundane manifestations
of kingship and royal authority, showing how these
intersected and were shaped by changing historical
circumstances.
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Chapter 9

Sacred Space and the Royal Seat: Islamic Imagery of Kingship

Rachel Milstein

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Abstract

This paper discusses the visual image of kingship through the design of enthronement scenes, how they originated in earlier civilizations and how they developed in the Islamic world up until the late 16th century. Thrones—their shape, size, and sheer luxury—no less than crowns—express the status and image of kingship. It is unsurprising, therefore, that the objection of early Islam to monarchy is reflected in the simultaneous use of various terms and forms for a royal seat. Nevertheless, members of the first Islamic Caliphal dynasty (651–750 CE) already imitated the regalia of their imperial neighbors. Although the shape of royal seats remained humble until the Mongol occupation (1258 CE), other symbolic elements in the composite space around the throne assumed ever greater importance. A description of these elements, in their historical contexts, reveals how the growing image of Islamic rulers as heavenly-chosen leaders returned to pre-Islamic models of visual propaganda.

A mid-16th century Ottoman miniature painting, probably a frontispiece of a dispersed volume of the illustrated Shāhnāme-ye ʿal-i Osman from 1558, depicts Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent as the image of the prophet-and-king Solomon (Figure 9.1). In this painting, a fiery-haloed prophet is seen kneeling on top of a stepped structure, a sort of a minbar or elevated platform, topped by an arch or a vaulted structure under a tall, domed tower. Three prophets and six scholars or highly ranked officials are seated on lower levels, and angels hover above domed roofs set against the golden sky. A hoopoe, King Solomon’s mythological messenger, is seen perched on the pinnacle of the tower. The combined identity of the archetypal king and his Ottoman namesake (Sultan Suleiman) is disclosed by a set of architectural inscriptions above the arches. The hybrid architectural setting displays characteristics of Ottoman mosques and palaces, and the vertical space, of which the sultan occupies the center, seems to combine a number of architectural components and concepts: a maqsura, (a royal enclosure within a mosque); the Ottoman sultans’ elevated lodges in their mosques (hünkâr mahfili; Necipoğlu-Kafadar 1991: 15–22; Necipoğlu 1993: 304–306); a throne hall inside a palace; and perhaps a tower of justice, as in the Topkapı Palace. This multivalent construction is an original invention by the painter, yet it echoes the much earlier evolution of the Islamic minbar and throne, from the time of the Prophet Muhammad and the rāshidūn (the first four, Rightly Guided caliphs) through the fall of the Abbasid dynasty. Its most prominent characteristic is the fact that it represents neither a real throne nor an Ottoman minbar, and it thus suggests that the specific form of the seat matters less than the framing of the scene. In this stage-like design, the image of the monarch is iconic rather than temporal, even if his face closely resembles contemporary portraits of Sultan Suleiman. This picture, then, expresses an ideological, multi-layered image of his royal charisma in visual language.

The subject of this paper is the visual image of kingship through the design of enthronement scenes, originating in earlier civilizations and developed in the Islamic world until the late 16th century. From Late Antiquity through the Ottoman and Safavid dynasties, the throne, the most prominent article of regalia, changed its shape continuously, mainly as a reflection of contemporary or historical models of identification. My argument, however, is that the shape and the character of the royal enthronement space was often more important than the seating furniture itself. A close examination of the components and the structure of the seating space—which, unlike the shape of the seating furniture, remained quite consistent over time—reveals the meaning of sovereignty as well as the tactics of royal propaganda throughout the ages. This subject mainly addresses questions about the relationship between the king and the divine, and the relationship between the ruler and his subjects. Scholarship in this field has discussed the topics of royal ceremonies and related artifacts, pictorial images...
Figure 9.1. Sultan Suleiman as King Solomon, probably from a lost Ottoman volume of Shāhnāme-ye āl-i Osmān from 1558. Los Angeles, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the Nasli M. Heeramanec Collection, M.73.5.446.
of the rulers, and architectural aspects of the palaces. In an important paper on the ruler’s appearance to his subjects, Gülru Necipoğlu focuses on the differences between the presentation, both real and artistic, of the Ottoman, Safavid, and Moghul sultans. Here, I hope to show, through a detailed analysis of real and imaginary designs of throne rooms or spaces, that, in spite of the variety of origins and political entities, the visual components and messages in the development of the throne space are remarkably consistent.

This paper covers only the Islamic Near East, but most of my findings also hold true with regard to the lands east and west of this geographic zone. Similar to other early Islamic phenomena, the conquered and neighboring civilizations yielded paradigmatic models of royal seats or sitting places; these were adopted by and adapted to the conquerors’ developing cultures, only to be challenged once and again by immigrations from the East and by changing political patterns.

Evidence for the design of thrones and throne spaces through the ages consists of three categories: archaeological (mostly architectural); pictorial (mostly book-illustrations); and textual. The material remnants of thrones are scant and relatively late, but the architectural nature of throne rooms is quite telling. In the other categories, imaginary details often outnumber factual description, but, precisely because of that, they better reflect the intended image that shaped their form. The nature of the material evidence is divided roughly into two parts, corresponding to the main historical periods covered: From the beginning of Islam to late Abbasid rule, the evidence is mainly archeological and textual; from the fall of Baghdad to the 16th century, we find many visual depictions of enthronement scenes. Though miniature paintings (or rather book illustrations) became fashionable in the early 13th century, before the Mongol conquest, our acquaintance with the early paintings is rather modest in comparison with this art under Ilkhanid, Timurid, and Ottoman royal patronage.

Concepts of Sovereignty in the Main Islamic Dynasties

In the pre-Islamic civilizations of the Near East, certain kings and royal dynasties were described as divine, and others were believed to be bestowed with the divine gift of heavenly charisma. Often, the two functions and offices of governor and priest were embodied in the person of the one king. This was the case in Sassanid Iran, where the two agencies were held to be twins. In monotheistic Byzantium, the emperor maintained himself to the public as proof of his being alive, domes above the caliphs’ sitting places, and a rich painted and sculptural repertory of royal imagery.

The political upheaval caused by the Mongol conquest and the burning of Baghdad in 1258 CE introduced new historical perspectives, ideologies, and artifacts into the lands of Islam. The great ruling power was initially polytheist and much influenced by Chinese civilization. The Ilkhanid dynasty (1256–1353 CE) maintained its nomadic and Chinese affiliations and mores, even after its conversion to Islam, but combined them with Islamic concepts and creed, and ancient Iranian sentiments. Hence, coins issued by Ghazan (1295–1304 CE) title him as Khān, Pādeshshāh, Shāhanshāh, or Sultān. Coins and other documents that express in many ways that the source of Mongol charisma was the might of

---


5 Grabar 1955. The entire text is dedicated to this subject.
Heaven (Tengri), charisma being a heavenly mandate, and kingship, universal (Allsen 2001: 20–21). As Charles Melville writes about Rashid al-Din, the vizier and historian of the Ilkhanid court:

[In describing so thoroughly the nature, methods and terms of reference of Ilkhanid government, he [Rashid al-Din] provides the best evidence of the new elements introduced by the Mongols… A transformation that could perhaps be formulated in terms of the titulature of kingship, as Saljuq ‘sultan’ progresses to Mongol ‘khan’ and on at last, at the start of the sixteenth century, to Safavid ‘shah’ (Melville 2013: 354).

The Ilkhanid theory of ‘divine right’ of rule much influenced the royal ideology of the Timurid dynasty (1370–1506 CE), which continued to reconcile, to various degrees, their Turco-Mongolian origins with the already mixed Persianate culture. Timur himself (r. 1370–1405 CE) based his royal legitimacy on his alleged family ties with both Ghengis Khan and Caliph ‘Ali (Lentz and Lowry 1989: 28). According to Maria Subtelny: ‘In the case of Temür, the Turko-Mongolian conception of authority based on charisma (quit) rather than birthright meshed with Perso-Islamic notions of divinely bestowed kingly glory (farr), good fortune (daulat, bakht), and manifest destiny (maqāda).’ She adds that: ‘As if to underscore the cosmic dimensions of his own perceived universalist mission, Temür adopted the honorific title, “Lord of the auspicious conjunction,” by which he is known in the Persian historiographical tradition. He claimed to communicate with the divine world through an angel, to have prophetic dream visions, and to read the thoughts of his followers’ (Subtelny 2007: 11–12). These claims were further translated into the complex theoretical and artistic imagery of the Timurid sultans as cosmic kings and magicians. From the days of Timur’s son, Shāh Rokh (r. 1405–1447 CE), political propaganda focused more on the Islamic concept and titulature of sovereignty than on the nomadic Mongolian traditions. Already in Timur’s biography, the Zafarnama, the sultan is presented as a religious innovator (mujaddid), and his frequent visits to sacred Islamic sites are emphasized (Lentz and Lowry 1989: 100–103). During the second half of the 15th century, political language and the arts were endowed with Sufi symbolism. In this context, kingship was again equated with prophecy.

The subsequent rulers of Iran, the Safavids (1501–1732 CE), came into power on the grounds of religious claims—their charisma being based on their family ties with the Sufi saint Shaykh Ṣāfī, the eponymous founder of the Ṣafawiyya order. He and his offspring were seen as intercessors between the people and God, and Sufi rituals were performed alongside imperial ceremonies at his shrine in Ardabil (Rīzvi 2011: 7–8). Shāh Ṭahmasp (r. 1527–1576 CE) wrote that kingship was a divine responsibility and an honorable and infinite gift of God. He himself was revered as a holy man, the ‘Shadow of God over the Two Terrains’ (Rīzvi 2011: 77). The Safavid shahs successively renovated the Ardabil Shrine, where the Shaykh and his son were buried in two adjacent tomb towers. Shāh Abbās I (r. 1588–1629 CE) added his own monument to this sacred site, connecting the two previous towers with the Qur’an readers’ communal building. Under the dome of this new, heavily gilded monument, a space isolated by a golden grill was reserved for the shah, and called the shāh-nesān (the Shah’s seat, throne, or throne room; Thompson and Canby 2003: 28, Plate 2.3).

The Islamic Attitude to the Royal Throne

An ambivalent attitude toward the function and shape of the regal seat is reflected in the redundancy of the terms designating a throne, each of which had several meanings. The word kursi can, in a very general sense, signify a seat, although it appears twice in the Qur’an, and the commentators tend to accord it the sense of throne. With regard to the first verse, however, which refers to the throne of God, other commentators explain it as one of the two furthest heavens encircling the earth. The other furthest heaven is called ‘arsh, another term signifying a throne (Sadan 1976: 91–94, 125–26; Huart and Sadan 2012). Additional words for a royal seat are sarīr and takht, chairs of a certain height, which focus attention on the person seated in them, as the hierarchy of seating height was one of the conventions of class distinction. According to medieval texts, the long sofa for reclining—the sarīr—was quite widely known in the courts of the Umayyads, the Abbasids, and local princes. The sovereign could recline on the sarīr or, alternatively, he could invite someone to sit beside him. The overlapping of the concepts of mattress-seat-throne-bed did not prevent the evolution of a ceremonial and the differentiation of functions. The word sarīr also designates a bed, while the term takht also refers to a geographic zone or a site directly related to a ruler, such as a capital town or a palace. Most revealing, in this context, are the names given to Achaemenid palaces in Iran during the Islamic period: ‘Takht-i Jamshīd’ (King Jamshid’s Throne) to the palace (and especially the Apadana) in Persepolis, and ‘Takht-i Sulaymān’ (King Solomon’s Throne) to a site in current Azerbaijan, where the Ilkhanid ruler Abaka built a royal palace with an observatory (c. 1270).

---

4 Anna Caiozzo, in her various publications, expounds upon the expression of this aspect in the Timurid visual arts. See, for example, Caiozzo 2011: 186; Caiozzo 2011; and Caiozzo 2012: 81–89.

5 Lambton 2012; Sadan 2012. About the various seats used by the Umayyads, according to later sources, see Grabar 1955: 30–31.

6 The word Takht stems from the Old Persian gatu. A recent study of this famous site is Root 2015, esp. 9.
The earlier fortified citadel at the latter site included the remains of a Zoroastrian fire temple from the Sassanid period, which housed one of the three ‘Royal Fires,’ before which the Sassanid rulers prostrated themselves in order to ascend the throne (Necipoğlu-Kafadar 1991: 13). This site, and others, such as the Achaemenid capital, Pasargad, became known by this name following the Islamic conquest.

**Minbar and Throne, From Early Islam to the Late Abbasid Period**

The lack of a single, clear-cut term for a royal chair derives from early Islam’s attitude towards the very concept and institution of kingship. Muhammad, however, in his role as leader (c. 7–9/628–630), introduced a raised wooden seat, the so-called minbar, into his mosque in Medina, and he sat or stood on it while addressing the community. It is told that he was asked by his companions to take up a raised position, as many missions from other tribes were arriving. The role of the minbar as a seat of honor is expressed in a common saying: ‘the throne of the mighty Prophet in his capacity as ruler.’ According to tradition, it consisted of two steps and a seat, and after the Prophet’s death, it was used by the first three Rightly Guided and the Umayyad caliphs. The latter, according to certain reports, carried the minbar to Syria and raised it by six steps. They, however, also used other kinds of seats (kursî or sarîr) for diplomatic and administrative tasks while, at the same time, several of their governors and judges ordered the construction of manâbir for themselves. We do not know how these manâbir looked during the Umayyad period, but, with the years, they grew higher, to about 3.90m in the 9th-century Great Abbasid Mosque of Samarra, and 3.31m, with 11 steps, in the Great Mosque of Qayrawan.

In its religious function as the site of the Friday *khutba*, the stepped minbar seems to have been influenced by the Christian pulpit. This assumption is corroborated by textual sources, relating that the minbar of the Prophet was made by a Byzantine or a Copt, and that a minbar in the Mosque of ‘Amr in Fustat (Old Cairo) was of Christian origin. As a seat of power, on the other hand, the origins of the minbar go back to ancient Iran. Even if actual royal thrones designed as a set of steps have not been found in archaeological excavations, visual depictions attest to their existence, real or imaginary. The earliest known depiction of this form of throne is a rock relief on the façade of the tomb of Darius at Naqsh-i Rustam, from the 6th or 5th century BCE. Here, the huge, two-storied platform-throne is seen carried by rows of servants. A better-known version of this construct is the Achaemenid throne in Persepolis (started in 521 BCE), on top of which the king is seen raised like a statue, on a pedestal of three steps. In this position, he looks like a god, and the steps, and perhaps the entire throne, seem to express the concept of the king’s apotheosis. Six other reliefs from Persepolis portray the king enthroned on top of a large platform. The throne, most likely a movable piece of furniture, was composed of two parts: 1) a high chair with a stool; 2) a large platform. The entire structure is seen carried by 20 bearers to one of the four designated points in the Apadana (in two of the reliefs, located at the top of a stairway), where the ruler could be seen at some distance, especially during the processions of gift and tribute bearers.

Centuries later, depictions of stepped thrones resembling the shape of the minbar were painted within the frescoes of the Dura Europos Synagogue, from 244/245 CE. In this context, King Solomon is seen seated on what resembles the biblical description of his wonderful lions’ throne (1 Kings 10:8–20). In another panel, King Ahasuerus is seen sitting on a specially made replica of King Solomon’s legendary automaton (Weitzmann and Kessler 1990, Plates 143, 162). A detailed description of this throne, such as it appears in the second Aramaic translation of the Book of Esther, was probably known to the Byzantine emperors, and guided their engineers in their efforts to construct a similar machine. A 10th-century Italian visitor to the Byzantine court tried to decipher the mechanical secrets of their imitations, and the Byzantine Book of Ceremonies describes the emperor seated on his stepped ‘King Solomon’s Throne.’

In light of the legendary importance attached to stepped thrones during pre-Islamic history and to the stepped minbar by the early leaders of the Muslim community, it is tempting to speculate that the representation of steps on the first Islamic gold coins was associated with the Prophet’s seat (Figure 9.2b; Miles 1967: Plate XL VI 1–6). The design was borrowed from Byzantine gold coins, in which the steps represented the cross on Golgotha, and as such, symbolized an axis mundi, the cosmic, religious, and political intersection of heaven and earth (Jamil 1999: 11–15). However, at the stage of the new Islamic issue, c. 693 CE, the representation of the Byzantine

---

9 About the etymology and the early history of the minbar, see Pedersen 2012; Mostafa 2016: 1: 6–9; Sauvaget 1947: 134–144. In the latter publication, Sauvaget attempted to show that the minbar, as well as the al nave and the minbar, were royal attributes. See pp. 21–25.

10 In a description of Mu’awiyah’s daily activities, al-Mas`ûdi mentions a kursî, which the caliph used in the mosque, and a sarîr, which he used in his apartment. Macdui 1869: 5: 74–75.


13 A hypothetical reconstruction of the transitory platform-throne and its locations, with detailed photos of the relics, in Saidi 2010: 77–86.

14 Regarding the Second Targum of Esther and Islamic knowledge of similar legends, see Lassner 1993: 14–17 and 132. The Byzantine mechanical throne is described in Brett 1954.
emperor was replaced by the image of a Muslim caliph on one side of the coin, and the mutilated cross on Golgotha on the other side looks like a pillar crowned by a glob. The steps were kept intact. Could these steps be associated with the minbar, and as such, signify the position of the caliph (khalifat Allāh), or rather that of the Prophet himself, as leader of the community? This suggestion is certainly hazardous, but it is based on the pre-Islamic tradition. Both in Byzantium and Sassanid, Iran, the monarch is depicted on one side of the coins, and the religion of the state on the other; hence the cross on Golgotha in Byzantine coins, and the fire altar in the Sassanid ones. The design of the fire altar itself recalls a set of steps, and the person officiating at its side is sometimes the shah. Moreover, our suggestion can be sustained by comparison with another short-lived issue—a silver dirham minted a couple of years earlier (Figure 9.1a; Miles 1952).

The obverse of this coin follows the Iranian image of a Sassanid shah, while the stepped Zoroastrian fire altar on the reverse side is replaced by an original combination of a spear within an arch or a niche. George Miles identified the object within the arch as the ‘anaza, a short spear or staff carried by Muhammad during ritual occasions. During the service, this spear was planted in the ground and served as sutra (support) and qibla (the direction of the prayer). The custom of carrying a spear or a staff on ceremonial occasions was observed and expanded by the early caliphs. It became the rule that the preacher hold, or lean upon, a staff, a sword, or a bow while ascending the pulpit during the Friday service—these articles expressing the concept of authority.

Arch, Niche, and Dome

The arch framing the spear on this silver coin was interpreted by Miles as a concave mihrāb (Miles 1952: Plate XXVIII3)—a niche in the mosque designating the direction of prayer. However, as the first known concave mihrābs in state-built mosques were introduced by al-Walīd I (r. 705–715 CE), later than the minting of this coin, this interpretation seems to be inexact. I, therefore, suggest considering the arch form as an Islamic adaptation of the Roman, late antique and Sassanid arches and niches, which provided symbolic frames for the images of gods or fire altars. Even before the invention of the Roman arch, the Greeks surrounded the statues of the gods with an architectural framing device (Gaifman 2017: 392–424). In Rome, arches were built for the triumphal advents of great heroes and emperors. Their passage through the monumental gates symbolized the liminal point between their previous, lower status and their new, elevated one. The rounded outline of the arch symbolized the heavenly domain of the gods, adding a universal dimension to their imperial control over the land. The heavenly support of the emperors and heroes was further expressed by the images of flying victories above the arch or the portrait of the ruler. These and other constituents of royal iconography in Rome were adopted and integrated into Byzantine art. There, they were confined mainly to the images of

13 See also Miles, ‘‘anaza,’ EI (2012).
Christ or biblical victories. Such images were painted around the triumphal arch inside churches, in addition to the image of the Pantocrator or the Madonna with Child in the apsidal half-dome behind the arch. Due to the sanctity attributed to the emperors, arches also indicated royal authority (Fowden 2004: 118).

In Roman architecture, niches were also used primarily as space-framing devices, in which the statues of gods, rulers, and consuls were given a special focus. Following this tradition, as well as the cultic niches of the Egyptian tradition, niches appeared in early Christian religious architecture as focal points, wherein iconic images were properly accentuated. In the 3rd-century Dura Europos Synagogue, a similar niche accommodated the Torah scroll, and the surrounding wall was decorated with scenes of victories in Jewish history, similar to the depiction of victories on Roman triumphal arches. In Christian church architecture, the niche grew to become an apsis; in Sassanid Iran, it became a huge barrel vault—īwān—serving as a throne hall for the shah. Moreover, the architectural arch, or āwān, was imitated in Sassanid rock sculpture, as in the case of Taq-i Bustan, where the flying victories reappear, as in their Roman predecessors (Fowden 2004: 132–133; Canepa 2009: 141, Figure 28). In the category of minor arts, arches were used in Iran and in Sogdia as a framing design for royal and religious motifs (Ghirshman 1962: 434, Figures 257–258), while Byzantine painters and carvers turned the three-dimensional stone niches into small and flattish semi-architectural frames for saints and church dignitaries. A shallow arch or a flattish niche often surrounds an image of the cross.16 In light of all the comparative material mentioned here, the arched frame of the 'anaza on the early Umayyad coin may be interpreted as signifying liminal and celestial space rather than the architectural miḥrāb.

We can now see that, at the very beginning of Islamic imagery, late antique motifs were adopted to signify authority: the figure of a ruler; a spear or a staff; an elevated, stepped seat; and an arched frame or a niche. The latter two were joined by Umayyad architects into the inseparable duo of concave miḥrāb and minbar at the center of the qibla wall. Furthermore, the space in front of and around them was delimited by a maqsūra, a box or compartment for the ruler, who could lead the prayer and read the sermon within its boundaries. Based on traditions and historiography, it seems that the maqsūra was introduced no later than the beginning of the Umayyad period, to protect the ruler from hostile attacks, and in keeping with his growing dignity. Under Abābasid rule, central mosques, such as the Abu Dulaf Mosque in Samarra, were designed with built-in maqsūras, with an additional room for the caliph, adjacent to the miḥrāb; the mosque of Ibn Tulun in Cairo was built with a maqsūra in front of the miḥrāb, and a large dome above it. In the great mosque of Isfahan, a large part of the hall in front of the miḥrāb was demolished in 1087, and a large and high-domed maqsūra built in its place, in preparation for a visit by the Seljuq sultan.17 In short, the space designated for the miḥrāb and the minbar became increasingly prominent.

Moreover, the minbar itself gradually acquired the shape of a closed architectural structure. With a lack of material remnants or clear textual descriptions, all that is known about the shape of the Prophet's minbar is the existence of a few steps and a seat. But elaborate wooden minbars that survived from later centuries show that these elements grew higher, imitating a semi-architectural structure, with an entrance door, a flight of stairs, and a domed or conical roof above the seat.18 In entering the minbar, the imām, who in the early period was the caliph himself, secluded himself from the communal space of the other believers. In this type of minbar, the preacher entered a framed space, in which he appeared to be elevated to a high level under the dome of heaven.

The ‘roof’ of the minbar is, without doubt, a continuation of the ancient baldachins and domed structures that symbolized sacred space in Near Eastern pre-Islamic civilizations. In addition to appearing in churches, baptisteries, and burial monuments in Byzantium, or fire temples in Zoroastrian Iran, domes covered the royal reception halls of both empires, where they were equated with the revolving heavens (L’Orange 1982: 24 and Figure 11; 110–111, 134, 137 and Figure 98). The dome’s late antique symbolism was readily adopted by early Islam, both in the religious context of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, and in the royal context of the Umayyad palaces (Bloom 1993: 134–137).

The Isolating Curtain (ḥijāb, sitr)

An isolating curtain or screen constituted an additional expression of a special space for the monarch. This innovation, attributed by an Abbasid historian to Mu’awiyah (r. 661–680), the founder of the Umayyad dynasty, was common among the earlier Iranian dynasties (Cazzato).19 The curtain separated the monarch from his audience, both to conceal his bad manners while drunk and—most importantly—to create an exclusive space for him. A chamberlain, or khurrram bāsh in the Sassanid protocol and ḥājib in the Islamic version, served as intermediary between the two spaces.20 In his palace, then, the caliph presided

16 Evans and Wixsom, *The Glory of Byzantium*: 77, Figure 2b and 201, Figure 138.


18 A minbar of this design was made in 1081 for the Shrine of al-Husayn at Ascalon. See Bloom 2007: 135, Figure 101.


20 Lambton: ‘Marāsim,’ *EF* (2012); Grabar 1955: 30, 53–57, 67, following
over court ceremonies seated on a throne, surrounded by the insignia of sovereignty and veiled by a curtain. The most remarkable use of the curtain is found in stories relating to al-Walīd II (r. 743–744), and, therefore, Fowden seems to be correct in concluding that al-Walīd’s portrait on the alcove wall at Qusayr ‘Amra (Figure 9.2b) may have been initially closed off with a curtain of the sort often mentioned in Kitāb al aghānī (Fowden 2004: 128). The use of the curtain continued well into the later Islamic periods, as we read in Niẓāmī ‘Arūḍī: ‘Behind the high curtain and the inaccessible veil is a pious sovereign.’

The Throne and Its Framing Space

Apart from the minbar, which was used by the caliphs (and their representatives) in mosques, and in the later Abbasid period was occupied by professional preachers, the first palatial thrones seem to have appeared only toward the end of the Umayyad period, probably merely as signifying images in painting and sculpture. As a rule, we have to consider the depictions of Islamic enthroned figures not as a material record of the court paraphernalia, but as artificial imagery, designed to enhance the glory of caliphs and sultans.

Remnants of stucco reliefs from the 8th-century Umayyad palace Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi depict two rulers (or perhaps they are one and the same). One image faithfully follows the official Byzantine model; the other recalls the seating position of the Sassanid shahs (Grabar 1955: 31–39; Fowden 2004: 121–122). The representation, side by side, of Byzantine and Sassanid visual motifs and styles obviously attests to the employment of various teams of artisans, who spread their local traditions across the new empire. But, at the same time, this lent a cosmopolitan air to the monument, and especially to its patrons. Therefore, the two adjacent enthroned images probably reflect the ancient idea of a universal ruler, a ‘Great King of Kings’ (Strootman 2019: 1, 6, 10, 16).

Another Byzantine model is reproduced in a wall painting in the alcove of the reception hall at Qusayr ‘Amra, where the (future?) Umayyad caliph, al-Walīd II, is seen enthroned under an arch or a baldachin, his feet resting on a footstool (Figure 9.3). Two servants complete the sides of the composition. The part of the painting below the caliph is described by Fowden as follows:

[A]n aquatic scene including birds, fishes, and four or five fishermen in a boat that also contained amphoras. It may, then, represent... the Ocean that embraces the Earth, underneath Heaven’s vault symbolized by the arch of birds that touches the aquatic scene at its left and right extremities. This was appropriate imagery with which to frame a world ruler, as has long been recognized in the Roman Empire. Indeed, the poet al-Farzandaq, in encomiastic mode, not only envisaged al-Walīd II seated under a dome that represented the heavens, but also emitted the conceit that al-Walīd was himself ‘the sky of God (Fowden 2004: 123).

A recent interpretation of the same fresco suggests that the aquatic scene may depict the prophet Jonah being cast off the merchant boat: ‘Although the latter [the aquatic scene] has no identifying inscriptions, the combination of sea-monster and a falling figure strongly recalls the central moment in the Jonah narrative’ (Leal 2017: 237). As such, it adds a messianic meaning to the enthronement scene.

But water as a component in the imagery of royalty had many faces in the ancient Near East. One of them is revealed in the 5th-century reliefs, illustrating royal hunts, on the two sides of the Taq-i-Bustan cave. On the left side, the king is seen being rowed across a swamp, escorted by a boatful of female musicians (Ghirshman 1962: 193, 194–196, Figure 236). A painting in an Afghan cave, probably from the 4th or the early 5th century, apparently shows the Avestan god Tištrya enthroned, with his feet resting on an ornamental footstool, under which fish swim in a lake or sea. Earlier examples of this motif are mentioned by Suter, in this volume.

Christensen 1944: 395.
22. I wish to thank Dr. Hannelies Koloska for calling my attention to this paper.
The presence of birds as symbols of heaven and as agents of the gods was even more prominent than that of water, first and foremost as a symbol of the sovereign’s victories and apotheosis in the Roman sphere, or of his divine royal glory in Iranian culture. As a symbol of paradise, birds appear in late antique churches in Jordan, and they are depicted perched atop columns, arches, or roofs in folios of Christian canon tables. The Iranian (although post-Sassanid) royal equivalent is an effigy of a shah on a silver plate. He is depicted enthroned on a podium with the contemporary motif of lions’ legs, flanked by reliefs of two rows of birds on an arched façade (Ghirshman 1962: 206, Figure 246; Fowden 2004: 118–1119, Figure 38; Canepa 2009: 94). In an early Islamic example, rows of birds frame the façade, the vestibule, and the reception hall of the Khirbat al-Mafjar palace near Jericho, which was built by al-Walid II, the patron of Qusayr ‘Amra. Priscilla Soucek, who understands the composition on the post-Sassanid plate as a probable portrayal of a throne pavilion, interprets the façade of Khirbat al-Mafjar as a visual metaphor for Solomon’s throne (Soucek 1999, esp. 112, 122–123).

Cosmic symbolism in its Islamic version is most likely what appears on another post-Sassanid gilded plate. It depicts a pseudo-Sassanid shah reclining informally on a bench, or perhaps a carpet, framed by a body of water at the bottom and a bird perching on a tall vine above. In this composition, the water and the sky above are seen connected by a tree of life, and the monarch, thus equated with the cosmic tree, is represented as an axis mundi.

The rounded range of birds in the fresco at Qusayr ‘Amra accentuates the arched contour of the barrel-vaulted room. Thus, the arched shape of the high Byzantine-style throne is echoed by the contour of the arch/baldachin, and is further surrounded by the barrel-roof of the hall. As a result, the caliph is seen in the center of three receding arches, which create a sense of depth in front of and behind him, as if he were seated within an architectural niche, and, at the same time, in a large landscape. The enthroned monarch is depicted as a cosmic ruler, located above the underground cosmic ocean and under the dome of heaven. Thus, from the fresco at Qusayr ‘Amra, we can learn that the notion of kingship is transmitted by what surrounds the ruler—the painted objects as well as the architectural setting—no less than by the royal seat itself. The shape of the space and the nature of the place confer royal dignity upon the seated man.

All the elements discussed so far survived and continued to develop in the later phases of royal Islamic imagery. Not many figurative artifacts remain from the long Abbasid period, but a few palatial complexes, ceramic pieces, illustrations for texts, and, mainly, figurative coins, bear evidence of this. Coins from 11th to 13th century Mesopotamia, for example, show rulers seated in different positions on various forms of support, but most of them are framed by an arch and a pair of heavenly creatures above their heads. The latter may be, in addition to stars, a pair of angels, or central Asian apsaras (Figure 9.4).

The artistic sources are many, Christian and Buddhist alike, but the important point is their frequent and consistent re-emergence on official Islamic objects. In at least one case, a stucco piece from Mesopotamia, the arch above the monarch’s head is actually formed by the tails of two birds facing one another (Figure 9.5). Alternatively, a pair of lions may be seen below the throne. In Mesopotamian paintings of the same period, such as a small paper amulet and a frontispiece for an illustrated volume of Kitāb al-agāhanī, two exotic apsaras hold the arch of heaven in their hands (Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 69, Figure h).

Figure 9.4 Dirham of Nūr al-Dīn Muḥammad, probably from Hisn Kayfa. New York, The American Numismatic Society (1925.13.1). Reproduction in Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 69, Figure h.

24 Lions (and other animals) as a structural or imaginary part of thrones, are yet another ancient motif that was adopted by Islamic art. They are not discussed in this paper precisely because they appear everywhere and are often mentioned in the research literature. This motif disappears from Islamic imagery after the 14th century.
25 The ‘Kazvin cup’ with Chosroes I (6th century CE) Teheran Museum, reproduction in Ghirshman 1962: 206, Figure 246.
26 Dirham of Nūr al-Dīn Muḥammad (r. 1167–1185 CE). Probably minted at Hisn Kayfa.
27 Fragment of a storage vessel with enthronement scene.
28 A relief on a stucco medallion from 12th century Iran.
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Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 61, Figure 11; Hillenbrand, 2017: 223–227, Figures 2–6). A monumental version of these two geniis is carved in the upper corners of the gate of Konya’s ancient citadel. Here, the sultan’s image is absent, but the citadel signifies his protecting presence, and the arched gate is the passageway to his protected domain.

The symbolic combination of the ruler’s image with a pair of hovering angelic figures was probably unknown in Umayyad art, and this late Abbasid formula (probably used only in Anatolia) certainly adds a sacred dimension to the concept of kingship as a gift or protection from heaven. In a way, the angels (or geniis) replace the earlier pairs of birds, but their symbolic meaning is more strongly pronounced.

Arches and niches also continued to be used as framing devices, and in Islamic palaces, were designed to accommodate the ruler in public ceremonies. This practice can be seen in the remnants of a Seljuq site in Sinjar, Iraq, where the ruler sat inside the niche, surrounded by visual images of his special pages. There are no traces of the form or the material of the throne (Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 42, Figure 30). A figurative depiction of a similar niche, in stucco relief, was found in the vicinity of Rayy (Figure 9.6; Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 76–77, Figure 6). The throne, on which the sultan is seated in Oriental fashion, is located in the flat, imaginary niche, above the level of his young slaves. The sultan’s reduced dimension, however, suggests that he is located well behind his slaves, i.e., inside the space of a deep niche. In fact, many of the Abbasid depictions of caliphs and sultans show them seated with folded legs, in Oriental style or perhaps lotus position. Combined with the two flying geniis, this description is clearly reminiscent of the Central Asian statues of the Buddha, which became part of the cultural heritage of the Turkish tribes that settled in Mesopotamia and Anatolia.

Late Abbasid expressions of this iconography can also be seen in the frontispieces of Dioscorides’ *Hiyūlā ‘līyā al-ṭibb*, dated 621/1224, from Baghdad or North al-Jazira, and al-Ḥarīrī’s *Maqāmāt*, dated 634/1237, from Baghdad.30 It is true that the seated person at the center of the *Hiyūlā* composition is a scholar, Dioscorides, rather than a ruler. However, as Robert Hillenbrand convincingly shows, an image of an author could, at that stage of Arab painting, compete with and challenge that of his royal patron (Hillenbrand 2007: esp. 496–501). In any case, the pyramidal dome of the throne, and especially the horns at its top (recalling certain Sassanid crowns), together with the boat in the sea below, endow the composition with cosmic royalty and dimension. The two attendants beside the central person complete this royal presentation.

A century later, a painter illustrating a *Maqāmāt* for a Mamluk patron may have misunderstood the meanings of this arrangement, as he replaced the aquatic scene with an acrobatic exercise over a rounded basin, disproportionally enlarged the pair of angels, and reversed the direction of the sky-blue ribbon in their hands (Ettinghausen 1977: Plate on p. 148).

A body of water beneath the image of a monarch appears in a number of late 12th and 13th century ceramics from Iran. Guest and Ettinghausen note that the aquatic world is not unique to royal iconography, and yet: ‘In certain cases, it seems to reflect a cosmological order because we find a tripartite arrangement with the central band populated with the inhabitants of the earth.’ They add that: ‘In view of the basic importance of water for the fertility, even the very existence, of a country as barren in parts as Iran, it can also be assumed that the symbols for, or representation of, water on pottery from prehistoric times on had also a mythological or magic significance’ (Guest and Ettinghausen 1961: 30–31, Figures 4, 6). In at least one of these illustrated ceramic bowls, the cosmic arrangement is completed by a group of three architectural domes, in addition to birds flying above the mythological shah Farīdūn (Simpson 1985: 132, Figure 1).

Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 61, Figure 11; Hillenbrand, 2017: 223–227, Figures 2–6). A monumental version of these two geniis is carved in the upper corners of the gate of Konya’s ancient citadel. Here, the sultan’s image is absent, but the citadel signifies his protecting presence, and the arched gate is the passageway to his protected domain.39 The symbolic combination of the ruler’s image with a pair of hovering angelic figures was probably unknown in Umayyad art, and this late Abbasid formula (probably used only in Anatolia) certainly adds a sacred dimension to the concept of kingship as a gift or protection from heaven. In a way, the angels (or geniis) replace the earlier pairs of birds, but their symbolic meaning is more strongly pronounced.

Arches and niches also continued to be used as framing devices, and in Islamic palaces, were designed to accommodate the ruler in public ceremonies. This practice can be seen in the remnants of a Seljuq site in Sinjar, Iraq, where the ruler sat inside the niche, surrounded by visual images of his special pages. There are no traces of the form or the material of the throne (Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 42, Figure 30). A figurative depiction of a similar niche, in stucco relief, was found in the vicinity of Rayy (Figure 9.6; Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 76–77, Figure 6). The throne, on which the sultan is seated in Oriental fashion, is located in the flat, imaginary niche, above the level of his young slaves. The sultan’s reduced dimension, however, suggests that he is located well behind his slaves, i.e., inside the space of a deep niche. In fact, many of the Abbasid depictions of caliphs and sultans show them seated with folded legs, in Oriental style or perhaps lotus position. Combined with the two flying geniis, this description is clearly reminiscent of the Central Asian statues of the Buddha, which became part of the cultural heritage of the Turkish tribes that settled in Mesopotamia and Anatolia.

Late Abbasid expressions of this iconography can also be seen in the frontispieces of Dioscorides’ *Hiyūlā ‘līyā al-ṭibb*, dated 621/1224, from Baghdad or North al-Jazira, and al-Ḥarīrī’s *Maqāmāt*, dated 634/1237, from Baghdad.39 It is true that the seated person at the center of the *Hiyūlā* composition is a scholar, Dioscorides, rather than a ruler. However, as Robert Hillenbrand convincingly shows, an image of an author could, at that stage of Arab painting, compete with and challenge that of his royal patron (Hillenbrand 2007: esp. 496–501). In any case, the pyramidal dome of the throne, and especially the horns at its top (recalling certain Sassanid crowns), together with the boat in the sea below, endow the composition with cosmic royalty and dimension. The two attendants beside the central person complete this royal presentation.

A century later, a painter illustrating a *Maqāmāt* for a Mamluk patron may have misunderstood the meanings of this arrangement, as he replaced the aquatic scene with an acrobatic exercise over a rounded basin, disproportionally enlarged the pair of angels, and reversed the direction of the sky-blue ribbon in their hands (Ettinghausen 1977: Plate on p. 148).

A body of water beneath the image of a monarch appears in a number of late 12th and 13th century ceramics from Iran. Guest and Ettinghausen note that the aquatic world is not unique to royal iconography, and yet: ‘In certain cases, it seems to reflect a cosmological order because we find a tripartite arrangement with the central band populated with the inhabitants of the earth.’ They add that: ‘In view of the basic importance of water for the fertility, even the very existence, of a country as barren in parts as Iran, it can also be assumed that the symbols for, or representation of, water on pottery from prehistoric times on had also a mythological or magic significance’ (Guest and Ettinghausen 1961: 30–31, Figures 4, 6). In at least one of these illustrated ceramic bowls, the cosmic arrangement is completed by a group of three architectural domes, in addition to birds flying above the mythological shah Farīdūn (Simpson 1985: 132, Figure 1).

Figure 9.5 Top Section of a water jug, Mesopotamia, late 12th–early 13th century. New York, Brooklyn Museum, Gift of Roebling Society (73.30.6). © Brooklyn Museum. Canby, Beyazit, Rugiadi, and Peacock 2016: 110, Figure 38.

39 The reliefs are kept in the Museum of Stones and Wooden Works (Ince Minareli), Konya.
From the Mongol Conquest to the Late 16th Century

When the Mongols established their dominion over the eastern part of the Islamic world, the regional ruling dynasties, if not the Abbasid caliphs themselves, had already adopted and developed a royal ceremonial, architecture and art that endowed the monarch with universal and cosmic dimensions. The Ilkhans and their artists were thus able to shed their political concepts, nomadic traditions, and imported Chinese style in favor of the extant local visual models. As a result, their main contributions to the visual imaging of the charismatic, divinely chosen, and supported ruler, are a growing emphasis on the air of sanctity; a natural, outdoor background for the royal presence; and the representation of contemporary Chinese modes of apparel, furniture, and ceremonies.

All these changes are apparent in a depiction of an enthroned ruler on a tapestry roundel from the first half of the 14th century (Figure 9.7; von Folsach 2017: 66, Figure 21; Komaroff and Carboni 2003: 168, Figure 195). The form of the throne here is not different from the schematic seats depicted on Abbasid artifacts, nor is the shape of the crown. The cosmic essence of the enthronement is traditionally expressed by a vertical alignment of the sea, the throne and the birds, but the arch of the sky is replaced by a large and colorful parasol. This signifier of royalty, which was, of course, well known in Achaemenid Iran, disappeared from Islamic iconography until the Mongol conquest, and then reappeared in Ilkhanid art via the Buddhist world of Central and Eastern Asia.31 The parasol, which, like the dome, symbolizes the sky,32 was used out of doors, and as such, suits the Mongol nomadic tradition. However, the most significant innovation in this iconography is the golden halo around the ruler’s head. Halos were indeed a common and insignificant stylistic feature in late Abbasid painting and ceramics. The latter continued well into the Ilkhanid period, but in book illustrations from c. 1300 CE, round or fiery halos were attributed mainly to Muhammad and those whom Islam recognizes as prophets. Therefore, in the context of this tapestry, where the only haloed figure is the prince, this motif should be interpreted as a sign of sacred charisma. Another, isolated miniature painting goes even further in this direction.33 It depicts a large king, haloed and dressed in gold, enthroned on a golden background, at the center of his Mongol subjects and three Central Asian heavenly creatures. The circular composition, the group of heavenly figures, and the sky-blue throne on the golden background all transform the scene into a Buddhist heaven, and the ruler, into a sacred image. Even in Rashid al-Din’s rationalistic

31 Ghirshman 1962: 197–198, Figure 237; 323, Figure 433; Flood 2005: 78, Figures 2, 19; Lambton, ‘Marāsim,’ EJ (2012).
33 Berlin, Berlin State Library, Diez_A_fol_71_46–#4.
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history, with illustrations combining Chinese with Christian elements, the Seljuq sultan, Berkyaruk, is seen enthroned under a huge hovering crown, which seems to descend upon his head from a heavenly curtain.\(^{34}\)

Another innovation in the tapestry composition is the blossoming background, which locates the enthroned ruler in the open air. In mid-14th-century book art, on the other hand, scenes of enthronement are usually depicted in a royal tent. Here, besides the elevated seat, the most prominent element of décor is the heavy curtains.\(^{35}\) These may be a continuation of the earlier isolating device, discussed above, but perhaps also a souvenir of nomadic tradition, where the ruler, enthroned under the uplifted door curtain of his tent, encountered his subjects, who gathered outside.\(^{36}\) A depiction of the curtain, then, draws attention to the spatial separation between the outside and the inside, and to the proper location of the ruler at the meeting place between the two.

In the context of a built palace, the meeting point between the two spaces is the īwān, an architectural unit closed on three sides and completely open to the courtyard on the fourth side. This type of architectural space, which served as a royal reception hall at the Sassanid palace in Ctesiphon, became the most important unit of many types of Islamic public monuments. According to Jonathan Bloom: ‘Literary and archaeological evidence suggests that the celestial dome favoured by early Islamic palaces for reception rooms was replaced by the vaulted iwan’ (Bloom 1993: 137). Being half open and half closed, the space of the īwān can be conceived as a liminal point, an in between,

---

\(^{34}\) Rashid al-Din’s *Compendium of Chronicles*, Tabriz, 714/1314-15. Edinburgh University Library, MS Arab 20, fol. 187v, reproduced in The Metropolitan Museum of Art, *The Legacy of Genghis Khan*, p. 147, Figure 173.

\(^{35}\) The known examples illustrated the grand royal Shāhnāma, perhaps from the time of Abu Sa’īd. See Grabar and Blair 1980: Figures 1, 11, 17, 45, 54, on pp. 59, 79, 91, 147, 165.

\(^{36}\) About the importance of the royal tent, see O’Kane 1993: 249–252; Broadbridge 2008: 108; Blair, ‘Sarāy,’ *EI* (2012); Melville 2013: 35.
and, therefore, its role of framing enthronement scenes, in art and in reality, seems loaded with symbolism.

The Ilkhan's nomadic identification was further accentuated in the proliferating Timurid art of the book in the early 15th century. The Timurid sultans continued to hold receptions in the open, using tents and shades instead of brick buildings, and they are often depicted in the garden, seated on carpets instead of thrones. An illustration of Timur Leng holding court out of doors shows him enthroned in front of the door of his royal tent. The cylindrical tent, and its blue roof in particular, recalls Islamic burial shrines with domes symbolizing the blue sky. Nature plays a prominent role in an illustrated copy of Rashid al-Din's Ta'rīkh-i Jahān-Gushā (History of Genghis Khan), in which Genghis Khan and his descendants are often seen enthroned out of doors, framed by trees instead of architecture (Figure 9.8).

Plants as borders and framing devices were common in ancient Near-Eastern civilizations, and certain ones, such as the palm tree and the vine, often had symbolic meaning. But Islamic art from the Ilkhanid

---

37 See Lentz and Lowry 1989: 32–34, about Timur’s decision to celebrate his ceremonies in his gardens. The illustration is reproduced on pp. 264–265.
39 As an example, see the post-Sassanid plate, note 53.
period onward made constant and meaningful use of this convention. In certain cases, such as a depiction of Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad that resembles a religious icon, trees not only cut the composition into separate zones (each denoting a different historical period), but also surround the fiery halo behind Muhammad’s throne, thus forming another arched frame. Similarly, in another painting from the same period, an arc of angels around Muhammad’s haloed throne supports the interpretation of trees as an extremely symbolic framing device. Already in the Great Mongol Shāhnāma, two trees surround the central īwān in enthronement scenes. It may be said that these trees are only intended to fill the empty side corners in the symmetrical tripartite compositions. However, in light of the importance attached to trees near and around sultans and prophets in the Timurid era, and even more so in the 16th-century Safavid period, one cannot rule out a meaningful role for these Ilkhanid pairs of trees. In royal Safavid painting, the figure of a shah is often surrounded by a pair of cypresses, be he seated in the garden, on the balcony, or even inside his īwān (Figure 9.9).

Innovations in the ceremonial and its visual imaging reach maturity in Safavid court paintings. Figure 9.9, for example, depicts an unreal but highly symbolic enthronement, virtually framed by two shallow façades of a high garden pavilion. Without walls and interiors to support and complete the architecture, the transparent façades are no more than theatrical props. The front side imitates an īwān, but, instead of an interior, we see an open garden under a golden sky, where two cypresses frame and accentuate the vertical axis, upon which the shah is seated. The representation of the shah in open space is not surprising in light of Safavid policy—which was thus described by Gülru Necipoğlu: ‘Instead of remaining hidden to make himself worthy of respect, the Safavid shah manifested his royal power through constant visibility, spectacle, and display’ (Necipoğlu 1993: 306). A depiction of two flying angels in the spandrels of the imaginary īwān arch completes the royal iconography, wherein the shah is located at the very meeting point of the vertical and horizontal six directions, synonymous with ‘the world’ in Persian poetry.

Īwāns, cypresses, and a golden sky are common in Safavid painting, as we can see in the illustration of King Solomon enthroned in his garden terrace (Simpson 1997; 216, Plate 107). Another common motif is the fountain below the throne, which may be nothing more than a representation of reality in the hot Near Eastern climate. But in these, as in other Safavid and Ottoman paintings, the fountain is too large and too central to be a mere element of décor. In light of the long tradition of enthronement scenes with a body of water below the king’s feet, it seems reasonable to see the fountains in the later imagery as yet another royal attribute.

The latter suggestion is strongly corroborated by an Ottoman painting of Sultan Suleiman holding a ruby cup, in ‘Arif Çelebî’s Süleymannâma, from 1558. This illustration, the most symbolic in the entire volume, is thus described by Esin Atıl:

The painting is composed of three vertical sections subdivided horizontally by a number of architectural units showing various gates, entrances, windows, gardens, courtyards, arcades, terraces, balconies, and domes. Each component is elaborately decorated, some designs are highly abstract while others clearly constitute stained-glass windows, tiled walls, marble columns, and pavements. Süleyman sits in the center of this fantastic setting on an elaborate gold throne rising above a marble-inlaid courtyard with a central fountain; behind the throne is an archway opening onto the gardens in the background, above which is a stained-glass window with a central cypress tree. The sultan, resting on çintamani-patterned cushions, holds the renowned ruby cup in his hand….The possession of the mythical cup of Cemşid, the symbol of Ottoman power and victory over the Safavids, is fully exploited by the painter, who uses this opportunity to display the majesty of the sultan and the splendor of his court (Atıl 1986: 217).

As Atıl’s description indicates, the schematic, tripartite composition indeed represents the entire imperial ideological and institutional order within a hierarchically organized tableau. The two lateral sections depict, in ascending order, the three consecutive palace courts, from the outer gate and gardens, via the administrative center to the private royal apartments. The throne, at the center of the composition, is located above a row of small arches. With its upper back section designed like a domed roof, a common motif in 16th-century Persian painting, it resembles a small pavilion rather than a piece of furniture. Ramp stairs leading to this throne room recall Solomon-Suleiman’s elevated podium in Figure 9.1, which was painted for another volume of ‘Arif’s Shāhnāma of the Ottoman Family (Süleymannâma being the last volume). An unusually large fountain

---

43 Solomon and Balqi, in Jâmî’s Sâlâm wa Absâl (Haft Awrang), Iran:
45 Washington, DC, Freer Gallery of Art, 46.12, fol. 188a.
47 Bruschetti Foundation for Islamic and Asian Art, fol. 20r. Reproduced in Atıl 1986: 58, Figure 23.
Figure 9.9. Coronation of Khusraw, Illustration to Niẓāmi’s *khamsa*, Tabriz, 1539–43. London, The British Library, Or. 2265, fol. 60v. ©The British Library Board.
below the sultan’s throne, an arched window open to a garden, and a big Ottaman dome above complete the symbolic axial arrangement. The arched contour of the window is actually formed by the outline of two cypresses, directly paralleling contemporary Safavid paintings. The space between the cypresses is filled with a combination of a green treetop and a blossoming tree; this, too, being a common poetical metaphor of paradisiacal peace, abundance, and love in Islamic painting, including enthronement scenes. Another allusion to paradisiacal abundance is the water streaming from the palatial fountain to the blossoming greenery at the bottom of the illustration.

In this mythological or apocalyptic sense, Sultan Suleiman’s enthronement scene is paralleled by the depiction of Adam and Eve in paradise, in the Anbiyā nāma, the first volume of the Shāhnāma of the Ottoman Family. Here, paradise is viewed as an Ottoman palace, at the center of which, on a longitudinal axis, an empty throne tops a fountain. At the bottom of the composition, Eve is seen handing Adam kernels from the large wheat plant growing beneath the fountain. These kernels will be carried out of paradise by the sinning couple during their expulsion, to start agricultural civilization upon the earth. Comparison between the two illustrations reveals a variety of allusions and metaphors connected with the fountain beneath an enthroned king. As in the case of the sea below the throne, kingship here has a cosmic dimension, with a specific Islamic overtone. Complementing the water at the bottom of the illustration, is the globular dome above, so different from the surrounding pointed roofs. In the image of Sultan Suleiman enthroned, this recalls the domes of the Ottoman mosques, and in the painting of Sultan Suleiman equated with King Solomon (Figure 9.1), it is small but tall, and topped by a bird.

Birds, indeed, never disappeared from Islamic enthronement imagery. In the Ilkhanid period, molded in ceramic tiles, they decorated both palaces and saints’ tombs, such as the 13th-century palace, Takht-i Suleimān, and the tomb of the Sufi shaykh ‘Abd al-Ṣamad at Natanz (Blair 1993: 242). In Timurid book illustrations of the Gengisid family, the khans’ thrones are decorated with golden birds perched on their upper part, or, conversely, real birds (mainly cranes) can be seen flying near the figure of the monarch. A unique depiction of King Solomon’s cosmic kingship, made for the Ottaman sultan c. 1500 and indicating acquaintance with Western Christian iconography, shows him seated inside a domed castle at the top of a seven-floor hierarchical arrangement of earthly and heavenly bodies. A flight of stairs under Solomon’s feet leads to an underground space filled with water jars, and the sky around and above the king swarms with a variety of birds. Under Ottaman rule, an amateur artist also depicted an abundance of birds above Solomon, who is seen enthroned on a stool, between two plants. All the small birds circle a large falcon with spread wings—Horus the divine falcon hovering above a king—clearly symbolizing the concept of kingship.

Conclusion

This brief overview of the imagery of the throne in Islamic lands shows that from its inception through its peak, Islamic art drew heavily on foreign models of thrones from earlier and contemporary civilizations, in spite of its inherent objection to the status and symbols of kings and kingship. The only piece of furniture that may have served the Prophet as a seat of honor was simple and functional, albeit influenced by legendary thrones from the remote past. In any case, there is no proof that other forms of thrones were in use before the Mongol invasion. However, even if not in actual use, images of thrones proliferated, as part of the visual imagery of kingship. But the seats as such were less important to the image makers. What really mattered was the shape of the framing space, and certain symbolic elements in its staging.

A number of motifs, figurative and abstract, pictorial and architectural, were repeatedly used as building blocks for the real and pictorial mis en scene of the enthroned rulers. The architectural components of reception halls and pictorial images of enthronement consist, first of all, of arches, niches, īwāns, and domes. These elements frame the figure of the charismatic person, while creating an honored and even a sacred space for him. The liminal nature of this space is further accentuated by the presence of a door or a window behind the throne. The sense of separation between the ruler and his community is reinforced by curtains, wooden maqṣūras, and, eventually, a golden grill, in the case of Shah ‘Abbās’ Shāh-neshīn in Shaykh Šāfī’s shrine at Ardabil. The seating place, which is often elevated, is visually depicted as even higher by means of stairs, stools, or raised balconies. In royal iconography, enthronement scenes include water below the throne and birds, geniis, and angels above it.

The combination of these elements creates a symbolic construct of sacred cosmic space, with the king located at its very center, at the meeting point between the vertical and horizontal axes. The vertical line is the

46 An example of the first depiction is seen in Rashid al-Dīn’s Compendium of Chronicles, from Herat c. 1420, Paris, Bnf, Ms. Orientaux, Suppl pers, 1113, fol. 120r; an example of the second in the same manuscript, fol. 183r, reproduced in Andrews 1999: Plate 109.

47 Shāhnāma, Dublin, Chester Beatty Library, Ms. Turk 406, fol. 2v. Reproduced in Rogers 2000: 187–200, Figure 1.
symbolic axis mundi, or in Islamic thinking—quṭb. The quṭb connecting the divine realm of the universe with life upon the earth, and in the human world; the term also denoting a saint. We are not in a position to assess Nadia Jamil’s conclusion that the concept of quṭb was developed and associated with the caliph as early as the Umayyad period. But it may well have been in the formation process, as evidenced by the figurative experiments on the Umayyad coins. In the early Abbasid monuments of the round city of Baghdad and the spiral minarets of Samarra, this symbolism seems to have been fully developed, and there is no reason to doubt its role in all the later architectural spaces and visual depictions of enthronement. The rulers, at least from the time of al-Walīd II, had their leadership and charisma depicted as if conferred by heaven and dotted with sanctity. This predilection grew stronger after the Abbasid period (which is not discussed here), almost such as those from the Ilkhanid and perhaps the later Moghul period (which is not discussed here), almost endowed the ruler with a divine essence. In most cases, however, the enthroned kings are depicted as deputies of God, sometimes as saints, and always as the ‘Shadow of God upon the Earth,’ ẓill Allāh ‘ala al-ard.
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